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Abstract
Articulation, Academic Progress, and Graduation: A Comparison
of Community College Transfer and Native Students
in Selected Florida Universities
by
Angela M. Garcia Falconetti
University of North Florida
Dr. Joyce T. Jones, Chair
Department of Leadership, Counseling,
and Instructional Technology

The purpose of this concurrent mixed methods study was to explore how well
Florida's 2+2 articulation agreement and transfer student services meet the needs of
students. Phase I employed quantitative methodology to compare the academic success
and persistence to graduation of a single cohort (n = 2,612) of Florida public community
college Associate in Arts graduates (n

=

1,738) and native (n

=

874) juniors (60-to-70

credit hours) who entered the same universities as FTIC. Discriminant analysis results
yielded statistically significant differences in the academic success and persistence of
community college transfer and native student graduates and dropouts. On average,
native students graduated with twice as many lower level credit hours and cumulative
credit hours than community college transfers. Discriminant analysis results did not yield
appreciable differences in the final grade point averages of student graduates, indicating
that community college transfer students performed just as well academically as native
students. However, the results of the chi -square tests of independence indicated that a

xvi
greater percentage of native students graduated and a greater percentage of community
college transfer students dropped out of academic degree programs. These findings
support the conclusion that community college students are as academically capable as
native students but may benefit from services that promote student engagement.
The qualitative component provided a context for enhancing the interpretation of
quantitative findings and for addressing the structure of articulation services, availability
of transfer student services, compliance with the statewide articulation agreement, and
advocacy of transfer students on each campus. Interviews with 15 current and previous
administrators led to the identification of three significant issues related to the rapidly
evolving universities and their primary feeder community colleges.

CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
America is not only the richest country in the world, but it is also at its richest
point in history. Yet, a significant portion of its population has become poorer over the
last two decades (Reich, 2002). Opportunity for American citizens is becoming more and
more a function of education. American citizens are entitled to the same - not separate educational opportunities regardless of ethnic minority and socioeconomic class (Reich,
2002). For the vast majority of Americans today, a community college education and the
transferability of coursework to four year universities is of utmost importance to the
quality of life. It is of critical importance to the economic standing of the nation as a
whole.
Providing community college students with access to four year universities
requires coordination at the state, local, and institutional levels. Intra-institutional
collaborations between community colleges and four year universities via "2+2"
articulation practices decreases attrition rates during student transfer to four year
universities (Ignash & Townsend, 2000; Just & Adams, 1997; Wellman, 2002).
"Articulation and transfer are enhanced considerably when programs are closely coupled"
(Cohen & Brawer, 2003, p. 329). The present study investigated the on-going
effectiveness of the 2+2 concept and its accompanying articulation process in a state that
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has relied heavily upon the governance of its postsecondary system to provide access to
higher education.
Background
Although the country's egalitarian principles embedded in the Declaration of
Independence guarantee the exercise of personal freedom and the right to selfdetermination, factors such as income and socioeconomic class can impede the pursuit of
educational opportunities, health care, suitable housing, and even disaster relief services.
The U.S. Census Bureau's annual report published in 2005 estimated that 37 million
Americans were living in poverty (Tyson, 2005). Beginning in 2000, the poverty rate rose
for four consecutive years. Earning less than $9.04 per hour, more than 28 million
Americans earned a full-time annual salary of $18,800 or less (Conlin & Bernstein,
2004).
The economy will prosper if citizens take advantage of increasing access to
postsecondary education and specialized training (Freeman, 2007; McClenney, 2004). On
average, individuals with an associate's degree will earn 20% to 30% more than those
with only a high school diploma. Bachelor degree graduates will earn 40% more than
high school graduates. "The poverty rate in households headed by a high school dropout
is 10 times higher than that in households headed by a college graduate" (Boswell, 2004,
p. 22). Education has significant benefits to the nation as a whole. "Increased tax
revenues, greater productivity, lower crime rates, and decreased reliance on government
support are just some of the public benefits that accrue to society as a result of a welleducated populace" (Boswell, 2004, p. 23).
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The American Community College Mission
Public community colleges across the nation assure access to higher education
and expand opportunities for specialized educational training more so than four year
institutions (Dougherty, 2001; Freeman, 2007). Historically, the mission of public
community colleges has been to respond to local educational, social, and economic
needs. Preparing students for distinctive success as citizens of a global economy,
community colleges must "adapt to the rapid changes of the information age, while
creating opportunities for personal, professional, and career enhancement for a diverse
constituent population" (Brooks, 2002, p. 3). The knowledge base for professional jobs in
technical disciplines requires specialized and sophisticated skills which, in this day and
age, include the adaptation to technological advances. The "open door" admission policy
of community colleges presents citizens with the option to pursue a more affordable
education and an expedient route to the work force (Cohen & Brawer, 2003; Dougherty,
2001; Freeman, 2007; Levin, 2001; McClenney, 2006; Roueche, Baker III, OmahaBoy,
& Mullins, 1987). "Community colleges are a crucial source of educational opportunity

for millions of Americans, making fundamental contributions to the state and national
economies" (Bailey, 2005, p. 16).

The 2+ 2 Concept
Providing community college graduates with access to four year universities
requires coordination at the state, local, and institutional levels. A statewide articulation
agreement functions as a master plan that promotes transfer by increasing systematic
efficiency and effectiveness in educating students. Articulation policies assure the
alignment of the exit requirements of a community college with the admission
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requirements of the receiving four year institution and its various programs of study.
Two-plus-two articulated programs assure a more affordable and secure route to a higher
level of education for students. Whether integrated through statewide agreements or
institution-to-institution agreements, the 2+2 concept defines the attainment of a
baccalaureate as the successful completion of the first two years of study at a community
college and the remaining two years at a university. Well-articulated general education
programs and common course numbering systems enhance the systematic approach that
facilitates student transfer.
The 2+2 concept affects numerous dimensions of higher education including
access for an increasingly diverse student population, degree productivity, and
affordability for students (Boswell, 2004; Cohen & Brawer, 2003; !gnash & Townsend,
2001; Just & Adams, 1997; Wellman, 2002). Statewide 2+2 policies function to align
community colleges with four year institutions and to increase funding and accountability
practices. States with strong 2+2 articulation systems are more effective in decreasing the
achievement disparities that prevent low-income and minority students from graduating
with a baccalaureate (Boswell, 2004). Weak 2+2 coordination at the state level results in
inconsistent implementation of the articulation policy, leading to lower graduation rates,
increased completion of excess course credits, extra expenditures for students, excessive
time for students, and delay of students entering the employment market. "Given the
social and economic advantages of smooth transfer to individuals and states, improving
articulation policy and practice is a matter of significant public interest" (Rifkin, 1998,
p. 1).
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Articulation Process
As a function that facilitates transfer for community college students prior to
matriculating at the senior institution, articulation agreements provide enhanced access to
postsecondary education. Articulation agreements are designed to secure the alignment of
a student's program of study from the community college to the four year institution, to
eliminate the duplication of course content upon transfer, and to set the path for a more
expedient route toward degree completion. The articulation process assures equality for
both community colleges and four year institutions as partners in providing freshmen and
sophomore undergraduate level course work. The articulation process establishes "the
academic validity and credibility of the transferring institution as a legitimate partner in
providing education for the transfer student" (Susskind, 1997, p. 1157).
Articulation policies of American institutions of higher education differ from state
to state ranging from formal state governmental policies to voluntary agreements
coordinated by community colleges and four year institutions (Susskind, 1997). Ignash
and Townsend's (200 1) national study of statewide articulation agreements reported that
34 (79%) of the 43 states studied had some variety of a statewide articulation agreement.
As concrete evidence of the fact that state higher education agency officials, legislatures,
colleges, universities, and the public have intensified attention given to articulation, 15 of
the 34 states with articulation agreements had developed or improved them between the
years of 1995 and 2000. However, agreements varied considerably. The articulation
agreements of states such as Iowa, Michigan, and Missouri were utilized as mere
guidelines for understanding the transfer process (Susskind, 1997). Texas' articulation
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agreements are developed between four year institutions and feeder community colleges,
not at the state level (Learner, 2001).
Among the states recognized for the strength of their articulation system are
Nevada and Florida; however, Florida is generally recognized as the strongest across the
nation. "Florida .. .is considered a national leader in developing highly effective
articulation at the state and local levels between and among institutions and sectors"
(Minear, 1998, p. 17). Florida's 2+2 articulation model mandates the acceptance of all
state community college Associate in Arts (A.A.) degrees and some Associate in Science
(A.S.) degrees by four year state universities. The foundation of Florida's model is the
statewide articulation agreement.
The purpose of Florida's statewide articulation agreement is to facilitate the
efficient and effective transfer of students and to provide students with the opportunity to
attain their educational objectives as quickly as their circumstances permit (Florida
Statute 1007.01, 2004). Florida's 2+2 policy defines the earning of baccalaureate as the
successful completion of 60 credit hours at a community college and the remaining
courses at a university. The effectiveness of Florida's statewide articulation agreement
lies in the strength of the relationship and coordination between the Florida universities'
Board of Governors (BOG) and the State Board of Education (SBE). Although the
Articulation Coordinating Committee (ACC) serves in an advisory capacity to the BOG
and the SBE, it is incumbent upon both parties to express a sincere commitment to the
advancement of community college students and to their success as contemporary
citizens of a global economy.
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Statement of the Problem
Florida's 2+2 system with its statewide articulation agreement and its strong
community system has been effective in promoting access to higher education. But a
recent reorganization of the state system raises questions about its long-term viability,
including the statewide trend of community colleges to becoming four year institutions.
The 2001 abolition of Florida's Board of Regents and the State Board of Community
Colleges was designed to make the governance of the State University System (SUS)
more responsive to local and state needs. This move may have adversely affected
Florida's 2+2 system under which the community college graduate is assured that a two
year degree from a public community college will articulate fully with the SUS's junior
level programs of study. Three major problems associated with poor articulation are:
(a) failure of students to complete all prescribed lower division prerequisites prior to
transfer, (b) transferring of students to a state supported four year institution with
deficiencies in the state-mandated foreign language requirements, and (c) inadequate
understanding of the common prerequisites and equivalence of courses under the state's
higher education common course numbering system by the transfer student and the
receiving institution (OPPAGA Report No. 02-05, 2002). When these problems occur,
the student is inevitably forced to take additional courses and in most cases extend the
time required to meet graduation requirements. This in turn increases costs to the student
and to the state (OPPAGA Report No. 02-05, 2002; OPPAGA Report No. 06-58, 2006).
Florida's commitment to a "seamless system of K -20 education" either presents
the potential for strengthening the 2+2 arrangement or it seriously undermines its
effectiveness, pending the policy's evolution. As the state universities become more
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competitive and selective, coordination between the State Board of Education and the
Board of Governors is the sole factor facilitating the success of the statewide articulation
agreement. It is critical, at this point in history, to examine the effectiveness of the 2+2
system to assure that Florida's postsecondary system continues to provide the community
college student equal access to the baccalaureate.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the present study was to investigate how well Florida's 2+2
articulation agreement and transfer student services meet the needs of students, and to
explore the commitment ofFlorida's state universities to complying with the statewide
articulation agreement. This study examined whether community college students are
served as well as native (FTIC) students at three selected institutions of higher education
in Florida. The progress of a single cohort of community college transfer students who
graduated with an A.A. degree from a Florida public community college and a
comparison group of "native" students who entered a Florida public university as firsttime-in-college (FTIC) students were examined. The progress of these students was
tracked for a period of five years. The study was completed in two phases. Phase I
examined enrollment data obtained from the selected universities to assess community
college to university (2+2) articulation and student progress to graduation. Document
reviews, site visits, and interview protocol were techniques used in Phase II to gather data
from academic affairs and student affairs administrators about transfer student services to
derive a better understanding of the transfer student service profile on campus. These
interviews explored retention services, matriculation information, financial assistance,
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student support services, and involvement in student life. University publications and
documents were analyzed to further ascertain information about these programs.
Research Questions
The central research questions for the present study were as follows:
1. Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence (breaks in continuous
enrollment, changes in major, cumulative semester hours completed, final grade
point average, number of 1000 and 2000 level courses completed, total semesters
enrolled) of community college transfer students and native (FTIC) students who
are seeking baccalaureate degrees in Florida's State University System?
2. Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence of community
college transfer students who are seeking baccalaureate degrees at each of the
selected institutions?
3. Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence of native (FTIC)
students who are seeking baccalaureate degrees at each of the selected
institutions?
4. How do the institutions of Florida's State University System address issues of
compliance with the statewide articulation agreement on their campuses?
5. How is the community college Associate of Arts degree graduate who transfers to
a public university recognized and supported at the receiving institution?
Significance ofthe Research
The significance of the study is based on the provision of access to higher
education and the subsequent effects of a well-educated populace to the American
economy. "Community colleges are a crucial source of educational opportunity for
millions of Americans, making fundamental contributions to the state and national
economies" (Bailey, 2005, p. 16). Community colleges provide educational opportunities
unmatched by other institutions. As a viable route to achieving a higher standard of
living, the community college is affordable, accessible, and accommodating to diverse
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populations, (i.e., ethnic minorities, individuals in lower socioeconomic classes, high
school dropouts, workforce students, and adults interested in leisure education).
The retention services at the receiving institution are instrumental to the success
of community college transfer students. Originally established as upper level institutions,
the three four year institutions selected for the purpose of this study were initially
designed to serve community college graduates and other junior level transfer students.
This study will explore the degree to which these three institutions focus on the
development of the community college transfer student during the student's academic
career. As all four year universities in Florida continue to grow, student service units
must value the needs of transfer students in order to foster student retention. Recognized
for its 2+2 system, the state of Florida's model is designed to provide an expedient and
affordable route for community college transfer students to receive a baccalaureate.
However, the success of the system is only as effective as university officials'
commitment to adhering to the statewide articulation agreement and to institution-toinstitution agreements. Preparing students ofFlorida's postsecondary educational system
to serve the global economy not only opens the door of opportunity but also adds to the
societal and economic standing of the nation.
Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this study, the following operational definitions were employed:
2+2 Articulation- state policy in Florida allowing students to earn a bachelor's
degree upon the completion of 60 academic credit hours at a community college and the
remaining 60 credit hours at a four year university. Four-year institutions may request
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permission of their board of trustees to create programs in excess of 120 credit hours
(Florida Department of Education, 2007; Florida Statute Section 1007.23, 2006).
Articulation Coordinating Committee (ACC) -the committee that identifies the
courses that meet general education requirements for Florida public community colleges
and universities, distinguishes between general education courses and the courses
required for degree completion, and manages Florida's Common Prerequisite system.
The ACC was directed by the Florida Legislature in 1995 to study articulation issues and
to submit recommendations to the State Board of Education (OPPAGA Report No. 0205, 2002). All ACC members are appointed by and report to the Commissioner of
Education. The ACC consists of 18 members, including 4 standing members from the
Department of Education and 14 members who serve for two-year terms and represent
diverse sectors of the K-20 system (Florida Department of Education, 2007; OPPAGA
Report No. 02-05, 2002).
Associate in Arts Degree (A.A. degree)- a two year, or 60 semester hour, degree
program offered by community colleges consisting of courses offered to freshman and
sophomores of baccalaureate programs. Referred to as the university parallel or transfer
program, the A.A. degree program is designed for students to complete the first two years
of general education curriculum at a community college and then, transfer to a four year
state university in Florida. While some four year state universities offer A.A. degrees,
these degrees do not guarantee transferability of course credits to other state universities
or community colleges (Florida Community Colleges and Workforce Education, 2005;
Florida State Board of Community Colleges, 1999).
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Associate in Science Degree (A.S. degree)- a degree program offered by
community colleges consisting of college-level courses that prepare students for entry
into employment. The A.S. degree ranges from 60 to 78 college credits and focuses on a
technical or professional field of employment. Some A.S. degree programs ofFlorida
community colleges are transferable to state universities (Florida Community Colleges
and Workforce Education, 2005; Florida State Board of Community Colleges, 1999).
Academic Success and Persistence - the factors representing academic progress
of the research sample of community college transfer students and native (FTIC) students
from each of the three selected state universities: (a) cumulative semester hours
completed, (b) final grade point average (GPA), (c) number of 1000 and 2000 level hours
completed, (d) number of breaks in continuous enrollment (stop-out), (e) number of
changes in major, and (f) total semesters enrolled.
Board of Governors (BOG) -the authority established in the Florida constitution
that currently oversees the SUS in Florida and coordinates with each university Board of
Trustees to establish university policies. All members of the BOG are appointed by the
state Governor. Prior to the reorganization of Florida's educational system, the SUS was
administered by a centralized Board of Regents (Florida Board of Governors, 2007;
OPPAGA Report No. 02-05, 2002).
Board of Trustees - the individual institutional governing body for each of the 28
community colleges in Florida and the 11 state universities. The 39 governor-appointed
Boards of Trustees work hand-in-hand with community college and university presidents
to manage day-to-day operations and to set institutional policies.
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Community College Transfer Student- a student who graduated with an A.A.
degree from a public community college in Florida, earning 60 or more credit hours and
who, by statute, is guaranteed entrance to a state university with the completion of an
A.A. degree and a 2.0 grade point average. The statewide articulation agreement does not
guarantee access into specific institutions or academic programs. Students must meet
academic program requirements specific to the college and major of their choice (Florida
Statute Section 1007.23, 2006).
Common Prerequisites - a list of common prerequisite courses that apply to all
students [native (FTIC) and transfer], are required components of degree programs, and
must be the same at all institutions in order to facilitate the smooth transfer of students
between the 11 state universities and the 28 community colleges. The common
prerequisites were developed by the ACC's Oversight Committee for the degree
programs of Florida's 39 public institutions. Established in 1996 per legislative mandate,
the common prerequisites were directed by the ACC to provide students with information
about the courses needed for admittance into upper division programs. The common
prerequisites are defined in the Common Prerequisite Counseling Manual (Florida
Department of Education, 2005a; Florida Department of Education, 2005b; Florida
Statute Section 1007.25, 2006).
Dropouts - students who stopped attendance at the institution for three or more
semesters.
Florida Community College System- the community college system of Florida
initiated in 1933 with the establishment of Palm Beach Junior College, which later
became the state's first public two-year college. Florida's Community College System
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originally included the State Board of Community Colleges, the Department of
Education's Division of Community Colleges, and the 28 public community colleges
(Florida State Board of Community Colleges, 1999). Upon Florida's transition to a
seamless K-20 education, the Division of Community Colleges expanded to include
workforce education and became the Division of Community Colleges and Workforce
Education overseeing 28 community colleges and 40 public school district technical
centers (Florida Community Colleges and Workforce Education, 2005). In 2007, the
Division divided into two: the Division of Community Colleges and the Division of
Workforce Education. The State Board of Community Colleges was abolished in 2001
due to the reorganization of Florida's educational system. The community college system
in Florida oversees the 28 community colleges. The community colleges are lead by the
Chancellor of community colleges who represents the system in discussion with the SBE
regarding system-wide policies. The Chancellor reports to the state Commissioner of
Education and directs the Division of Community College.
Graduates - students who completed a baccalaureate program.
Juniors- students who have completed 60 or more credit hours and who are
enrolled in an academic college within a university.
Lower Division Students- the category of university students who have
completed less than 60 credit hours.
Native Students- students who entered a university as a first time in college
(FTIC) freshman.
Postsecondary Education Planning Commission (PEPC) -the postsecondary
commission of Florida established in 1981 to provide overall guidance and direction for
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Florida's SUS and the Community College System. The PEPC aimed to create an
environment in which individuals were provided the opportunity to reach their maximum
potential (Florida Postsecondary Education Planning Commission, 1998). In 2001,
PEPC's name was changed to the Council for Education Policy Research and
Improvement (CEPRI) and was later abolished by the Legislature.
Postsecondary Statewide Articulation Agreement- an agreement defined by
Florida legislation which mandates that four year public institutions accept state
community college A.A. degrees and some A.S. degrees. The Statewide Articulation
Agreement guarantees all A.A. degree students graduating from a Florida community
college with the transfer of equivalent courses under the Statewide Course Numbering
System, acceptance of a minimum of 60 semester hours of course work by state
institutions, and no additional general education core requirements. A.A. degree transfer
students must submit applications to limited access programs that include more stringent
admission requirements such as a higher grade point average, higher test scores,
additional prerequisites, or interviews and/or portfolios (Florida Department of
Education, 2007; Florida Office of Articulation, 2006; Florida Statute Section 1007.23,
2006).
Seamless K-20 System- the education system of Florida structured to provide a
more seamless path for students to transition from kindergarten to graduate school. The
System's mission is to increase the proficiency of all students by broadening access to
public education and by research and learning opportunities through which students are
provided the opportunity to expand their knowledge and skills (Florida Statute Section
1008.31, 2006).
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State Board of Education (SBE)- the board of education for Florida whose
mission is to increase the proficiency of students through a seamless system. The SBE
has the statutory authority to adopt and amend rules for the community college system,
the Department of Education, and district K-12 school boards (Florida State Board of
Education, 2006).
Statewide Course Numbering System- the system in Florida that provides public
universities, community colleges, vocational technical centers, and participating
nonpublic institutions with a database of approved postsecondary courses. The Statewide
Course Numbering System contains assigned course numbers and agreed upon content to
assure equivalence and transferability of state approved courses between post-secondary
institutions. This facilitates the transfer of credits from institution to institution, improves
institutional research, and assists with program planning (Florida Statute Section
1007.24, 2006; Florida Statute Section 1007.25, 2006). Since its inception in the early to
mid-70's, the Statewide Course Numbering System has played a critical role in
advancing the 2+2 system.
State University System (SUS)- the university system of Florida that includes 11
public universities, 8 branch campuses, 7 centers, and 2 fiscally autonomous campuses of
the University of South Florida. The State University System (SUS) receives funding
from the Florida Legislature, federal programs, student fees, and private sources. During
the fall semesters of 2004 and 2005, 277,582 undergraduate and graduate students were
enrolled in the SUS. In the Spring of2005 the SUS reported employing 58,662 full-time
and part-time personnel: 41,954 full-time administrative personnel and 15,606 full-time
faculty.
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Upper Division -the category of students who have completed 60 or more credit
hours.
Methodology
Research Design

The present study used a concurrent mixed-methods design with both quantitative
and qualitative procedures as more than one method of data to finding answers to the
research questions. In employing the concurrent mixed-methods design both analyses
were conducted simultaneously. Quantitative data (Phase I) examined the academic
success and persistence of a single cohort of community college A.A. degree graduates
and native (FTIC) juniors (60-to-70 credit hours) who entered the same universities as
FTIC. Qualitative data (Phase II) were collected to enhance the overall interpretability of
the effectiveness of transfer student and retention services and to develop a transfer
student service profile on the selected campuses. Inferences were gleaned across the two
independent strands of data and the results were integrated.
Setting

Three regional comprehensive institutions in Florida were selected for the present
study because of similarities in institutional profiles and the fact each was established
originally as an upper level institution designed specifically to serve community college
graduates and other junior level transfer students. In addition, the percentage of junior
level matriculants who transfer :from Florida community colleges is greater for these
institutions than for other four year institutions in the state. Documents reviewed for the
institutional profiles included public SUS reports, BOG reports, state university
comparison data, reports from offices of institutional research, organizational charts,
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university catalogues, student handbooks, institutional brochures, and transfer student
manuals.
Data Collection and Analysis
The present study utilized both secondary and primary data. Secondary data were
obtained from the selected universities' enrollment and degree completion records. The
research data set covered five academic years ranging from the fall2001 semester
through the spring 2006 semester. The research sample for Phase I of the present study
was obtained using stratified sampling. The total sample (n
community college transfer students (n

=

=

2,612) consisted of all

1,738) and native (FTIC) students (n

=

874)

enrolled at F AU, UNF, and UWF during the fall2001 semester. This sample of student
records was drawn from the population offall2001 registrants and their enrollment
patterns, and academic progress was examined through the spring 2006 semester. The
variables selected to represent success and timely completion for community college and
native (FTIC) students were: (a) cumulative semester hours completed, (b) final GPA,
(c) number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed at the senior institution, (d) number
of breaks in continuous enrollment (stop-out), (e) number of changes in major, and
(f) total semesters enrolled.
In Phase I of the study, descriptive discriminant analysis was used to examine
differences between the levels of the categorical dependent variables listed above for the
transfer and native (FTIC) student samples. Descriptive discriminant analysis was also
used to examine the transfer students on the level of categorical variables among the three
institutions. In addition to discriminant analysis, binary logistic regression was employed
for the first research question to predict differences in the independent variables. Chi-
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square tests of independence were conducted for the sub-groups of student graduates and
student dropouts to examine the relationships between each student group (i.e., graduates
and dropouts) and student classification (i.e., community college transfer and native
[FTIC]). All statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS) version 13.0 (SPSS, 2006).
In Phase II, the interviews with administrators of academic affairs and student
affairs explored the structure of articulation services, availability of transfer student
services, compliance with the statewide articulation agreement, and awareness of
community college transfer students at each of the three institutions. The nature of
transfer and native student retention services and how the policies and rules of statewide
articulation and the ACC were addressed on each campus were also explored. Document
review and content analysis were utilized to identify special services offered to transfer
students and to further explore transfer student experience at the three institutions. The
review of documents and site visits to transfer student offices facilitated an exploration of
the articulation compliance and post-matriculation services on each campus.
Transcriptions ofthe interviews were analyzed using recursive coding procedures.
Attitudes and knowledge of the characteristics and needs of transfer students were
addressed. Three common themes emerged from the review of documents, site visits, and
semi-structured interviews. Interview transcriptions were re-analyzed using an open
coding process during which recurring issues and themes were identified.
Delimitations
The present study was delimited to: (a) three four year comprehensive institutions
in Florida that were originally established as upper level institutions specifically to serve
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community college graduates and junior level transfer students; (b) a research data set for
community college transfer students and native (FTIC) students that covered five
academic years (fall2001 semester to spring 2006 semester); and (c) the total number of
Florida community colleges from which the transfer student research sample earned their
A.A. degrees. The research sample may not be representative of all community college
transfer students of the state community college system. The study was further delimited
to six variables associated with academic success and persistence: (a) cumulative
semester hours completed, (b) final GP A, (c) number of 1000 and 2000 level hours
completed at the senior institution, (d) number of breaks in continuous enrollment (stopout), (e) number of changes in major, and (f) total semesters enrolled.
Limitations
The delimitations of the study posed certain limitations. First, the three public
Florida universities selected for the purposes of this study were originally established
specifically to serve community college graduates and other junior level transfer students.
The examination of this purposeful sample should be of interest to state policy makers
who are committed to the 2+2 concept in Florida. The comparative analysis of
community college transfer student and native (FTIC) student outcomes and investigation
of transfer services provided on the selected campuses may be of interest to other Florida
state universities and to those in other states that support the 2+2 concept. Caution should
be exercised in generalizing the findings of the study to the 11 institutions of Florida's
SUS or to those in other states. The study was also delimited to a single cohort of
community college transfer and native (FTIC) students for a period of five years (2001-
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2006). The progress of this particular student cohort may have been affected by unknown
internal and external factors, limiting their representativeness over time.
Another limitation is inherent in the design of the study. Phase I utilized
inferential statistics to conduct a retrospective, comparative analysis of the academic
persistence and academic success of a selected cohort of junior level native (FTIC) and
community college transfer students at the three selected institutions. Phase II of the
study investigated the institutional settings in which the research sample of transfer and
native (FTIC) students pursued their baccalaureates through artifact analysis and
interviews with interview participants. While Phase II permitted comparisons between
institutions, the design does not allow for direct comparisons of Phase I and Phase II data.
Rather, Phase II served to contextualize the study and to provide insight into the transfer
student experience at each of the three institutions. Phase II also compared and contrasted
official public documents, and administrator and faculty perceptions about the 2+2
concept and existing transfer student services. While direct interviews with a
representative sample of students whose records were included in Phase II would be
beneficial, it was beyond the scope of this study.
Organization of the Study
The study is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the study by
describing the American community college and the A.A. degree designed specifically
for transfer to baccalaureate granting institutions. The chapter discusses the importance of
articulation between community colleges and the universities to which the A.S. degree
graduates intend to transfer, the importance of transfer student services at baccalaureate
granting institutions, models of2+2 institutional academic articulation, and Florida's
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statewide articulation agreement. Also included in chapter 1 are the statement of the
problem, statement of purpose, statement of research questions, significance of the
research, definition of terms, methodology, delimitations and limitations.
Chapter 2 provides a review of related literature. The literature review begins with
an overview of community colleges in the United States and their degree programs, an
examination of various models for 2+2 articulation that have evolved, and an explication
of Florida's 2+2 model. The literature review also examines empirical studies that
explore the differences between native (FTIC) and community college transfer students,
the transition process from two year to four year institutions, and measures of
institutional accountability that are related to student retention services on university
campuses.
Chapter 3 describes the methodology that was used to conduct the study. Chapter
3 includes the following for Phase I and Phase II of the study: description of the context,
research design, operational variables, data collection procedures, data entry procedures,
data analysis, and procedures to assure participant confidentiality and informed consent.
Chapter 4 provides a summary of the findings regarding the differences in the academic
success and persistence to graduation of community college transfer and native (FTIC)
students at the selected four year institutions in Florida (Phase I). Also summarized is the
information gleaned from the semi-structure interviews during which research questions
3, 4, and 5 of this study will be investigated (Phase II). Chapter 5 provides discussion of
the findings including an analysis of implications for educational leaders of
postsecondary education and policy makers and will include suggestions for future
research.
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CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to explain the theoretical framework for the present
study and to explore the theoretical and empirical literature that has guided its
development. The chapter is organized into five sections focusing on access to higher
education, the role of statewide articulation agreements, and 2+2 articulation programs
designed to increase educational opportunities for baccalaureate degree completion. A
description will be provided of the public community college's role in broadening access
to higher education, the strengths and challenges of 2+2 articulation programs and their
impact, and the responsibility of transfer student services to assist students throughout
their academic endeavors. Equally important to the success of community college transfer
students is the recognition of their needs. Institutional accountability will be addressed as
a means for assuring the improvements of academic and student service programs. The
evolution of Florida's model for public postsecondary education will be described to
further understand the relevance of its K-20 seamless educational system.
Theoretical Framework: Access to Higher Education
The economic stakes of the 21st century are high as businesses rely heavily on
innovation and the generation of products and services that are less expensive and are
produced more expediently than those oftheir rivals. Today's American economy calls
for workers who need "at least two years of critical thinking skills beyond the typical
high school curriculum- technical skills, thinking skills, on-the-job learning skills"
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(Reich, 2002, p. 74). These 'knowledge workers' were defined by Peter Drucker (1992)
as experts who apply knowledge competently under changing conditions and who are
self-motivated, life-long learners. The demand is rising for workers who possess the
education and skills needed to innovate and to adapt to the technological advances of
today's information-based society. As technological skills are stressed and a higher level
of education is demanded by employers, individuals with limited educational
backgrounds will find difficulty securing employment that supports their basic needs
(Freeman, 2007). "The future viability of communities, states, and the nation depends
heavily on raising the overall educational attainment level of our citizenry" (McClenney,
2004, p. 18).
The most effective way to increase the wages of citizens is to "equip Americans
with their own prosperity" by broadening access to higher education (Reich, 2002, p. 74).
In 2005 the American Council on Education reported that a four year graduate earned
61% more annually (approximately $20,000) than a high school graduate. The increased
earnings for the two year counterpart dropped to 25% (approximately $7,500) (Dicroce,
2005). Each year of education or job training after high school increased the average
income from 6% to 12%. The results of the U.S. Census Bureau's Annual Current
Population Survey revealed that the income gap, prior to the turn of the 21th century,
between the top and bottom 10% of earners had not been as expansive since the 1920's
(Reich, 2002). Disparities in wealth and level of education or job training are widening
and access to higher education is narrowing.
The increasing competition among institutions of higher education and
prospective students has prompted a rush toward selectivity. As colleges and universities
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become more selective, cumulative GP A and standardized academic test scores for
admittance to institutions of higher education are raised. Concomitantly, while higher
education is at a premium in the United States a shrinking percentage of state
expenditures are allocated for colleges and universities (Anderson, Sun, & Alfonso,
2006). Many states continue to decrease the annual appropriations of public colleges and
universities, significantly reducing the budgets of community colleges and authorizing
annual tuition increases to make up the difference (Reich, 2002). The solution to this
inequity is to broaden access to higher education. Public community colleges across the
nation provide an entree to the higher educational system, enrolling nearly as many or
more students in their programs as public four year universities (Cohen & Brawer, 2003;
Freeman, 2007; Laanan, 2001).
The Public Community College
The growth of public community colleges in the United States is inextricably
linked to a national commitment to democratizing higher education. Public community
colleges anchored their reputation as institutions dedicated to equalizing opportunities for
all American citizens as opposed to a particular segment of the population (Anderson,
Alfonso, & Sun, 2006; Cohen & Brawer, 1996; Kintzer, 1999; West, 1993). Recognized
for their affordability, geographic proximity, and "open door" admission policies, public
community colleges offer an affordable and accessible route to specialized job training
and baccalaureate degree completion (Dicroce, 2005; Dougherty, 2001; Kintzer &
Wattenbarger, 1985; McClenney, 2004; West, 1993). Thus, the mission of American
public community colleges responds to the nation's problem of widening disparities in
personal income and the increasing selectivity of institutions of higher education.
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The open door admission policy of public community colleges generally requires
entrants either to have completed a high school diploma or to be 18 years of age. The
open door policy goes further toward access by supporting intensive placement testing
and pre-collegiate coursework for students who are under prepared for college credit
courses. Consequently the community college student population consists of a higher
percentage of underrepresented, non-traditional, low-income, and lower performing
students than four year institutions (Anderson, Alfonso et al., 2006; Beebe, 2007;
Blumenthal, 2002; Cabrera, Burkum, & LaNasa, 2005; Cohen & Brawer, 2003;
Dougherty, 2001; Freeman, 2007; Grubb, 1991; Jamolo, 2001; Levin, 2001; McClenney,
2004; McClenney, McClenney, & Peterson, 2007; Oudenhoven, 2002; Roueche, Baker
III, OmahaBoy, & Mullins, 1987; West, 1993; Williams, 2002). Roueche et al., (1987)
described community colleges as "manifestations of the American dream of equal
opportunity for all, regardless of religion, ethnic group, or socioeconomic status" (p. 3).
McClenney (2006) reported, "community colleges ... enroll almost half of the students in
the U.S. undergraduate education, and they also serve disproportionately high numbers of
low-income, first generation, and minority students" (p. 47).
West (1993) examined two interrelated dimensions of widening access to higher
education: (a) educational opportunities for underrepresented groups and (b) progress
toward baccalaureate degree completion. Examining the role of community colleges in
extending educational opportunities, West studied individuals of diverse backgrounds
with lower educational achievement levels. The research sample included a selection of
inner-city community colleges, primarily in Massachusetts. Structured interviews were
also conducted with over 50 "access" educators (admission officers, recruiters,
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developmental educators) administering community colleges and institutions of higher
education across the nation. West concluded that community colleges play a key role in
recruiting large numbers of underrepresented and low income students. He also
concluded that retention improves when the educational culture is one in which students
feel valued (West, 1993).
In 2004 community colleges accounted for 45% of all first-time-in-college (FTIC)
students enrolled in higher education (Dicroce, 2005). The results of a study conducted
by the U.S. Department of Education in 2005, "Moving Into Town-and Moving On: The
Community College in the Lives of Traditional Age Students," reported that 42% of
public community college students enrolled in course credit were under the age of 22. Of
these students, 27% perceived themselves as possessing the maturity level of students
above 24 years of age. The results of this longitudinal study (1988-2000) were based on a
content analysis of 8,900 transcripts of community college students who were 24 years of
age or younger (Evelyn, 2005). The open door admission of public community colleges is
becoming more palatable to traditional-age high school graduates, which, if persistent,
could alter the future of student services and programs on community college campuses.
Palazesi and Bower (2006) reported that although an economic need exists for
four year institutions and community colleges to serve traditional age students, an
increasing number of students between the ages of 40 and 60 (i.e., baby boomers) are
matriculating in college courses. As the working age increases (35+) along with the
retirement ages, the demand for continued education will also increase. Community
colleges are well positioned to respond to the needs of the educational market of nontraditional age students (Cohen & Brawer, 2003; Palazesi & Bower, 2006).
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Dougherty (200 1) evaluated the origins and impacts of American community
colleges and provided suggestions for future directions in educational policy, educational
scholarship, and the political structure and sociology of educational systems. Posing
questions about the future of community colleges, Dougherty (200 1) identified the
contradictory nature oftwo year colleges through a "relative autonomy of the state"
approach. This approach defines the diverse origins and impacts of community colleges
across the nation as reflective ofthe political, structural, and functional compositions of
the respective educational system. Community colleges were shaped by a wide variety of
groups ranging from government officials (presidents to local educators) and private
interest groups such as businesses and students. Hence across the nation, community
colleges are considered hybrid institutions of educational opportunity, reflective of their
respective state, and based on a historical-theoretical framework that identifies its
character. The rise in the statewide articulation agreements in the United States
characterizes the need to develop transfer relationships between two and four year
institutions as a means for improving their educational systems (Robertson & Frier,
1996).
The 2+ 2 Concept in the United States

The increase of articulation agreements and transfer relationships between
American community colleges and four year institutions reflects the commitment of state
governments to provide educational opportunities to citizens and to advocate life-long
learning as a fundamental component of the educational process (Kintzer, 1999;
Robertson & Frier, 1996). The symbiotic relationship between articulation, transfer, and
life-long learning was defined by Kintzer (1999) as the vital strength of educational
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systems to support students as agents of their own education. Articulation is the totality
of the processes, relationships, and services that facilitate the movement of students
vertically and laterally between and among institutions of higher education (Kintzer,
1999). Student transfer, a component of articulation, is increased when services at the
sending and receiving institutions consist of student-centered and reliable programs (Just
& Adams, 1997; Kintzer, 1999). The goal of articulation is to develop partnerships

between community colleges and four year institutions and to negotiate requirements for
student transfer.
Articulation agreements are the state, local, and institutional policies and
principles that align the exit requirements of a community college with the receiving four
year institution and its various programs of study. Statewide articulation policies exist to
enhance the transfer rates of community college students who transition to four year
institutions (Ignash & Townsend, 2000, 2001). Institutional articulation agreements, or
institution-to-institution agreements, serve as binding agreements between two and four
year institutions and address admission criteria, class rank, and student rights and
responsibilities. Program articulation agreements outline the specific requirements to be
completed at the two year college to ensure the transfer of course work to the four year
institution (Just & Adams, 1997). Whether statewide, institutional, or academic program
articulation, 2+2 agreements assure a more affordable and seamless route to
baccalaureate degree completion. Wellman (2002) described the 2+2 concept as one of
the most important state policies of higher education, fundamental to the success or
failure of many dimensions of higher education including access, equity, affordability,
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and degree productivity. The 2+2 concept ensures the transferability of the first two years
of community college course work to baccalaureate programs at four year institutions.
Originally articulation agreements were negotiated between two year colleges and
four year institutions at the academic program or institutional levels. Florida, in 1971,
became the first state to legislatively mandate a statewide articulation policy. This 2+2
statewide articulation policy was created by Florida lawmakers to increase the percentage
of students transferring from public community colleges to four year public universities
(Florida Postsecondary Education Planning Commission, 1999; Kintzer & Wattenbarger,
1985). Florida aimed to increase transfer rates and to outperform the transfer rates of
states across the nation. Soon thereafter states followed suite by employing statewide
articulation agreements to increase transfer rates and to strength their educational
systems. By 1991, 12 states had adopted state-mandated articulation agreements and by
1996 more than half of the states had such agreements (!gnash & Townsend, 2000).
States such as Florida and California continue to support the widening of access
to higher education imperative as their statewide articulation agreements provide access
to public four year institutions for students who successfully complete an associate
degree at a public community college (Schuller, 1987). Because access to higher
education is currently at a premium in the United States due to rising tuition costs, cuts in
governmental funding, and the increased selectivity of four year institutions, it is essential
to evaluate the existence and functionality of articulation agreements between two and
four year institutions. Anderson, Sun, and Alfonso (2006) examined the differences
between states with articulation mandates versus states without such policies. The
Beginning Postsecondary Student Longitudinal Study of 1989-1994 was utilized to
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estimate the effect of statewide articulation agreements on the probability of transfer for a
random sample of community college students and a selected sample of community
college students with baccalaureate degree aspirations. Anderson, Sun et al., (2006)
applied a logistical regression analysis to estimate the effects on transfer rates for
students studying in states containing statewide articulation agreements. The results of
the study indicated that there was no significant difference between students who enrolled
in state educational systems with mandatory statewide articulation agreements. In other
words students had the same probability of transferring from a community college to a
four year institution as their counterpart enrolled at a community college in a state
without a statewide articulation agreement (Anderson, Sun et al.).
Although the results of Anderson, Sun et al. 's, (2006) study may seem
disparaging to educational policy makers and coordinating boards, the results should be
contextualized prior to drawing conclusions and generalizations. The study was restricted
to an examination of 12 states (a relatively small number) with statewide articulation
agreements when more than half of the states contained statewide articulation agreements
by 1991. Since the Beginning Postsecondary Student Longitudinal Study data set was
limited by a five-year time frame (1989-1994), states that employed statewide articulation
agreements by 1991 were selected to allow sufficient time for the agreements to impact
students. An upsurge of statewide articulation agreements followed 1991 (Anderson, Sun
et al.).
It may be concluded that the results represent a preliminary analysis of

articulation policies in their infancy. A more recent data set and the inclusion of a larger
number of states with statewide articulation agreements would provide a more accurate
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analysis of the effects of statewide articulation agreements on transfer rates. Given
sufficient time since their promulgation into law, the presence of articulation agreements
post-1991 provided enough time to heighten awareness among community college
students. Options presented by such agreements included an expedient and cost effective
transfer. Advances such as technological, on-line advising systems, statewide articulation
guides, and common course numbering systems are tools that facilitate student transfer
via statewide articulation agreements (Anderson, Sun et al., 2006). It is essential for state
governments to evaluate the strengths and challenges of statewide articulation agreements
as a means for increasing systematic efficiency and decreasing functional disparities.
Strengths and Challenges

The successful articulation of statewide agreements requires coordination and
commitment at the state, local, and institutional levels. Addressing factors such as
admission criteria, the transferability of course work, and an expedient route toward
degree completion, the effectiveness of a statewide articulation agreement mirrors its
respective educational system. Evaluating the strength of statewide articulation
agreements, I gnash and Townsend (200 1) surveyed 43 states, 34 (79%) of which reported
having a statewide articulation agreement. Ignash and Townsend's typology of statewide
articulation agreements ranged from "strong" to "weak" (Ignash & Townsend, 2001,
p. 180). This typology was based on seven principles used by researchers to assess the
national progress of improved transfer and articulation. "Strong" articulation agreements
included: (a) various transfer patterns between community colleges and four year
institutions (two-year to four-year, two-year to two-year, four-year to four-year, and fouryear to two-year); (b) faculty involvement in the transfer process at both the sending and
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receiving institutions; (c) articulated academic course work for the transfer of general
education courses and special program majors; and (d) a systematic method of evaluating
the effectiveness of articulation agreement plans. Of the 37 states, 5 functioned with
"strong", 16 with "moderate," and 1 with "fairly weak" statewide articulation agreements
(Ignash & Townsend, 2001, pp. 188-189).
!gnash and Townsend (2001) concluded that policy makers should address student
transfer not only from community colleges to four year institutions but also within sectors
and from four year institutions to community colleges. Similarly statewide articulation
agreements should facilitate the transfer of general education course work at other points
before the completion of the associate's degree. The results oflgnash and Townsend's
survey highlighted the progress of educational systems across the nation, especially
among public institutions, in facilitating student transfer via statewide articulation
agreements (I gnash & Townsend, 2001 ). Specifically 2+2 articulation programs provide
community college transfers students with a more affordable and secure route toward
baccalaureate degree completion.
Students are guaranteed enrollment at the four year institution by 2+2 articulation
programs upon the successful completion of an associate's degree, eliminating the
duplication of course content, and eliminate the need to complete lower division course
work upon transfer to four year institutions (Just & Adams, 1997). Two-plus-two
articulation programs are designed to provide a problem-free transfer of course credit
beginning at the sending institution and ending at the receiving institution. More
advanced 2+2 articulation programs, such as Florida's 2+2 policy, are supported by a
common course numbering system that aligns all courses of similar content offered by
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public community colleges and state universities. The Florida Academic Counseling and
Tracking for Students system (FACTS) provides students with on-line access to an
articulated audit of their coursework. Strong 2+2 articulated programs, like Florida's, are
well coordinated and supported; however, challenges continue to arise for transfer
students (OPPAGA Report No. 02-05, 2002). The impact of 2+2 articulation programs on
the transfer of community college students is essential to evaluate as a means to further
understanding the efficiency of educational systems (Anderson, Alfonso et al., 2006;
!gnash & Townsend, 2000, 2001).
Impact on Community College Students
Ideally students enrolled in state educational systems that contain 2+2 articulation
programs earn a bachelor's degree upon the completion of 60 academic credit hours at a
community college and the remaining 60 credit hours at the four year institution. A
report published by the Florida Legislature's Office of Program Policy Analysis and
Government Accountability (OPP AGA) in 2002, "Articulation Works for Most
Community College Transfer Students, But Some Problems Continue", noted the effects
of poor articulation on public community college transfer students (OPPAGA Report No.
02-05, 2002). Problems associated with poor articulation were: (a) student completion of
lower division prerequisite requirements at the four year university, (b) deficiencies in
state foreign language requirements upon transfer to the university, (c) increase in tuition
cost for students, and (d) increase in state support costs for student financial aid
(OPP AGA Report No. 02-05, 2002). Florida's statewide articulation agreement
guarantees admission to a state university with the completion of an A.A. degree and a
2.0 GPA. As the state universities ofFlorida become more selective, community college
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students will encounter additional difficulties in gaining access to selected majors or
courses and select universities.
Effective 2+2 articulation programs require articulation between community
colleges and four year institutions regarding transfer policies, procedures, requirements,
and services prior to student transfer. Ignash and Townsend's (2000) national study
examined the effectiveness of statewide articulation agreements when accompanied by
transfer student services. Ignash and Townsend (2000) reported that out of an 86%
response rate from executive directors of state higher education and community college
agencies in 43 states, statewide articulation agreements, when combined with transfer
programs enhanced the rates of student transfer at the state level. Examples of transfer
programs were orientation services, academic advisement, transfer manuals, and financial
aid (Ignash & Townsend, 2000). The transfer of community college students to four year
institutions is increasingly successful when students are engaged in transfer service
programming at the two and four year institutions (Derby & Smith, 2004; Just & Adams,
1997).
Community College Transfer Student Success at the Four Year Institution
The extent to which community college students transition from two to four year
institutions is contingent upon the cooperation between community colleges and four
year institutions. Those institutions that request assistance in the development of
articulation agreements should rely on the support services of the sending and receiving
institutions (Just & Adams, 1997). Although the role of student services on the campuses
of two and four year institutions may vary primarily due to student demographic profile,
size of the student population, or institutional mission, the focus of student service
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practitioners should be to support community college transfer students throughout their
academic pursuits. The variety of services provided to students on campuses of higher
education must contain a similar emphasis - the promotion of greater social and civic
intelligence, recreational skills, and life-long learning (Kintzer, 1999). This student
development perspective emphasizes the needs of the individual. Plante (1998) described
that in guiding students toward degree completion, the student service practitioner's focus
should be on the development of the whole student, caring for the student's career
aspirations, physical, and mental well-being.

Transitioning to the Four Year Institution
Whether transferring from one institution to another to seek more appropriate
educational opportunities or simply due to poor institutional fit, transfer students undergo
numerous changes. Of the many constructs and frameworks that attempt to shed light on
the subject of college transition, the themes of psychological, environmental, and climate
adjustments are most noted. The psychological adjustment process of a transfer student is
referred to as transitional trauma, or "the level of alienation a student experiences when
unfamiliar with norms, values, and expectations at the 4-year institution" (Laanan, 2002,
p. 9). The influence of a new educational environment and the cultural climate in which
students interact are additional factors faced by the student during this period of
acclimation. In its many dimensions, "the campus climate encompasses student
interactions across race and ethnicity, perceptions of the climate for intergroup relations
(racial and ethnic tension), experiences of overt discrimination, and the ethnic and racial
diversity ofthe student body" (Laanan, 2002, p. 10).
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Transfer students often experience transfer shock, a term which characterizes the
temporary dip in a transfer students' grade point average (GP A) during their first or
second semester at a four year institution (Cjeda & Kaylor, 1997). In defining transfer
shock as "the cognitive outcome oftransfer students' adjustment," GPA is generally
emphasized as the sole measurement tool for indicating a student's acclimation to the
newly selected environment (Santos, 2000, p. 3). Diaz's (1992) research on transfer
shock found that across 62 studies, 79% of the students experienced transfer shock,
making their GP A one half of a grade point less than they had received at their respective
community colleges. According to 60% of the studies, students eventually recovered
from transfer shock. This post transfer shock increase in GPA is coined as transfer
ecstasy.

The concept of transfer shock was first described in the context of the transfer of
community college students to four year institutions when Bird (1956, cited in Kintzer,
1996) provided evidence that the grades of public community college transfer students
were the same as those of native (FTIC) students and of those transferring from other
four year institutions. The criticism received by community colleges for inadequately
preparing students to excel in the academic course work at the four year institution has
lead to numerous investigations (Cjeda, Kaylor, & Rewey, 1998). Baldwin (1994) and
Graham and Hughes (1994) reported that community college transfer students
experienced failure rates between 18% and 22% at the conclusion of their first semester
of course work at the four year institution.
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Transfer Student Services
The extent to which sending and receiving institutions support transfer students
through the provision of services reflects an institutional commitment to recognizing and
valuing transfer student needs. "There is every reason to believe that specially tailored
programs will enhance the likelihood that [transfer students] will finish their degrees in
the institutions to which they transfer" (Tinto, 1993, p. 190). Transfer students need the
support of student service personnel during this time of transition (Davies & Kratky,
2000). Student support services and programs, (e.g. orientation programs, financial aid
assistance, articulation services, and admission assistance), designed specifically to
support the student during this time of transition have a significant effect on student
motivation, involvement, and retention (Glennen, 1995; Davies & Kratky, 2000; Tinto,
1993). In particular effective orientation programs provide new students with the
opportunity to begin developing the all-important relationships with student service
personnel, university staff, and faculty (Burns, Gaw, & Robinson, 1996). While
numerous student support services exist across the nation, a commonality exists in the
belief that retention is linked to the services tailored to the needs of diverse student
populations.
Institutional Accountability and the Community College Transfer Student
As institutions of higher education across the nation become more selective,
accountability measures of institutional effectiveness are utilized to spotlight flagship
programs, services, or data (Reich, 2002). In some states, retention rates serve as
benchmarks for allocated state funding, implying that the greater the institutional
retention, the greater the institution (Derby & Smith, 2004). Accountability measures
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such as retention rates influence the institutions ranking in mediums of popular press
such as college guides (Astin, 1997; Wyman, 1997). Institutional accreditation efforts
emphasize the need to continuously improve academic programs and student services
while establishing expectations and standards required of institutions of higher education.
Although two and four year institutions serve community college students, it is the vision
and mission of the respective institution along with the strength of the educational system
that dictates the amount of support these students receive.

Baccalaureate Degree Attainment Rates
The baccalaureate degree attainment rates of community college students have
remained relatively stable throughout the 20th century. Variables that represent the
educational attainment are individual attributes, educational background, institutional
characteristics, academic and social integration, and transition factors (Minear, 1998).
Studies examining.baccalaureate degree attainment rates of community college students
describe the absence of transfer services as the exclusion of a learning environment that
fosters retention.
Carlan and Byxbe (2000) examined the level of academic preparation of
community college students as compared to native (FTIC) students enrolled in upper
division course work. The stratified random sample of 487 community college transfer
(n

=

215) and native (FTIC) students (n

=

250) were enrolled in a major university in the

southern United States between the years of 1989-91. Community college transfer
students were identified as those students transitioning to the four year institution with a
minimum of24 credit hours. Since the majority of post-secondary institutions recognize
12 credit hours as a full-time course load, 24 credits designated students who completed
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one or more years of academic study. Data were extracted from student transcripts and
the academic achievement (GPA) was compared with demographic data. The research
hypothesis examining the difference in level of academic preparedness in performance
for community college transfer and native (FTIC) students were tested using multiple
regression analysis (Carlan & Byxbe, 2000).
Carlan & Byxbe (2000) found that the community college transfer sample
experienced 3/10 of a point decline in their cumulative GP A during their first semester of
study at the four year institution. Conversely, the native (FTIC) students experienced
fewer troubles and maintained approximately the same GP As. The results of the
regression analysis supported that appreciable differences between the overall grades of
community college transfer and native (FTIC) students in upper level course work is not
likely to follow the first semester of acclimation. For example, community college
students who transferred to the four year institution as education or psychology majors
outperformed native (FTIC) students and students who transferred from four year
institutions. Since the interaction of changing environments and grade inflation were
predictors of lower GP A for community college transfer students, the temporary dip in
academic average can be described as a manifestation of transfer shock (Carlan & Byxbe,
2000). The findings of this study detected no significant difference between the
cumulative upper level GP A's of community college transfer and native (FTI C) students.
Researchers have examined the academic performance and retention of transfer
students from a descriptive and comparative perspective. Richardson and Doucette
(1982) found no differences between the aptitude test scores, high school rank, and
number of credit hours completed prior to transfer. Conversely, West (1993) found that
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community college transfer students did not perform as well as native (FTIC) students.
Cohen and Brawer (1982) compared GP A and attrition rates and found that community
college students had lower GPAs but higher attrition rates than native (FTIC) students.
Accountability measures of institutions of higher education should include the academic
performance and success of community college transfer students for the purposes of
institutional improvements and educational quality.
The Academic Performance and Success of Community College Transfer Students
The academic performance and success of community college students at the four
year institution is dependent upon the quality of academic course work received at the
community college. For many community colleges, developmental education is central to
its mission and illustrates a commitment to educational access (Howard & Obetz, 1996).
Perin (2006) conducted a qualitative case study to investigate state and institutional
remediation practices for 15 community colleges. All of the institutions included in the
study were located in six states representing the major regions of the United States. The
institutions were selected to vary in size, urbanicity, and amount of autonomy versus state
regulation. Each institution mandated the assessment of students' academic skills even if
not required by the state.
Perin interviewed a total of 630 participants either individually or in focus groups
for approximately one hour each. The results of the study indicated that the majority of
institutions functioned with procedures and policies that required remediation early in the
student's program. The emphasis on both assessment and placement mandates softened
for these states at either the state or institutional levels. In turn, the number of students
enrolled in remedial courses decreased. Perin described the flexibility of assessment and
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placement mandates as the struggle between the access mission of the open door
admission of American public community colleges and the drive to protect professional
standards. Practitioners across the country noted that the remedial education was a threat
to the reputation of community colleges (Perin, 2006).
Florida, Illinois, New York (municipal), and Texas, were the only states that
required student enrollment in remedial placement courses at the state and institutional
levels. As "remedial micromanagers", Florida and Texas mandated assessment and
placement, prescribed the assessment measures, and regulated the number of remedial
courses for which students were eligible to enroll using financial aid (Perin, 2006,
p. 365). Perin (2006) also evaluated the academic preparedness of students to further
investigate the reasons for disparities in remediation control. "Florida and Texas, showed
rates of high school graduation within four years of 56% and 64%, respectively" (Perin,
2006, p. 366). The body ofliterature surrounding educational policy of colleges and
universities across the nation describes the advancements of Florida's seamless
educational system as noteworthy.
On a national scale, the Achieving the Dream: Community Colleges Count
initiative is committed to closing the achievement gap posed by completion rates of
ethnic minorities (Achieving the Dream, 2006; Biswas, 2005). The Achieving the Dream
project partners with community colleges across the nation to implement strategies that
are aimed to facilitate access and increase the percentage of minority student graduates.
Funded by the Lumina Foundation for Education, KnowledgeWorl\:s Foundation, Nellie
Mae Education Foundation, The Houston Endowment, and College Spark Washington,
58 colleges in nine states are involved in this initiative to increase community college
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student success (McClenney, et al., 2007). The Pappas Report (2007), commissioned by
the Florida University System BOG, discussed the results of state assessments regarding
achievement gaps of ethnic minorities (Florida Board of Governors, 2007). Findings of
state assessments consistently indicate that ethnic minorities graduate from high school
and higher education at lower rates. Pappas consultants recommended that Florida take
aggressive measures to close these achievement gaps (Florida Board of Governors,
2007). "As Florida already has a larger than national percentage of its students in two
year colleges (53% vs. 45%), this shift has additional public policy implications (Florida
Board of Governors, 2007, p. 4).
The Florida Model for Public Postsecondary Education
The Florida Board of Regents' and the State Board of Community Colleges'
governance structures served the state well during the last decades of the 20111 century,
building a well-articulated postsecondary system for the state of Florida. The rapid
growth of Florida's State University System (SUS) and Community College System in
the 1980s and 1990s included the addition of a new university in Fort Myers and
numerous community college branch campuses. This expansion of Florida's
postsecondary system presented identifiable changes, including an increase in the mean
age of students, changes in enrollment patterns, population growth, increased emphasis
on vocational education, and an increase of women and minorities seeking higher
education (Florida Community College System, 1998-2003).
The reform of Florida's postsecondary governance system was completed through
the enactment of the Florida Reorganization Act of 2000 which defined the new
governance model as a seamless educational system from kindergarten to post-graduate
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school. Effective July 1, 2001, the Board ofRegents and the State Board of Community
Colleges were abolished. The responsibilities of the boards were transferred to the
Florida Department of Education and as was the ACC (OPP AGA Report No. 02-05,
2002). Florida's Board of Governors currently oversees the SUS in Florida and
coordinates with each university's board of trustees to establish university policies.
Essentially, the governor-appointed boards of trustees replaced the Board of Regents and
were provided with significant responsibilities: hiring and dismissing university
presidents, creating and eliminating academic degree programs, and submitting university
budgets to a statewide oversight body, the SUS BOG (Selingo, 2001).
The Department of Education's Division of Community Colleges is led by the
Chancellor of Community Colleges and Workforce Education. The Community College
System is comprised of 28 community colleges and 40 school district technical centers,
each of which is locally-governed by a board oftrustees. All policies of the colleges and
technical centers are approved by the SBE and authorized by the Legislature. "In the
fiscal year 2003-04, approximately 320,000 [community college] students were enrolled
in an associate degree program and approximately 41,000 students earned an associate
degree" (OPP AGA Report No. 05-30, 2005, p. 1). In 2005, Florida's community
colleges enrolled approximately 816,000 students (OPPAGA Report No. 05-30, 2005).
The History and Devolution ofFlorida's State University System
The history of public, southern universities neighboring Florida can be traced to
the University of Georgia established in 1786, the University of North Carolina in 1795,
and the University of Alabama in 1831. It was not until the early 1900's that Florida
joined its southern counterparts with institutions of higher education titled as universities.
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Passed by the Legislature in 1905, the Buckman Act enabled Florida to merge eight state
supported colleges, seminaries, and institutes into three universities (Stonecipher, 1994).
Today these institutions are recognized as the University of Florida (UF), Florida State
University (FSU), and Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University (F AMU). The
Buckman Act also initiated a Board of Control to oversee Florida's three universities.
"Florida became one of the first states in the nation to adopt a structure later referred to as
a consolidated governing board, a board which both governs and coordinates an entire
system of universities" (Stonecipher, 1994, p. 8). The Board of Control was supervised
by and operated in conjunction with the SBE (Stonecipher, 1994).
The mid-1960s marked a period of expansive growth for the state universities of
Florida. In 1964, the powers of the Board of Control were expanded and replaced by a
Board of Regents. The Board of Regents assumed the responsibilities of the Board of
Control along with supervision of university personnel, including the chancellor and
university presidents, and maintained budgetary authority across the state universities.
Under the auspices of the Board of Regents, the University of South Florida (USF) was
established in 1960 as a four year institution which was followed by Florida
Technological University (University of Central Florida, UCF) in 1968. Florida Atlantic
University (FAU) was established in 1964 as the state's first upper level institution
enrolling 867 upper division and graduate students (Stonecipher, 1994). Also established
as upper level institutions were the University of West Florida (UWF) in 1967 with a
student enrollment of 1,318, the University of North Florida (UNF) with an enrollment of
2,000, and Florida International University (FlU) with an enrollment of 5,668. In 1981,
the Legislature authorized lower divisions (i.e., freshman and sophomore classes) for
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F AU, UWF, UNF, and FlU, initiating these institutions as four year universities. It was
not until 1994 that another public university, Florida Gulf Coast University, was
established.
At the close of the 20th century, the Board of Regents, as the governing body for
the SUS, began to attract significant criticism by its constituents and the Legislature.
Issues presented were underscored by a stagnant funding structure that was insensitive to
local needs (Schmidt, 1996). As the state's population expanded, so did the demand for
postsecondary education. In particular, a growing number of state resident students were
denied admission to the SUS (Schmidt, 1996). Labeling the centralized governing system
as obsolete, "key members of the higher education committee of the State House of
Representatives floated proposals to set up new [local] governing boards for each of the
universities, and to give the new boards many of the regents' powers" (Schmidt, 1996,
p. 2). The new governance structure of Florida's SUS addressed the need for continued
compliance with the statewide articulation agreement and the access to a 2+2
baccalaureate education. Nonetheless the authority of the Board of Regents, which had
been so effective in assuring that the universities comply with the rules and regulations of
the 2+2 system, was diminished.
Modeled after Florida's original Community College System, Florida's
postsecondary system transitioned to a decentralized institution-based system with
predominately local control. The effects of the abolishment of the SUS's centralized
governing Board of Regents and the transition to a seamless K-20 system on the state's
2+2 articulation system is yet to be determined.
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Overview of Florida's Community College System
Florida's Community College System originated in 1933 with the state's first
public two year college, Palm Beach Junior College. Pensacola Junior College opened its
doors 14 years later as a result of state and local support for Florida's community
colleges per the enactment of the Florida Minimum Foundation Program. Also in 1947,
Palm Beach Junior College and Chipola Junior College transitioned from private to
public community colleges. In 1955 the Legislature established the Community College
Council whose role was to oversee the master plan approved by the SBE in 1957 and
develop a public community college system in Florida. By 1972, the implementation of
the "Community Junior College in Florida's Future" master plan was marked by the
opening of Pasco-Hernando Community College (Florida Community College System,
1998-2003, p. 1). In 1979 the State Community College Coordinating Board became the
centralized governing body of the Community College System (Florida Community
College System, 1998-2003).
Since its inception in the early 20th century, the mission of Florida's community
college system has been to respond to the local and economic needs of the community. In
response to critical employment shortages in education and nursing (OPPAGA Report
No. 05-09, 2005), select public community colleges began offering baccalaureate
programs (Florida Community College System, 1998-2003. Interestingly, the SBE and
the BOG for the SUS agreed to limit the types of baccalaureate programs offered by
community colleges (OPPAGA Report No. 07-26, 2007). On this issue, OPPAGA (2007)
reported,
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The two parties pledged to continue to support Florida's 2+2 system as the
primary route of higher education access for baccalaureate degrees, but agreed
that community colleges could play a role in meeting workforce needs by
providing baccalaureate degrees in workforce-oriented and teaching and nursing
baccalaureate degrees (2007, p. 3).
Statewide Articulation Agreement and Coordinating Committee

The purpose of Florida's statewide articulation agreement is to facilitate the
efficient and effective transfer of students and to provide students with the opportunity to
attain their educational objectives as quickly as their circumstances permit (Florida
Statute Section 1007.01, 2004). The statewide articulation agreement was established in
1971 to assure students graduating with an A.A. degree from a public community college
in Florida, admission to the upper division of a state university with the exception of
limited access programs, teacher certification programs, or programs requiring specific
admissions requirements. All A.A. degree graduates are guaranteed priority for admission
to a state university over out-of-state students. The statewide agreement requires that
orientation programs and student handbooks for transfer students and FTICs by the state
universities explain this provision of the agreement. Also required is the transfer student
counseling manual. The counseling manuals were first produced in hard copy and
distributed by each university to the 28 community colleges and their branch campuses.
As technical access flourished, paper versions of the manual were eliminated and
universities were expected to provide on-line versions.
Florida's 2+2 policy defines the earning of a baccalaureate as the successful
completion of 60 credit hours at a community college and the remaining courses at a
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university. Ideally, a student who transfers with an A.A. degree to a four year institution
would need only to complete an additional 60 credit hours of upper level course work to
be eligible for graduation. While the expected time to degree completion accrues to 120
credit hours, four year institutions may request permission of their boards of trustees to
create programs in excess of 120 hours.
While Florida's postsecondary system is guided by a statewide articulation
agreement, additional inter-institutional agreements are established to further enhance
and facilitate student transfer. The ACC serves as a resource for Florida's community
colleges and state universities by providing suggested guidelines for inter-institutional
agreements. Directing the construction of these agreements are the local authorities,
academic units of four year institutions, and the academic units of community colleges.
Upon the approval of the university and community college articulation officers and
college deans, university and community college boards of trustees approve these
agreements.
The SBE solely approves state-wide articulation agreements. The ACC functions
as a statewide pre-kindergarten through university advisory committee to the SBE and the
BOG. Statewide articulation agreements approved by the ACC are submitted to the BOG
for review and the State Board of Education for review and adoption. Responsibilities of
the ACC include: identifying courses that meet the general education requirements at
community colleges and universities, distinguishing between general education courses
and the courses required for degree completion, and managing Florida's common
prerequisite system. The ACC also regularly examines statewide articulation data,
provides recommendations, and establishes groups of university and community college
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school district representatives to facilitate articulation in subject areas (OPPAGA Report
No. 02-05, 2002; Florida State Board of Education, 2006). Although the ACC works with
the Department of Education's Office of Articulation to direct and preserve Florida's
statewide articulation agreement, the void of an overarching governing body presents the
need for collaboration between the BOG and the SBE. The only linlc between these two
boards is the intent and agreement to facilitate articulation and seamless integration of
Florida's education system (Florida State Board ofEducation, administrative rule 6A10.024, 2006a).
The Seamless System
The seamless movement of qualified students from one institution to another or
from one educational sector to another is an important objective for higher education in
America. Welsh and Kjorlien (2001) noted that many states reported the need to increase
access and participation rates in higher education. A system of seamless education, such
as Florida's seamless K-20 system, relies on the partnerships between high schools,
colleges, businesses, and industries to promote the unfettered movement from one
educational sector to another (Just & Adams, 1997). Data collection and policy analysis
by state higher education officers and boards are integral to the efficiency of transfer and
articulation among colleges and universities in the United States (Welsh & Kjorlien,
2001).
Florida's K-20 education system aims to increase the proficiency of all students
by broadening access to public education and by research and learning opportunities
through which students expand their lmowledge and skills (Florida Statute Section
1007.31, 2006). The K-20 system maintains an accountability system assessing
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effectiveness and measuring student progress toward the following goals: (a) highest
academic achievement, (b) seamless articulation and maximum access, (c) skilled
workforce and economic development, and (d) quality and efficiency of services.
Florida's K-20 system is structured to provide a more seamless path for students to
transition from kindergarten to graduate school.
The seamless articulation of academic programs between the sectors of the K-20
system has been of concern to the state Legislature for the past two decades. Essential to
the state's provision of maximum access to higher education is consistent evaluation and
monitoring of hours in excess of university requirements along with strategies
implemented by state universities to reduce credits surpassing 120% of baccalaureate
requirements. State law requires the Florida Legislature's OPPAGA to conduct
justification reviews of Florida's K-20 seamless system and more specifically, Florida's
SUS. Prior to the abolishment of the BOR, OPPAGA (2001) conducted a program
evaluation review of Florida's SUS. One of the outcomes of OPPAGA' s (200 1) review
was that between the years of 1998-99, students completed 14.8 semester hours in excess
of those needed for graduation. During the academic year of 1998-99, excess hours cost
the state $55 million (OPPAGA Report No. 01-28, 2001). In 2006, OPPAGA (2006)
reported that during the 2004-05 fiscal year, hours in excess of 120% of baccalaureate
requirements cost the state approximately $62 million a year (OPPAGA Report No. 0658). OPPAGA (2006) also reported that the state universities were implementing
strategies to reduce the number of excess hours completed by students and in turn, to
reduce related state and student costs. "Because these strategies have been implemented
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relatively recently, it is too early to draw conclusions on their effectiveness" (OPPAGA
Report No. 06-58, 2006, p.1).
Of equal importance to the Legislature are excess hours completed by A.A. or
A.S. degree seeking community college students across Florida's 28 public community
colleges. In 2005, OPPAGA reported that "approximately 97% of community college
students in a cohort of 2001-02 graduates accumulated at least one excess hour. The
students accumulated 21.7 more credits than they needed to graduate" (OPPAGA Report
No. 05-30, 2005, p. 2). The costs encumbered by the state as a result of the excess hours
completed by the 2001-02 cohort were approximately $30 million. Concomitantly, the
costs encumbered by students were $16.2 million in tuition. OPPAGA's primary
recommendation to the SBE was to increase tuition costs for community college students
who completed semester hours in excess of A.A. or A.S. degree requirements. On behalf
of the SBE, the Commissioner of Education responded to OPPAGA (2005) by stressing
that increased tuition costs for community college students would add to the financial
burdens of students who per state research represented lower socio-economic classes.
"Requiring these students to pay more could easily have the unintended consequence of
producing drop-outs rather than graduates" (OPPAGA Report No. 05-30, 2005, p.l 0).
The statewide common course numbering system is a collaborative program
between community colleges and universities that facilitates the transferability of
academic course work between institutions and in turn, reduces excess semester hours
completed by transfer students. OPPAGA (2007) assessed the effectiveness ofthe
statewide course numbering system in assisting students with a seamless transfer to
public universities in Florida and reported inaccuracies in the system (OPP AGA Report
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No. 07-22, 2007). The system's deficiencies related to public institutions were a result of
workload problems and institutional reporting. In 1998 the addition of the statewide
course numbering system for non-public institutions along with the growth of public
community colleges and universities increased the workload of the SBE in its
administration of the system (OPPAGA Report No. 07-22, 2007). Inaccuracies in the
statewide course numbering system also resulted from the inaccurate reporting of data by
universities or the incorrect evaluation of student transcripts by a university transcript
evaluator or academic advisor.
While highlighting many collaborative programs of the K-20 system (e.g., 2+2
policies, statewide articulation agreement, common course number system, common
prerequisites, Bright Futures scholarships), the Pappas Report (2007), a recent Florida
BOG consultant report, labeled the system as "seamless in name only" (Florida Board of
Governors, 2007, p. 9). Concerns of Pappas consultants were the need to resolve
challenges related to the system's governance and the need to align curriculum and
performance standards between K -12 and higher education (Florida Board of Governors,
2007). Pappas consultants referred to the tension between the BOG and the Board of
Education regarding the authority to grant baccalaureate degrees as an example of
challenges faced by state governance. Florida's "governance swamp ... increases the
tension between universities and community colleges at a time when both should be
working together fervently to increase access" (Florida Board of Governors, 2007, p. 10).
The governance changes of the SUS to a BOG and institutional boards of trustees has
delayed the development of the SUS (Florida Board of Governors, 2007). However, with
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the guidance of the BOG, the SUS continues to effectively serve the needs of students
during this time of radical change and transition.
Summary and Overview
The review of the literature in this chapter was based on the philosophical stance
of the provision of access to higher education for all Americans. As high-tech skills
become increasingly important to today's information-based society, educational systems
across the nation must address the widening of access to higher education imperative.
Factors associated with the narrowing of access to higher education are increasing
competition among institutions of higher education, decreases in annual government
appropriations for public colleges and universities, and increases in student tuition. Public
community colleges across the nation contribute to workforce development needs by
providing an affordable educational option for a "population that is relatively invisible to
most of higher education" (Freeman, 2007, p. 61).
Providing an affordable and accessible route to specialized job training and the
baccalaureate at four year universities is through 2+2 articulation agreements (Dicroce,
2005; Dougherty, 2001; Kintzer & Wattenbarger, 1985; West, 1993). The symbiotic
relationship between articulation and transfer results from the partnerships developed
between community colleges and four year universities. The negotiation of academic
program requirements for student transfer is fundamental to the dimensions of higher
education such as access, equity, affordability, and degree productivity. Strengths and
challenges associated with 2+2 articulation programs are the transferability of course
work, an expedient route toward degree completion, access to selective institutions, and
limited access to select academic majors. When transitioning from one institution to
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another, students undergo numerous changes. Students may experience psychological,
environmental, and climatic adjustments (Cjeda & Kaylor, 1997). The role of transfer
student services, specifically during a time of transition, has a significant effect on
student motivation, involvement, and retention (Glennen, 1995; Tinto 1993).
As institutions of higher education across the nation employ measures and models
of accountability, close consideration should be paid to the investments contributing to
the continuous improvement initiatives of programs and services. The literature supports
the value of mandatory statewide articulation and successful2+2 articulation programs as
tools to ensure the seamlessness ofK-20 systems. Florida's 2+2 system has served as a
national model for ensuring an affordable route to baccalaureate completion. The
growing number of students across the SUS in addition to Florida's changing
demographics has increased the need for the state to monitor institutional compliance
with the 2+2 agreement as a means for ensuring access to public universities for diverse
populations.
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The purpose of the present study was to examine how well Florida's 2+2
articulation agreement and transfer student services meet the needs of students, and to
explore the commitment of Florida's state universities in complying with the statewide
articulation agreement. This study investigated whether there was a difference in the
academic success and persistence of community college transfer and native (FTIC)
students who sought degrees at three selected four year institutions in Florida. Attention
was given to the recognition and support of community college transfer students at the
receiving institution and the manner in which the selected institutions addressed the needs
of transfer students as they matriculate to upper division study. The examination of each
institution's transfer student services and compliance with the statewide articulation
agreement facilitated an understanding of the institutions' commitment to and advocacy
for community college transfers.
This study compared the progress of a single cohort of community college
transfer students who graduated with an A.A. degree from a public community college in
Florida and matriculated at an institution included in the research sample with a
comparison group of junior level native students who entered the university as FTIC
students. Following this comparison, in-depth interviews were conducted with academic
affairs and student affairs administrators regarding transfer student services at their
respective institutions. The present study employs a concurrent mixed methods design
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and, as such, employs quantitative and qualitative methods to collect and analyze data
about (a) community college transfer and native (FTIC) student progress to graduation at
these public universities and (b) their institutional commitment to the 2+2 concept.
This chapter begins with a description of the design of the study and an overview
of the research setting. Descriptions of the methodological procedures for Phases I and II
of the study include the quantitative and qualitative research designs, operational
variables (for Phase I only), study samples, and data access, entry, and analysis. The
chapter concludes with an explanation of the procedures for approval from the UNF's
Institutional Review Board along with a summary of the salient points of the chapter.
Design of the Study
The present study employed a concurrent mixed methods design with both
quantitative and qualitative procedures as more than one venue of data to determine
answers to the research questions. Creswell (1995) defined mixed methods designs as
two-phase designs with a convergence of the results. The purposes served in using mixed
method designs are: (a) development, "using the methods sequentially, such that results
from the first method informs the use of the second method", and (b) expansion, "adding
to the breadth or scope of the project" (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998, p. 43). Teddlie and
Tashaldwri (2006) explained concurrent methods designs as the use of qualitative and
quantitative strands "independently to answer exploratory and confirmatory questions"
(Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2006, p. 20). "Inferences made on the basis of the results from
each strand are synthesized to form of meta-inferences." (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2006,
p. 20).
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Following the typology ofTeddlie and Tashakkori (2006: Figure 1), quantitative
data and qualitative data were analyzed independently, yet, simultaneously. Conclusions
made on the basis of the results from Phase I informed the data collection and analysis of
Phase II. Phase II provided a context for enhancing the overall interpretability of the
quantitative findings. The results of Phases I and II were integrated to create institutional
profiles, a profile of the primary feeder community colleges for the selected institutions, a
profile of baccalaureates offered by the selected universities on community college
campuses, and a transfer student service profile.

Conceptualization
Stage

Experiential Stage
(Methodological)

-,

Experiential Stage
(Analytical)

Inferential
Stage

Inferential
Stage
MetaInference

Figure 1. A general typology of research designs featuring mixed methods (Teddlie &
Tashakkori, 2006).
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Setting
The SUS of Florida consists of 11 institutions. For the purposes of this study,
three regional comprehensive SUS institutions in Florida were selected because of their
original status as upper level institutions designed specifically to serve community
college graduates and other junior level transfer students.
The three institutions were established, as described by the Board of Regent's
Corporate Secretary Hendrix Chandler, "to build on the strengths of the junior and
community colleges and thereby eliminate duplication of effort" (Stonecipher, 1994,
p. 38). These three institutions, FAU, UWF, and UNF were established between the years
of 1964 and 1972 in counties that had public community colleges. The first upper level
institution in the state ofFlorida was FAU which opened its doors in 1964 with an
enrollment of 867 students. UWF followed in 1967, as an upper level institution, with a
student enrollment of 1,318. In 1972, two additional upper level institutions were
established in Florida, UNF with an enrollment of2,000 and FlU with 5,668
(Stonecipher, 1994).
Changes in governmental and institutional structure and leadership, the
development of the surrounding counties, public funding, and an increase in student
applicants are factors that continue to effect the growth of FlU, FAU, UWF, and UNF.
FlU is currently recognized as the largest university in South Florida. During the fall of
2006, FlU enrolled over 38,000 students, had 1,000 full-time faculty, and reported
117,500 alumni (FlU, 2006). FlU offers approximately 200 academic degree programs
within the 22 colleges and schools of its main campus and five branch campuses. Due to
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the rapid growth of FlU and the dissimilarity of its subsequent institutional profile, it was
not included in this study.
FAU, UWF, and UNF were selected due to similarities in institutional profiles
such as total student enrollment, tuition costs, and faculty-to-student ratio (Table 1).
During the 2005-06 academic year, the total number of undergraduate academic degree
programs at F AU, UWF, and UNF were 46, 46, and 50, respectively. The tuition costs
per credit hour for undergraduate students for Florida residents were $107.00, $108.64,
and $108.95, respectively. The faculty-to-student ratios at each institution for 2005-06
was one faculty member to 18 students, one faculty member to 20 students, and one
faculty member to 22 students, respectively. Information reviewed to create the
institutional profiles included student demographic profiles, general university
descriptions, enrollment data, transfer student data, and state university comparison data.
Table 1
Comparison of Undergraduate Degree Programs, Tuition, and Faculty-toStudent Ratio
Degree
Programs

Cost Per Credit
Hour

Faculty to Student
Ratio

FAU

46

$107.00

1:18

UWF

46

$108.64

1:20

UNF

50

$108.95

1:22

2005/06

Research Questions
The central research questions for the present study were:
1.

Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence (breaks in
continuous enrollment, changes in major, cumulative semester hours completed,
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final grade point average, number of 1000 and 2000 level courses completed, total
semesters enrolled) of community college transfer students and native (FTI C)
students who are seeking baccalaureate degrees in Florida's State University
System?
2. Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence of community
college transfer students who are seeking baccalaureate degrees at each of the
selected institutions?

3. Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence of native (FTIC)
students who are seeking baccalaureate degrees at each of the selected
institutions?
4. How do the institutions of Florida's State University System address issues of
compliance with the statewide articulation agreement on their campuses?
5. How is the community college Associate of Arts degree graduate who transfers to
a public university recognized and supported at the receiving institution?
Phase I

Quantitative Research Design
Phase I of this study addressed the first, second, and third research questions.
Demographic data were collected to investigate the differences in student classification,
status, age, ethnicity, and gender of community college transfer and native (FTIC)
students. Phase I begins with a demographic profile of the total sample (n = 2,612).
Following is a demographic profile for the sub-groups of student graduates (n

=

1,823)

and dropouts (n = 644), and ofthe institutional subsamples [FAU (n = 1,135), UNF
(n

=

883), UWF (n

=

594)].

Descriptive discriminant analysis and binary logistic regression analysis were the
statistical techniques selected to answer research question 1. Discriminant analysis and
logistic regression predicted differences in the academic success and persistence of the
total sample (n

=

2,612) of community college transfer and native (FTIC) student

graduates and dropouts. Chi-square tests of independence were conducted to examine the
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percentages of community college transfer and native (FTIC) students that graduated and
dropped out from the three selected institutions. Descriptive discriminant analysis was the
statistical technique selected for the second and third research questions. The second
research question examined the differences in the academic success and persistence of the
sub-groups of community college transfer student graduates (n

=

1,151) and dropouts

(n = 480) at the three institutions. The third research question examined the differences in
the academic success and persistence of the sub-groups of native (FTI C) student
graduates (n = 874) and dropouts (n = 164) at the three institutions.

Operational Variables
The operational variables included in Phase I of this study were selected based on
previous empirical results, value to community college and university personnel, and the
relevance of the data found in the State University System's Data Files to the significance
of the study. The SUS dictionary (State University System of Florida, 2006) was
examined to assure that the variables were consistent with the terminology developed and
defined by the SUS.
Community college transfer students and native (FTIC) students were divided into
two sub-groups of students: graduates and dropouts. For the purposes of the present
study, graduates and dropouts were defined as follows:
Graduates - students who completed a baccalaureate program.
Dropouts - students who stopped attendance at the institution for three or more
semesters.
The variables selected for the sub-groups of student graduates and dropouts
differed by one variable - number of breaks in continuous enrollment. The number of
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breaks in continuous enrollment does not accurately represent the non-persisting group of
students who dropped out of their academic degree programs. The six selected factors
that represent academic success and timely completion for community college and native
(FTIC) student graduates were: (a) changes in major, (b) cumulative semesters completed
to graduate, (c) final GP A, (d) number of 1000 and 2000 level hours taken at the senior
institution, (e) number of breaks in continuous enrollment (stopout), and (f) total
semesters enrolled. The five operational variables selected for community college
transfer and native (FTIC) student dropouts were: (a) changes in major, (b) cumulative
semesters completed to graduate, (c) final GPA, (d) number of 1000 and 2000 level hours
completed, and (e) total semesters enrolled.
The operational variables were developed from the broad category of academic
success and persistence:
Academic Success and Persistence - the factors representing academic progress
of the research sample of community college transfer students and native (FTIC) students
from each of the three selected state universities: breaks in continuous enrollment,
changes in major, cumulative semester hours completed, final GP A, number of 1000 and
2000 level hours completed, and total semesters enrolled.
For the purposes of this study, the operational variables were:
Break in Continuous Enrollment - a stop in attendance for one but not more than
two semesters with the student subsequently reenrolling.
Changes in Major- the total number of times a student officially changes the
academic major of their baccalaureate program.
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Cumulative Semester Hours Completed - the total number of semester hours
completed by a student to achieve graduation at the four year institution.
Final Grade Point Average -the total number of credit hours divided by the total
quality points earned: 4 quality points is equivalent to an A, 3 quality points is equivalent
to a B, 2 quality points is equivalent to a C, and 1 quality point is equivalent to a D.
The Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses Completed -the number of lower
level or general education courses completed by a student as upperclassmen. Florida's
SUS classifies students who have completed 60 semester hours as upperclassmen or
upper division students. Some upper division students complete lower division courses
for reasons such as change of academic major or compliance with the state's foreign
language requirements.
Total Semester Hours Completed- the total number of semester hours required to
fulfill the degree requirements.
Data Access
Existing secondary data tracking community college and native (FTIC) student
enrollment and degree completion were obtained between the years of 2001 and 2006
from the FAU, UNF, and UWF. The sample of student records was drawn from the
population of fall 2001 registrants and their enrollment patterns and academic progress
were examined through the spring 2006 semester. The research data set was drawn from
the records of all entering community college transfer students who held the A.A. degree
at matriculation and all junior year native (FTIC) students enrolled for the designated
years at each of the three institutions. The source of data for this study was information
contained in the SUS Student Data Course File.
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The researcher created a data file for this study from the sources in the
aforementioned institutional record. The data were transferred to the Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 13.0 (Mac OS X) for purposes of data analysis.
The data were reviewed for miscoded information.
Phase I Student Sample
The participants for this study were A.A. degree transfers from Florida's public
community colleges and native (FTIC) students from the three universities selected
(n

=

2,612). The sample of student records was drawn from the population offall2001

registrants who were classified as juniors, possessing 60-to-70 credit hours. The research
sample was obtained using stratified sampling. For each of the three quantitative research
questions, the research sample was stratified into two sub-groups: graduates and
dropouts. The total sample of community college transfer and native (FTIC) students for
the first research question (n

=

2,612) included 1,823 graduates and 644 dropouts. The

total sample of community college transfer (n

=

1,631) students examined for the second

research question consisted of 1,151 graduates and 480 dropouts. The total sample of
native (FTIC) students for the third research questions was divided into the subsamples
student graduates (n

=

672) and student dropouts (n

=

164).

Data Analysis
Four statistical analyses were conducted to examine the differences in the
academic success and persistence to graduation of community college transfer and native
(FTIC) students at the selected four year institutions in Florida: descriptive statistics (i.e.,
percentages, means, and standard deviations), descriptive discriminant analysis, binary
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logistic regression analysis, and chi-square test of independence. The data were analyzed
using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 13.0.
Descriptive statistics were computed to examine the demographic data of the
participants, (e.g., student classification, status, age, ethnicity, and gender). Frequencies
and percentages are presented for the demographic variables for the student
classifications of community college transfer and native (FTIC) students. The
demographic variable of student status differentiates students by sub-groups: graduates,
dropouts, and those who remained enrolled following the five year course of study during
which the student cohort was evaluated. The demographic variable of age is presented in
seven groupings ranging from 16·to 76, consistent with age ranges utilized throughout the
record keeping of Florida's State University System. The seven sub-categories of student
ethnicity mirror those commonly reported by the BOG of Florida's SUS (Board of
Governors, Information Resource Management). The demographic variable of gender is
reported by student classification.
A demographic profile for the total sample (n

=

2,612) of community college

transfer and native (FTIC) students is presented in Table 2. Descriptive data were
aggregated to identify the characteristics of the total sample (n

=

2,612) of community

college transfer and native (FTIC) students by sub-groups of graduates (n
dropouts (n

=

=

1,823) and

644). Data were further aggregated to identify the demographic

characteristics of the subsamples of students from FAU (n = 1,135), UNF (n = 883), and
UWF (n

=

594). Demographic profiles for the institutional subsamples are presented by

the sub-groups of student graduates and dropouts [FAU graduates (n = 789), F AU
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dropouts (n
(n

=

=

277), UNF graduates (n

376), UWF dropouts (n

=

=

658), UNF dropouts (n

=

191), UWF graduates

176)].

The primary statistical technique selected to analyze the first, second, and third
research questions was descriptive discriminant analysis. Separate discriminant analyses
were run for the subsamples of graduates and dropouts. Discriminant analysis evaluated
differences in the transfer and native (FTIC) student sample's academic success and
persistence using six discriminating variables for the sub-group of student graduates (i.e.,
break in continuous enrollment; changes in major; cumulative semester hours completed;
final GP A; the number of 1000 and 2000 level courses taken; and total semester hours
completed). The discriminating variables for the sub-group of student dropouts were the
same as those for graduates with the exception of breaks in continuous enrolment.
Cohen's d statistics were calculated for the sub-groups of student graduates (n

=

1,823)

and dropouts (n = 644) of each quantitative research question to examine the differences
in mean scores, estimate the ranges of values, and examine the strength of the
relationship among variables. The d statistic is the difference between the independent
variables divided by, or expressed in units of, the within-pooled standard deviation
(Cohen, 1992). Cohen (1998) identified effect size levels for the d statistic: .2 (1-21

~

d<

1.51) a small effect size, .5 (1.51 ~ d < 1.81) a medium effect size, and .8 (d > 1.81) a large
effect size.
Klecka (1980) defined the process of studying the ways in which groups differ as
"interpretation" or the ability to "discriminate" between groups based on set
characteristics. "Discriminant analysis is a statistical technique which allows the
researcher to study the differences between two or more groups of objects with respect to
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several variables simultaneously" (Klecka, 1980, p. 7). Hair, Anderson, Tatham, and
Black (1998) described the linear combination derived from the independent variables
that best discriminant between groups as the variate or discriminant function. The
difference questions proposed for the study and analyzed using discriminant analysis
were:
1. Is there a statistically significant (p =.05) difference in the academic success and
persistence of community college transfer students and native (FTIC) students
who are seeking baccalaureate degrees in Florida's State University System?
2. Is there a statistically significant (p =.05) difference in the academic success and
persistence of community college transfer students who are seeking baccalaureate
degrees at each of the selected institutions?
3. Is there a statistically significant (p = .05) difference in the academic success and
persistence of native (FTIC) students who are seeking baccalaureate degrees at
each of the selected institutions?
The statistical technique of binary logistic regression was selected as a secondary
method for analyzing the first research question (Appendix F). Like discriminant
analysis, logistic regression is a multivariate analyses that addresses dependent variables
that are non-metric and are predicted or explained by a set of independent variables. A
primary difference between discriminant analysis and logistic regression is that
discriminant analysis is capable of handling a dependent variable that consists of two or
more groups (Hair et al., 1998). In its basic form, logistic regression is limited to
dependent variables consisting of two groups. The dependent variable for the first
research question consists of two groups (i.e., community college transfer students and
native, FTIC, students). Therefore, discriminant analysis and logistic regression were
appropriate statistical techniques selected to analyze the first research question.
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Chi-square tests of independence were conducted for the sub-groups of student
graduates (n

=

1,738) and dropouts (n

groups to the total sample (n

=

=

874) to examine the relationships of the sub-

2,612) of community college transfer and native (FTIC)

students. The results of the chi-square analyses determined whether the variables of
student classification and student sub-group (i.e., graduates or dropouts) were
independent of each other. The percentages of community college transfer and native
(FTIC) students who graduated and dropped out were determined from the findings of the
chi-square tests.
Phase II
Qualitative Research Design
Phase II addressed the fourth and fifth research questions of this study.
Employing a descriptive qualitative design, this phase consisted of a review of
documents, site-visits, and semi-structured interviews with participants to evaluate
compliance with Florida's statewide articulation agreement and the services provided to
the A.A. degree graduate at the receiving institutions. The interviews were conducted at
the participant's institution of employment in a naturalistic setting. The purpose of Phase
II was to explore the structure of articulation services, the effectiveness of transfer
student services, compliance with the statewide articulation agreement, and administrator
awareness of transfer student services on the campuses.
Phase II Research Participants
The sampling methodology employed in Phase II of this study was concept
sampling. In order to better understand the application of the 2+2 concept as practiced in
Florida, three institutions that were initially designed to serve the community college
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transfer student were purposively selected. Administrators who were key to assuring
compliance with and the administration of transfer student services were purposively
selected. Concept sampling is a "strategy where individuals or sites are sampled because
they can help the researcher generate or discover a theory or specific concepts within the
theory" (Creswell, 2002, p. 196). Concept sampling aided the researcher in understanding
the nature of transfer student services at F AU, UWF, and UNF in serving students during
completion of their program of study at four year institutions and following the university
system of Florida's transition to a governance model with more local control.
A total of 12 administrators employed at the three selected institutions were
selected based upon administrative roles and were contacted via telephone to participate
in Phase II of the present study. Four administrators were interviewed at each of the three
institutions: a top-level academic affairs administrator, a top-level student affairs
administrator, the institutional articulation officer, and the student ombudsman. The
participants were interviewed to explore their awareness of the needs of community
college transfer students, the nature of transfer student services, and each institution's
commitment to the 2+2 concept.
Data Collection
Data in Phase II were gathered from several sources. First, documents were
reviewed to develop a comprehensive description of the three universities and to discuss
program and policy elements of structure to discern their approach to compliance with
the statewide articulation agreement. Face-to-face meetings and follow-up telephone and
e-mail discussions with key informants led to the identification and review of documents
pertinent to the development of this study (Appendix A). Institutional profiles were
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created from BOG reports, reports from offices of institutional research, enrollment data,
transfer student data, transfer student manuals, state university comparison data, general
university descriptions, organizational charts, student handbooks, university catalogs, and
institutional brochures. The review of institutional documents assisted with the selection
of participants for the semi-structured interviews.
The semi-structured interviews were conducted to provide a venue for exploring
issues that emerged from the artifact review. The interviews explored administrative
perspectives on compliance with the statewide articulation agreement and institutional
transfer student services. A 12-item interview protocol was developed from the two
qualitative research questions (Appendix B). The interview questions were not used as a
formal script, but rather to initiate conversation. Each interview was audio recorded, and
hand written notes were taken as appropriate in order to capture nuances and researcher
observations that were not evident on the tapes. Ninety minute face-to-face interviews
were conducted with participants at their respective campus offices or at campus meeting
rooms. Follow-up telephone and e-mail conversations provided a venue for clarification
and collaboration. Offices associated with transfer student services were visited to
acquire additional documentation that described the function of the services. Additional
interviews were conducted per the recommendations of the 12 participants.
Data Analysis
The qualitative methodology selected for this study was content analysis. Leedy
and Ormrod (200 1) defined content analysis as "a detailed and systematic examination of
a particular body of material for the purpose of identifying patterns, themes, or biases"
(Leedy & Ormord, 2001, p. 155). Transcripts of the taped interviews were utilized to
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explore the institutional commitment to the 2+2 concept and the transfer student services
on each campus.
The transcriptions from the semi-structured interviews were analyzed through
recursive coding, comparative analysis, and a corroborative analysis of written transcripts
(Creswell, 2002; Holliday, 2002). Four preliminary fixed categories were identified to
assist with initial coding: structure, services, compliance, and awareness. The first step in
the process of data analysis was to read each of the printed transcripts and scan for the
predetermined fixed categories. Words and phrases unique to how the participants viewed
the structure of transfer student services, the support services for A.A. degree graduates at
the receiving institutions, institutional compliance with the statewide articulation
agreement, and awareness of transfer student needs on each campus were identified.
Second, the transcription narratives were re-read and the material was divided into
smaller segments (e.g., phrases or sentences) reflecting a specific or single thought
(Creswell, 1998). The material was then re-coded to identify recurring issues and themes.
Following the analysis of data for each research question, the transcriptions were re-read
and re-coded using open coding. As issues and challenges emerged during the open
coding, the data were grouped into "meaning units" or "categories that reflect(ed) the
various aspects or 'meanings' of the phenomenon as it is experienced" (Leedy & Ormrod,
2001, p. 154). Miles and Huberman (1994) explained the "inherently cyclical" nature of
data analysis as the emergence of patterns and themes in the data that were discovered
inductively. "Such strategies range from noting emerging themes in the data, through the
making of contrasts and comparisons between the analytic elements, to the construction
of an extensive and coherent conceptual and analytic schema" (Fielding & Lee, 1998,
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p. 40). The analysis of data involved linked processes that reflected iterative research
characters. Following the typology of Huberman and Miles (1994), the data were reduced
and described in the context of three thematic areas. Data regarding the nature of transfer
student services on each campus were also reduced, or summarized, in a resultant transfer
student service profile.
Institutional Review Board Approval
Approval for the data collection protocol was secured from the UNF's
Institutional Review Board prior to the commencement of the study (Appendix C). The
protocol for this study assures compliance with the federally proscribed ethical standards
for conducting research utilizing human participants as subjects. The data received in
Phase I of the study were acquired from Florida's SUS Student Data Course File in order
to assure the accuracy of the data. The data were downloaded onto an Excel for Windows
file, transferred to SPSS version 13.0 (Mac OS X), and stored on the researcher's
personal computer using a password protected file to assure that the data remain
confidential. The data did not contain individual student identifiers and consisted of
numbered cases in order to assure anonymity.
Interviewees selected for Phase II of the study were identified by the office of
employment. A cover letter and an informed consent form were given to each participant.
Documented informed consent was obtained. The consent form included the purpose of
the study, assurance of a confidentiality statement and a proposed time line for the study. I
also explained the importance of each respondent's participation in the study. Participants
were informed that their participation was voluntary, and that they had the right to
withdraw at any point in the process. Participants were invited to review a copy of the
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transcriptions from their interview to ensure compliance with the confidentiality
agreement and the accuracy of the content.
Summary
The methodology outlined in this chapter provided a description of the design of
the study, the setting in which the research was conducted, a statement of research
questions, the methods used for data collection, the sampling procedures, and the
strategies used to analyze the data. As this study employed a concurrent mixed methods
design, both quantitative and qualitative procedures were used to determine answers to
the research questions. The setting selected for purposes of this study was three regional
comprehensive institutions in Florida. The institutions were selected due to their original
status as upper level institutions that were designed specifically to serve community
college graduates and other junior level transfer students. The three institutions were also
selected due to similarities in institutional profiles.
The study was conducted in two phases and employed the following research
procedures: (a) Phase I (quantitative)- descriptive methods used to examine
demographic data of the participants; descriptive discriminant analysis and binary logistic
regression predicted differences in the transfer and native (FTIC) student sample's
success and persistence using the six discriminating variables selected; chi -square
analysis examined the relationship between student classification and the sub-groups of
student graduates and dropouts; discriminant analysis examined the differences in the
transfer sample's success and persistence at each the three selected institutions; and
discriminant analysis examined the differences in the academic success and persistence
of native (FTIC) students at the institutions; and (b) Phase II (qualitative)- descriptive
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qualitative design to investigate the structure of transfer student services; the services
provided to transfer students; institutional compliance with the statewide articulation
agreement; and awareness of transfer students on the respective campuses.
Data were collected for Phase I through the Student Data Course File of the SUS
of Florida. The research data set covered five academic years, fall 2001 semester through
spring 2006, and was drawn from the records of all entering community college transfer
students who held A.A. degrees at matriculation at the selected public universities and
junior native (FTIC) students possessing 60-to-70 credit hours. The total research sample
(n = 2,612) consisted of 1,823 community college transfer and 644 native (FTIC)

students enrolled across FAU, UNF, and UWF.
Content analysis was selected as a method for describing and interpreting the
characteristics of the documents reviewed and interview data in order to portray the
values and beliefs of the participants (Marshall & Rossman, 1999). The semi-structured
interviews of Phase II were conducted to facilitate a deeper understanding about each
institution's commitment to and advocacy for community college transfers. A purposive
sampling strategy, concept sampling, was used to select a minimum of 12 administrators
employed at the selected universities. Interview transcriptions were analyzed using
recursive coding, comparative analysis, and were re-analyzed using open coding. The
multiple data sources and multiple perspectives provided corroborative data from which a
profile of transfer student services across the three institutions was developed.
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CHAPTER IV: FINDINGS
Introduction
The purpose of this concurrent mixed methods study was to facilitate a better
understanding of how well Florida's 2+2 articulation agreement and transfer student
services meet the needs of students. This study compared the progress of community
college transfer students and native (FTIC) students on selected academic and
demographic variables. The study also explored each institution's advocacy for transfer
students and compliance with the statewide articulation agreement through the analysis of
artifacts and personal interviews with selected administrators. Phase I employed
quantitative methodology to compare the academic success and persistence to graduation
of Florida public community college A.A. graduates who matriculated at state
universities in Florida with native (FTIC) students who entered the same universities as
FTIC students. In the second phase of the study, qualitative techniques were employed to
explore the structure of transfer student services and administrators' awareness of the
statewide articulation agreement and institutional transfer student relations. Also explored
in Phase II was each institution's level of advocacy for transfer students. The findings of
Phase I guided the review of artifacts and informed the interview questions, data
collection, and data analysis of Phase II.
The primary research questions guiding the study were: (a) Is there a difference in
the academic success and persistence to graduation of community college transfer
students and native (FTIC) students who are seeking baccalaureate degrees in Florida's
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State University System? (b) Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence
of community college transfer students who are seeking baccalaureate degrees at each of
the selected institutions? (c) Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence
of native (FTIC) students who are seeking baccalaureate degrees at each ofthe selected
institutions? (d) How do the institutions of Florida's State University System address
issues of compliance with the statewide articulation agreement on their campuses? and
(e) How is the community college Associate in Arts degree graduate who transfers to a
public university recognized and supported at the receiving institution?
Organization of the Chapter
Findings are presented for each ofthe five research questions of the study, three
in Phase I and two in Phase II. The findings of Phase I are reported first and are followed
by the findings of Phase II. Following the typology ofTeddlie and Tashakkori's (2006)
concurrent mixed design model, data from Phase I and Phase II were collected and
analyzed simultaneously. Inferences were drawn through a synthesis of data from both
phases. The qualitative component provided an additional lens for corroborating and
clarifying the quantitative findings.
Phase I begins with a demographic profile of the total research sample
(n

=

2,612). Demographic profiles are presented for the sub-groups of graduates

(n

=

1,870) and dropouts (n

=

644) and for the institutional subsamples: community

college transfer and native (FTIC) students by institutions [FAU (n
(n

=

883), and UWF (n

=

=

1,135), UNF

594)]. Additional demographic profiles are presented in

Appendix D, Tables 34 through 39, and Appendix E, Tables 40 through 51. The
statistical techniques selected to answer the first research question were descriptive
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discriminant analysis, binary logistic regression analysis, and chi-square analysis.
Discriminant analysis was the statistical technique utilized to answer the second and third
quantitative research questions.
The presentation of Phase II includes a description of the 12 interview
participants, four from each institution. The participants' were selected purposively for
the responsibility they held for either assuring compliance with the administration of
transfer student services or for administering academic support services. Data analysis for
the semi-structured interviews was based on recursive coding of the transcriptions of the
audio-taped interviews from which the categories of structure, services, compliance, and
awareness were identified. Interview transcriptions were then re-analyzed using an open
coding process wherein recurring issues and themes emerged. A review of institutional
artifacts along with information gleaned from campus visits and the semi -structured
interviews is presented as a description of their respective transfer student services and a
summarized transfer student service profile for each institution. Content analysis was the
qualitative methodology employed to examine the data and identify patterns or themes
from the artifact reviews and interview transcriptions.
Phase I - Quantitative Findings
The data analysis in Phase I provided empirical data about the success and
persistence of community college transfer and native (FTIC) students at F AU, UNF, and
UWF. Following the demographic profiles of the research sample, the operational
variables developed from the broad categories of academic success and persistence are
described further through measures of central tendency. The six operational variables
were: (a) cumulative semester hours completed, (b) final GPA, (c) number of 1000 and
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2000 level hours completed, (d) number ofbreaks in continuous enrollment, (e) number
of changes in major, and (f) total semesters enrolled. The samples subjected to statistical
testing for each research question were divided into two sub-groups of community
college transfer and native (FTIC) students: graduates and dropouts. Students who
continued enrollment but did not graduate during the five year time frame selected for
study, by the spring 2006 semester, were not included as a sub-group because of their
small sample size.
The three research questions guiding Phase I were: (a) Is there a difference in the
academic success and persistence to graduation of community college transfer students
and native (FTIC) students who are seeking baccalaureate degrees in Florida's State
University System? (b) Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence of
community college transfer students who are seeking baccalaureate degrees at each of the
selected institutions? (c) Is there a difference in the academic success or persistence of
native (FTIC) students who are seeking baccalaureate degrees at each of the selected
institutions? Subsets of research questions are presented for the sub-groups of graduates
and dropouts for each of the three quantitative research questions. Discriminant analysis,
a type of multivariate analysis, measured group differences as defined by the dependent
variables on the multivariate profiles or independent variables (Hair et al., 1998).
Cohen's d statistics, or effect size indicators, were computed to examine the difference
between the means of the independent, or operational, variables. Chi-square analysis, a
nonparametric test, was used to examine differences in the crosstabulated variables of
student graduate and student classification, (e.g., community college transfer student and
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native, FTIC, students) and student dropout and student classification. The results of the
research questions are presented in numerical order.
Description ofSample and Subsamples
Demographic data were collected to investigate the differences in student
classification, status, age, ethnicity, and gender of community college transfer and native
(FTIC) students. The demographic tables included in Phase I present the frequencies and
percentages of the student classifications of community college transfer and native
(FTIC) students for the total sample and subsamples (Tables 2 through 7). The
demographic variable of student status differentiates students by sub-groups: graduates,
dropouts, and those who remained emolled following the five year course of study during
which the student cohort was evaluated. The subsample of students who maintained
continued emollment was not included as a sub-group as a result of the small sample size
(n

=

145, 5.6% of total sample). Descriptive data were aggregated to identify the

demographic characteristics ofthe sub-groups of student graduates (n
dropouts (n

=

=

1,823) and

644) and the subsamples of community college transfer and native (FTIC)

students at FAU (n

=

1,135), UNF (n = 883), and UWF (n

=

594). Data were further

aggregated to identify the demographic characteristics of the sub-groups of community
college transfer and native (FTIC) student graduates and dropouts at each of the selected
institutions as presented in Appendix D, Tables 34 through 39. Descriptive data noting
the frequencies and percentages within student classification of community college
transfer and native (FTIC) students for the total sample and subsamples are presented in
tabular form in Appendix E, Tables 40 through 51.
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The total sample (n = 2,612) consisted of 1,738 (66.5%) community college
transfer students and 874 (33.5%) native (FTIC) students from FAU, UNF, and UWF. A
demographic profile of the total sample (n = 2,612) is presented in Table 2. Community
college transfer students represented the majority of the sample, respectively, twice the
number of native (FTIC) students. Ofthe total sample (n = 2,612), 1,823 (69.8%)
community college transfer and native (FTIC) students graduated. Native (FTIC) student
graduates represented 76.9% (n = 672) within their student classification, whereas
community college transfer students represented 66.2% (n = 1,151), indicating that a
greater percentage of native (FTIC) students graduated (Appendix E, Table 40).
Concomitantly, a greater percentage of community college transfer students (18.4%,

n = 480) dropped out of their academic degree programs than native (FTIC) students
(6.3%, n = 164). Additional data regarding the sub-group of student dropouts (n = 644)
are presented in the results of the chi-square analysis. Among the students who
maintained continued enrollment, a larger percentage of community college transfer
students (4.1 %,f= 107) continued to pursue course work following the Spring 2006
semester (native, FTIC, l.5%,f= 38).
The full sample of community college transfer and native (FTIC) students
(n = 2,612) presented a mean age of24, a mode of21, and a median of22. Student ages

ranged from 16 to 76. Students between the ages of 16 and 17 (.2%,f= 4) and those
between 41 and 76 (4.3%,/= 113) accounted for the smallest percentage (4.5%,/= 117)
of the total sample of community college transfer and native (FTIC) students (n = 2,612).
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Table 2

Profile ofTotal Sample

Frequency (Percentage)

Demographics

Student Classification

CC Transfer
1,738 (66.5)

Native (FTIC)
874 (33.5)

Total
2,612 (100.0)

Student Status
Continued Enrollment
Dropouts
Graduates
Totals

107 (4.1)
480 (18.4)
1,151 (44.1)
1,738 (66.6)

38 (1.5)
164 (6.3)
672 (25.7)
874 (33.5)

145 (5.6)
644 (24.7)
1,823 (69.8)
2,612 (100.1)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76
Totals

4
(.2)
1,124 (43.0)
318 (12.2)
193 (7.4)
86 (3.3)
11
(.4)
2
(.1)
1,738 (66.6)

0
746 (28.6)
70 (2.7)
44 (1.7)
11
(.4)
3
(.1)
0
874 (33.5)

4
(.2)
1,870 (71.6)
388 (14.9)
237 (9.1)
97 (3.7)
14
(.5)
2
(.1)
2,612 (100.1)

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non-Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic Origin)
No Indication/Not Reported
Totals

73 (2.8)
206 (7.9)
153 (5.9)
13
(.5)
53 (2.0)
1,222 (46.8)
18
(.7)
1,738 (66.6)

63 (2.4)
95 (3.6)
75 (2.9)
3
(.1)
22
(.8)
612 (23.4)
4
(.2)
874 (33.4)

136 (5.2)
301 (11.5)
228 (8.8)
16
(.6)
75 (2.8)
1,834 (70.2)
22
(.9)
2,612 (100.0)

Gender
Female
Male
Totals

1,116 (42.7)
622 (23.8)
1,738 (66.5)

533 (20.4)
341 (13.1)
874 (33.5)

1,649 (63.1)
963 (36.9)
2,612 (100.0)

Note. n = 2,612. Descriptive data represents the frequency and percent of students within the total

sample. Total percentages may vary slightly and may exceed 100% due to rounding errors.
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The largest percentage of students (71.6%,/= 1,823) was between the ages of 18 and 24,
the second largest (14.9%,/= 388) was between the ages of 25 and 30, and the third
largest (9.1 %,f= 237) was between the ages of31 and 40. Of the students 18-to-24 years
of age (Appendix E, Table 40), native (FTIC) students represented the largest percentage
[native (FTIC) (85.4%,/= 746), community college transfer (64.7%,/= 1,124)].
Even though 64.7% if= 1,124) of community college transfer students were of a
more traditional age frame (18-to-24 years of age), community college transfers
(n = 1,738) were more diverse in age than their native counterparts (n = 874). Community

college transfer students between the ages of25 and 76 accounted for 35% if= 610) of
their student classification, whereas native (FTIC) between the ages of 25 and 76
accounted for 14.6% if= 128). Frequencies and percentages relevant to the age,
ethnicities, and genders of community college transfer and native (FTIC) students within
the context of student classification are presented in Appendix E, Table 40.
The ethnic profile of the total sample (n = 2,612) as noted in Table 2 indicated
that White, not of Hispanic origin, was the most prevalent ethnicity for the subsamples of
both community college transfer (n = 1, 738) and native (FTIC) (n = 874) students.
Community college transfer if= 1,222) and native (FTIC) if= 612) students who
reported White, not of Hispanic origin, represented 70%, respectively, of the total sample
(n = 2,612) and of their student classifications (Table 2 and Appendix E, Table 40). The

second most prevalent ethnicity was Black, not ofHispanic origin, constituting 11.5%

if= 305) of the total student sample. Hispanic was the third most prevalent ethnicity,
representing 8.8% if= 228) of the total sample. Community college transfer students
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accounted for a greater percentage of students who were non-White [community college
transfer (19.8%,/= 516), native (FTIC) (10%,/= 262)].
Among the total student sample (n = 2,612), a greater percentage was female
(63.1 %,f= 1,649) than male (36.9%,/= 963). Community college transfer students
accounted for the largest percentage of females [community college females (42.7%,

f= 1,116), native (FTIC) females (20.4%,/= 533)]. As noted in Table 40 of Appendix E,
native (FTIC) students included a greater percentage of males [native (FTIC) males
(13.1 %,f= 341), community college males (23.8%,/= 622)]. When evaluated within
their respective student classifications (Appendix, E, Table 40), the subsamples of
community college transfer and native (FTIC) students consisted of a relatively equal
distribution of females and males across student classifications [community college
transfer females (64.2%,/= 1,116), native (FTIC) females (61%,/= 533) females,
community college transfer males (35.8%,/= 622), native (FTIC) males (39%,/= 341)].
Among the total subsample of student graduates (n = 1,823), 73.1% if= 1,332) of
community college transfer (n = 1,151) and native (FTIC) students (n = 672) were
between the ages of 18 and 24. Evaluation of the percentages of graduates within student
classification indicated that a greater percentage of native (FTIC) (85.9%,/= 577) 18-to24 year old students' graduated than of community college transfers (65.6%,/= 755)
(Appendix E, Table 41 ). The ages of community college transfer student graduates varied
more than native (FTIC) graduates. Community college transfer students between the
ages of 25 and 30 if= 220) represented 19.1% of their student classification whereas
native (FTIC) students represented 7.6% if= 51) (Appendix E, Table 41). Fewer native
(FTIC) students who were 31-to-40 years old (1.8%,/= 32) and 41-to-50 years old years
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old (.5%,/= 9) graduated than community college transfers [31-to-40 years old (6.1 %,

f= 111), 41-to-50 (3.1%,/= 56)]. A demographic profile ofthe subsample of student
graduates is presented in Table 3.
Table 3

Profile of Student Graduates

Demographics

Frequency (Percentage)

Student Classification

CC Transfer
1,151 (63.1)

Native (FTIC)
672 (36.9)

Total
1,823 (100.0)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76
Totals

(.2)
4
755 (41.4)
220 (12.1)
111 (6.1)
56 (3.1)
(.3)
5
0
1,151 (63.2)

0
577 (31.7)
51 (2.8)
32 (1.8)
(.5)
9
3
(.2)
0
672 (37.0)

4
(.2)
1,332 (73.1)
271 (14.9)
143 (7.9)
65 (3.6)
8
(.5)
0
1,823 (1 00.2)

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non-Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported
Totals

55 (3.0)
124 (6.8)
95 (5.2)
6
(.3)
43 (2.4)
815 (44.7)
13
(.7)
1,151 (63.1)

46 (2.5)
72 (3.9)
54 (3.0)
(.2)
3
18 (1.0)
477 (26.2)
(.1)
2
672 (36.9)

101 (5.5)
196 (10.7)
149 (8.2)
9
(.5)
61 (3.4)
1,292 (70.9)
15
(.8)
1,823 (100.0)

Gender
Female
Male
Totals

751 (41.2)
400 (21.9)
1,151 {63.12

426 (23.4)
246 (13.5)
672 {36.92

1,177 (64.6)
646 (35.4)
1,823 (100.0)

Note. n = 1,823. Descriptive data represents the frequency and percent of students within the total

sample. Total percentages may vary slightly and may exceed 100% due to rounding errors.
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Just as the most prevalent ethnicity among student graduates was White, not of
Hispanic origin, (70.9%,/= 1,292), community college transfer and native (FTIC)
students represented an equivalent percentage, 70% respectively, within their student
classification (Appendix E, Table 41 ). Evaluation of gender within the context of student
classification indicated that a slightly larger percentage of community college transfer
student females (65.2%,/= 751) graduated than native (FTIC) student females (63.4%,

f= 426). A slightly larger percentage of native (FTIC) student males (36.6%,/= 246)
graduated than community college transfer student males (34.8%,/= 400) (Appendix E,
Table 41).
A demographic profile of community college transfer (n = 480) and native (FTIC)
student (n = 164) dropouts is presented in Table 4. Native (FTIC) students (82.9%,

f= 136) represented a greater percentage of 18-to-24 year olds who dropped out of their
academic degree programs than their community college transfer student counterparts
(62.7%,/= 301) (Appendix E, Table 42). Community college transfer student dropouts
accounted for the largest percentage of students between the ages of 25 and 80
[community college transfer dropouts (27.9%,f= 179), native (FTIC) dropouts (4.3%,

f= 28)].
Students who dropped out reported an ethnicity of predominantly White, not of
Hispanic origin (70.4%,/= 453). The most prevalent non-White student dropouts were
Black, not of Hispanic origin (12.4%,f= 80), and Hispanic (9.2%,/= 59). As noted in
Table 42 of Appendix E, community college transfer student dropouts represented greater
percentages of non-White students, with the exception of Asian Pacific Islanders [native
(FTIC) Asian Pacific Islanders (7.9%,/= 13), community college Asian or Pacific
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Islanders (3.3%,/= 16)]. The dominant gender among student dropouts was female, of
which the largest percentage was community college transfer students (62.1 %,f

=

298).

Table 4
Profile of Student Dropouts

Frequency (Percentage)

Demographics

Native (FTIC)
164 (25.5)

Total
644 (100.0)

(46.7)
(12.9)
(10.6)
(3.6)
(.6)
(.2)
(74.5)

0
136 (21.1)
18 (2.8)
8 (1.2)
2
(.3)
0
0
164 (25.4)

0
437 (67.8)
101 (15.7)
76 (11.8)
25 (3.9)
4
(.6)
1
(.2)
644 (100.0)

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non-Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported
Totals

16 (2.5)
64 (9.9)
47 (7.3)
6
(.9)
8 (1.2)
336 (52.2)
3
(.5)
480 (74.5)

13 (2.0)
16 (2.5)
12 (1.9)
0
4
(.6)
117 (18.2)
2
(.3)
164 (25.5)

29 (4.5)
80 (12.4)
59 (9.2)
6
(.9)
12 (1.8)
453 (70.4)
5
(.8)
644 (100.0)

Gender
Female
Male
Totals

298 (46.3)
182 (28.3)
480 {74.62

85 (13.2)
79 (12.3)
164 {25.52

383 (59.5)
261 (40.6)
644 (100.1)

Student Classification

CC Transfer
480 (74.5)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76
Totals

0
301
83
68
23
4
1
480

Note. n

= 644. Descriptive data represents the frequency and percent of students within the total

sample. Total percentages may vary slightly and may exceed 100% due to rounding errors.
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(Appendix E, Table 42). Ofthe males who dropped out, native (FTIC) (42.8%,/= 79)
represented the largest percentage (Appendix E, Table 42).
The demographic profiles of the community college transfer and native (FTIC)
students from FAU, UNF, and UWF are presented in Tables 5, 6, and 7 in order to further
detail the characteristics of students from each institution. Demographic profiles for the
subsamples ofFAU, UNF, and UWF graduates and dropouts are presented in Appendix
D, Tables 34 through 39. Among FAU's subsample of students (n = 1,135), a greater
percentage of native (FTIC) students (75.6%,/= 273) graduated than community college
transfers (66.7%,/= 516) (Appendix E, Table 43). Conversely a greater percentage of
community college transfer students dropped out of their academic degree programs

(26.6%,f= 206) and continued enrollment (6.7%,f= 52) following five years of study
[native (FTIC) dropouts (19.7%,/= 71), native (FTIC) continued enrollment (4.7%,

f= 17)].
FAU's predominant student age frame and classification were native (FTIC)
students (86.7%,/= 313) between the ages of 18 and 24 (Appendix E, Table 43).
Community college transfer students accounted for the largest percentage of age diversity
for student ages 16-to-17 and 25-to-76 [community college transfers (27.4%,/= 311),
native (FTIC) (4.3%,f= 48)]. FAD's native (FTIC) students (38%,f= 137) were
comprised of larger percentages of Asian or Pacific Islander; Black, not of Hispanic
origin; and Hispanic students than community college transfers (33.5%,/= 260)
(Appendix E, Table 43). Female community college transfer students (66.1 %,f = 512)
represented the largest percentage in student gender (Appendix E, Table 43). Among the
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Table 5
Profile ofFAU Students

Demographics

Frequency (Percentage)

Student Classification

CC Transfer
774 (68.2)

Native (FTIC)
361 (31.8)

Total
1,135 (100.0)

Student Status
Continued Enrollment
Dropouts
Graduates
Totals

52 (4.6)
206 (18.1)
516 (45.5)
774 (68.2)

17 (1.5)
71 (6.3)
273 (24.1)
361 (31.9)

69 (6.1)
277 (24.4)
789 (69.6)
1,135 (100.1)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76
Totals

(.3)
3
463 (40.8)
158 (13.9)
102 (9.0)
39 (3.4)
(.6)
7
(.2)
2
774 (68.2)

0
313 (27.6)
33 (2.9)
11 (1.0)
3
(.3)
1
(.1)
0
361 (31.9)

(.3)
3
776 (68.4)
191 (16.8)
113 (10.0)
42 (3.7)
(.7)
8
(.2)
2
1,135 (100.1)

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non-Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported
Totals

38 (3.3)
111 (9.8)
111 (9.8)
(.6)
7
46 (4.1)
461 (40.6)
0
774 (68.2)

22 (1.9)
58 (5.1)
57 (5.0)
2
(.2)
14 (1.2)
208 (18.3)
0
361 (31.7)

60
169
168
9
60
669
0
1,135

Gender
Female
Male
Totals

512 (45.1)
262 (23.1)
774 (68.2)

228 (20.1)
133 (11.7)
361 (31.8)

740 (65.2)
395 (34.8)
1,135 (100.0)

(5.2)
(14.9)
(14.8)
(.8)
(5.3)
(58.9)
(99.9)

Note. n = 1,135. Descriptive data represents the frequency and percent of students within the total

sample. Total percentages may vary slightly and may exceed 100% due to rounding errors.
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male students, a slightly larger percentage was native (FTIC) (36.8%,/= 133) than
community college transfer (33.9%,/= 262) (Appendix E, Table 43).
The demographic profile for the subsample of students from UNF (n = 883) is
presented in Table 6. Of the sub-group of student graduates from UNF (74.5%,/ = 658),
native (FTI C) graduates accounted for 85.1% if= 296) of their student classification
whereas community college transfers accounted for 67.7% if= 362) (Appendix E, Table
46). These data indicate that the majority ofUNF graduates are native (FTIC) students.
Conversely, a greater percentage of community college transfer students dropped out of
their academic degree programs (27.5%,/= 147) and continued enrollment (4.9%,/= 26)
following five years of study [native (FTIC) dropouts (12.6%,f= 44), native (FTIC)
continuously enrolled (2.3%,f= 8)]. The age frame of25-to-30 presented the greatest
disparity in the ages of community college transfer (16.6%,/= 89) and native (FTIC)
students (8.9%,f= 31) (Appendix E, Table 46). Of students who reported an ethnic
origin, a greater percentage of native (FTIC) students 81.6% if= 284) represented White,
not of Hispanic origin, within their student classification than community college
transfers (77.4%,f= 414) (Appendix E, Table 46). Community college transfer students
who were Black, not ofHispanic origin, (10.5%,/= 56) represented the greatest diversity
among non-white UNF students (Appendix E, Table 46). As noted in Table 46 of
Appendix E, the percentages of female and male community college transfer and native
(FTIC) students are relatively equivalent [community college transfer females (61.3%,

f= 328), community college transfer males (38.7%,/= 207), native (FTIC) females
(64.1 %,f= 223), native (FTIC) males (35.9%,f= 125)].
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Table 6

Profile of UNF Students

Demographics

Frequency (Percentage)

Student Classification

CC Transfer
535 (60.6)

Native (FTIC)
348 (39.4)

Total
883 (100.0)

Student Status
Continued Enrollment
Dropouts
Graduates
Totals

26 (2.9)
147 (16.6)
362 (41.0)
535 (60.5)

8
(.9)
44 (5.0)
296 (33.5)
348 (39.4)

34 (3.8)
191 (21.6)
658 (74.5)
883 (99.9)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76
Totals

0
394 (44.6)
89 (10.1)
35 (4.0)
17 (1.9)
0
0
535 (60.6)

0
277 (31.4)
31 (3.5)
30 (3.4)
8
(.9)
2
(.2)
0
348 (39.4)

0
671 (76.0)
120 (13.6)
65 (7.4)
25 (2.8)
2
(.2)
0
883 (100.0)

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non-Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported
Totals

22 (2.5)
56 (6.3)
31 (3.5)
3
(.3)
4
(.5)
414 (46.9)
5
(.6)
535 (60.6)

28 (3.2)
25 (2.8)
8
(.9)
0
3
(.3)
284 (32.2)
0
348 (39.4)

50 (5.7)
81 (9.1)
39 (4.4)
3
(.3)
(.8)
7
698 (79.1)
5
(.6)
883 (100.0)

Gender
Female
Male
Totals

328 (37.1)
207 (23.4)
535 (60.5)

223 (25.3)
125 (14.2)
348 (39.5)

551 (62.4)
332 (37.6)
883 (100.0)

Note. n = 883. Descriptive data represents the frequency and percent of students within the total

sample. Total percentages may vary slightly and may be less than 100% due to rounding errors.
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The demographic profile for the subsample of students from UWF (n = 594) is
presented in Table 7. Ofthe sub-groups of students who maintained continued
enrollment, dropouts, and graduates, the percentages of community college transfer and
native (FTIC) students were relatively equivalent (Appendix E, Table 49). These data
indicate that there is not much variance in student status between community college
transfer and native (FTIC) students who remained enrolled, graduated, and dropped out
of UWF. Students between the ages of 18 and 24 represented the greatest percentage of
the total sample. As presented in Appendix E, Table 49, Native (FTIC) students 18-to-24
years of age (94.5%,/= 156) consisted of a larger percentage of their student
classifications than community college transfer students (62.2%,/= 267). UWF's
community college transfer students accounted for the greatest percentage of students
between the ages of 16 and 18 and 25-to-76 [community college transfer (27.4%,

f= 162), native (FTIC) (1.5%,f= 9)].
The dominant ethnicity among the subsample of students at UWF was White, not
of Hispanic origin (78.6%,/= 467). Community college transfer students who were
White, not of Hispanic origin, (80.9%,f= 347) represented a greater percentage of their
student classifications than native (FTIC) students (72.7%,f= 120) (Appendix E, Table
49). Among the non-White students, community college transfer students who were
Black, not of Hispanic origin, (9 .1 %, f = 39) represented the largest percentage of
students who reported their ethnicities (Appendix E, Table 49). Females (60.3%,f= 358)
accounted for the greatest percentage of student gender at UWF, the majority of which
were community college transfer students [community college transfer females (46.5%,

f= 276), native (FTIC) females (13.8%,/= 82)]. Of male students, native (FTIC)
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Table 7

Profile of UWF Students

Demographics

Frequency (Percentage)

Student Classification

CC Transfer
429 (72.2)

Native (FTIC)
165 (27.8)

Total
594 (100.0)

Student Status
Continued Enrollment
Dropouts
Graduates
Totals

29 (4.9)
127 (21.4)
273 (46.0)
429 (72.3)

13 (2.2)
49 (8.2)
103 (17.3)
165 (27.7)

42 (7.1)
176 (29.6)
376 (63.3)
594 (100.0)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76
Totals

1
(.2)
267 (44.9)
71 (12.0)
56 (9.4)
30 (5.1)
4
(.7)
0
429 (72.3)

0
156 (26.3)
6 (1.0)
3
(.5)
0
0
0
165 (27.8)

1
(.2)
423 (71.2)
77 (13.0)
59 (9.8)
30 (5.1)
4
(.7)
0
594 (100.0)

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not ofHispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non-Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported
Totals

13 (2.2)
39 (6.6)
11
(1.9)
3
(.5)
3
(.5)
347 (58.4)
13 (2.2)
429 (72.3)

13 (2.2)
12 (2.0)
10 (1.7)
1
(.2)
5
(.8)
120 (20.2)
4
(.7)
165 (27.8)

26 (4.4)
51 (8.6)
21 (3.6)
4
(.7)
8 (1.3)
467 (78.6)
17 (2.9)
594 (100.1)

Gender
Female
Male
Totals

276 (46.5)
153 (25.8)
429 (72.3)

82 (13.8)
83 (14.0)
165 (27.8)

358 (60.3)
236 (39.8)
594 (100.1)

Note. n = 594. Descriptive data represents the frequency and percent of students within the total

sample. Total percentages may vary slightly and may exceed 100% due to rounding errors.
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represented a greater percentage of males (50.3%,/= 83) within their student
classification than community college transfers (35.7%,/= 153) (Appendix E, Table 49).
Operational Variables
The operational variables selected for Phase I of this study were developed as a
result of previous empirical results, an extensive review of the literature, and an
examination of data found in the SUS's Data Files. The SUS's 2006 dictionary was
examined to assure consistency with the relevance, selection, and definition of the
selected operational variables with the terminology developed and defined by the SUS.
The operational variables were also selected based on the relevance of the terms to
community college and university personnel.
Community college transfer students and native (FTIC) students were divided into
two sub-groups of students: graduates and dropouts. The operational variables selected
for student graduates and dropouts differed by one factor, breaks in continuous
enrollment. The factor of breaks in continuous enrollment does not accurately represent
the academic success and persistence of the non-persisting sub-group of student dropouts.
The six operational variables selected for community college transfer and native (FTIC)
student graduates were: (a) breaks in continuous enrollment, (b) changes in major,
(c) cumulative semester hours completed, (d) final GP A, (e) number of 1000 and 2000
level hours completed, and (f) total semesters enrolled. The five operational variables
selected for community college transfer and native (FTIC) student dropouts were:
(a) changes in major, (b) cumulative semester hours completed, (c) final GP A,
(d) number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed, and (e) total semesters enrolled.
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Discriminant Analysis Results for Research Question 1
Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence to graduation of
community college transfer students and native (FTIC) students who are seeking
baccalaureate degrees in Florida's State University System?
Discriminant analysis and binary logistic regression analysis were statistical
techniques selected to analyze the first research question. Both of these multivariate
analyses address dependent variables that are nonmetric and are predicted or explained by
a set of independent variables. The primary statistical method for the first research
question was discriminant analysis, to provide a basis for classifying the sample,
estimating the discriminant function, and assigning values to all the independent
variables. Although discriminant analysis was selected as the main methodological
procedure for the first research question, logistic regression was used as well for
comparison. The results of the logistic regression are included in Appendix F. Also
included in Appendix F are descriptive comparisons of the results of the discriminant
analyses and the logistic regression analyses.
The total sample of the first research question (n

=

2,612) was divided into two

sub-groups of community college transfer and native (FTIC) students: graduates
(n

=

1,823) and dropouts (n

=

644). The division of the sample strengthened the accuracy

of the results and decreased the probability of upward bias. Cohen's d was calculated for
the subsamples of student graduates (n = 1,823) and dropouts (n = 644) to examine the
differences in mean scores, to estimate the range of values, and to examine the strength of
the relationship among variables. Cohen's d statistics were identified by the effect size
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levels (Cohen, 1998): small effect (1.21 f3 d < 1.51), medium effect (1.51 f3 d < 1.81), and large
effect (d > 1.81).
Separate discriminant analyses were run for the two subsamples. Discriminant
analysis determined if statistically significant differences existed between community
college transfer and native (FTIC) students for the selected factors of success and
persistence as specified by the independent variables. Therefore, the results of the
discrminant analyses provided evidence to answer the first research question.
Subsample ofStudent Graduates
Descriptive data from graduates. Six selected factors defined the success and
persistence of student graduates for the first research question: breaks in continuous
enrollment, changes in major, cumulative semester hours completed, final GPA, number
of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed, and total semesters enrolled. A descriptive
summary of the performance of community college transfer and native (FTIC) student
graduates for each of the selected factors is shown in Table 8. The greatest disparity
among the mean differences for community college transfer student graduates and native
(FTIC) graduates was between the number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed
during junior and senior years of study (d =

-. 72)

and the cumulative semester hours

completed at the point of graduation (d = -.30). This disparity in mean differences was
confirmed by the Cohen's d values, indicating a moderate to large effect size for the
independent variable of the number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed (d = -.72)
and a small to medium effect size for the independent variable of cumulative semester
hours completed (d = -.30). Both factors accounted for the explained variance between the
independent variables (Table 8).
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Table 8
Mean Comparisons for Student Graduates
Full Samgle 1
SD
M

Factors

CC Transfer2
SD
M

Native (FTIC) 3
M
SD

d

Breaks in Enrollment

.65

1.02

.62

.90

.48

.77

.14

Changes in Major

.30

.59

.30

.59

.35

.61

-.08

128.15

27.85

133.98

18.79

142.36

20.55

-.30a

FinalGPA

3.00

.73

3.1

.61

3.04

.58

.08

1000/2000 Level Courses

8.46

8.46

6.07

8.6

12.13

11.21

-.67b

Total Semesters Enrolled

5.84

2.46

6.55

1.79

6.33

1.70

-.09

Cumulative Semester Hours

Note. 1n = 2,612, 2n = 1,151, 3n = 672. d = (Mtransfer- Mnative)/SD full sample. Cohen's d statistics of
".2 (121 ~ d < 1.51) are indicative of a small effect size, b.5 (1.51 ~ d < 1.81) a medium effect size, and c.8 (d >
1.81) a large effect size.

On average, native (FTI C) students (M = 12.13, SD = 11.21) completed twice as
many 1000 and 2000 level hours as upper division students than their community college
transfer (M = 6.07, SD = 8.6) counterparts. Community college transfer students
(n

=

1,151) graduated with a mean of 133.98 cumulative academic credit hours as

compared to native (FTIC) (n = 672) students who graduated with a mean of 142.36
credit hours. These data indicate that community college transfer students across FAU,
UNF, and UWF complete their academic degrees with fewer cumulative semester hours
and with less lower level course work during junior and senior years of study than native
(FTIC) students.
Discriminant analysis for graduates.
Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence of community
college transfer and native (FTIC) student graduates ofFAU, UNF, and UWF?
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The results of the discriminant analysis conducted for student graduates yielded
only one discriminant function, which was statistically significant (p < .001). The
discriminant function yielded an effect size of 14% (Wilks' Lambda= .856, ~ 2 (df= 6,

n = 1,823) = 282.6), indicating statistically significant differences in the academic success
and persistence of community college transfers and native (FTIC) student graduates.
Discriminant function and structure coefficients for this analysis are presented in Table 9.
Table 9
Discriminant Function (and Structure) Coefficients for Student Graduates

Discriminant Function Variables

Function 1

Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Hours

.772 (.739)

Cumulative Credit Hours Completed

.531 (.504)

Breaks in Continuous Enrollment

-.159 (-.194)

Total Semesters Enrolled

-.691 (-.146)

Final GPA

-.173 (-.138)

Changes in Major

.056 (.101)

Note. Structure coefficients in excess ofj.30I for Function 1 are shown in bold. Variables are
ordered by absolute size of correlation within Function 1.

Analysis of the discriminant structure coefficients provide evidence of the degree
of contribution of each of the discriminating variables to the explained variance. The
factors of the number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed (structure coefficient =
.739) and the cumulative credit hours completed at the point of graduation (structure
coefficient= .504) were the primary contributing factors. The remaining four factors
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contributed only negligibly to the results (all structure coefficients< 1.201). Discriminant
classification results are reported in Table 10. Overall 68.4% of the cases were correctly
classified, a figure superior to chance classification of 50%. Classification accuracy was
higher for the transfer group (71.9%) than for the native (FTIC) group (62.5%).
Table 10
Classification Table for Student Graduates

Predicted Group Membership
Student Type

Count

%

CC Transfer

Native (FTIC)

Total

CC Transfer

827.0

324.0

1,151

Native (FTIC)

252.0

420.0

672

CC Transfer

71.9

28.1

100

Native (FTIC)

37.5

62.5

100

Note. 68.4% of original group cases correctly classified.

Chi-square analysis for graduates. A chi-square test of independence was
computed to examine the relationship of the student status of graduate to the total sample
(n = 2,612) of community college transfer (n = 1,738) and native (FTIC) (n = 874)
students. The chi-square test of independence was utilized to determine whether the
observed frequency values of student graduate and student classification, i.e., community
college transfer and native (FTIC), differed significantly from their respective expected
frequency values. The variables of student graduate and student classification were
crosstabulated to determine whether the frequencies were distributed in a relative manner.
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The results of the chi-square test yielded a statistically significant relationship
between the variables of student graduate and student classification, {i (df = 1, n = 1, 823)
=

31.36, p < .001. Among the total student sample (n

=

2,612) across FAU, UNF, and

UWF, 44.1% were community college transfer student graduates, and 25.7% were native
(FTIC) student graduates. Native (FTIC) student graduates (n

=

672, 76.9%) represented

a larger percentage of their student classification than community college transfer student
graduates (n

=

1,151, 63.1% ). These data indicate that native (FTIC) students graduate at

higher rates than community college transfers.
Subsample of Student Dropouts
Descriptive data from dropouts. Five variables were selected to examine the

success and persistence of community college transfer and native (FTIC) student
dropouts: changes in major, cumulative semester hours completed, final GPA, number of
1000 and 2000 level hours completed, and total semesters enrolled. A descriptive
summary of the performance of community college transfer and native (FTIC) student
dropouts per each of the selected factors is shown in Table 11. Among the 664 students in
the dropout sample, 480 were community college transfer students and 164 were native
(FTIC) students. The greatest disparity among the mean differences for community
college transfer and native (FTIC) students who dropped out ofFAU, UNF, and UWF
was between the number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed during junior and
senior years of study (d = -.67) and the cumulative semester hours completed (d = -.47).
This disparity in mean differences was confirmed by the Cohen's d values, indicating a
moderate to large effect size for the independent variable of the number of 1000 and 2000
level hours completed (d = -.67) and a medium effect size (d = -.47) for the independent
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Table 11
Mean Comparisons for Student Dropouts
Full Sample'
M
SD

Factors

Changes in Major

CC Transfer2
M
SD

Native (FTIC) 3
M
SD

d

.30

.59

.16

.42

.24

.50

-.14

128.15

27.85

98.69

25.56

111.82

30.41

-.47b

FinalGPA

3.00

.73

2.61

1.01

2.72

.71

1000/2000 Level Courses

8.46

8.46

6.21

8.92

11.91

11.66

-.67b

Total Semesters Enrolled

5.84

2.46

3.33

2.21

3.70

2.63

-.15

Cumulative Semester Hours

.15

Note. 1n = 2,612, 2n = 480, 3n = 164. d = (Mtransfer- Mnative)/SD full sample. Cohen's d statistics of".2
(1.21 ~ d < 1.51) are indicative of a small effect size, b.S (1.51 ~ d < 1.81) a medium effect size, and .8 (d > 1.81)
0

a large effect size.

variable of cumulative semester hours completed. Both factors accounted for the
explained variance between the independent variables (Table 11).
On average, native (FTIC) student graduates (n

=

672) and dropouts (n

= 164)

completed twice as many lower level hours than their community college counterparts.
The greatest difference between the cumulative semester hours completed for community
college transfer and native (FTIC) students was an average of 13.13 semester hours for
the sub-group of student dropouts. Native (FTIC) student graduates (M = 142.36, SD =
20.55) and dropouts (M= 111.82, SD = 30.41) completed a greater number of cumulative
academic credit hours. Community college transfer students dropped out of their
baccalaureate degree programs with fewer credit hours (M= 98.6, SD = 25.56) than
native (FTIC) students (M= 111.82, SD = 30.41). These data indicate that FAU, UNF,
and UWF retained native (FTIC) students for longer periods of time than they retained
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community college transfer students. However, community college transfer student
dropouts (M = 6.21, SD = 8.92) complete less 1000 and 2000 level hours than native
(FTIC) students (M = 11.91, SD = 11.66) at FAU, UNF, and UWF.
Discriminant analysis for dropouts.
Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence of community
college transfer and native (FTIC) student dropouts ofFAU, UNF, and UWF?
The results of the discriminant analysis conducted for student dropouts yielded
only one discriminant function, which was statistically significant (p < .001). The
discriminant function yielded an effect size of 13.7% (Will<:s' Lambda= .863, ~ 2 (df= 5,

n = 644) = 94.0), indicating statistically significant differences in the academic success and
persistence of community college transfers and native (FTIC) student dropouts.
Discriminant structure and function coefficients for this analysis are presented in Table
12.
Discriminant analysis for the student dropout data indicated that the factors of
number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed and cumulative credit hours completed
were the best predictors of group membership as indicated by the structure coefficient
values (.644 and .617). Interestingly, just as for the group of student graduates, the
variables of number of 1000 and 2000 level hours (structure coefficient= .644) and
cumulative credit hours completed (structure coefficient= .617) accounted for the largest
portion of variance. The remaining four factors contributed only negligibly to the results
(all structure coefficients< 1.221). Discriminant classification results are shown in Table
13. The discriminant analysis resulted in the correct classification of71.4% of the cases, a
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figure superior to chance classification of 50%. Classification accuracy was higher for the
community college transfer group (74.2%) than for the native (FTIC) group (63.4%).
Table 12

Discriminant Function (and Structure) Coefficients for Student Dropouts

Discriminant Function Variables

Function 1

Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Hours

.606 (.644)

Cumulative Credit Hours Completed

1.240 (.617)

Change in Major

.074 (.217)

Total Semesters Enrolled

-1.103 (.172)

Final GPA

.151 (.136)

Note. Structure coefficients in excess of .1301 for Function 1 are shown in bold.

Variables are ordered by absolute size of correlation within Function 1.
Table 13

Classification Table for Student Dropouts

Predicted Group Membership
Student Type

Count

%

CC Transfer

CC Transfer

Native (FTIC)

Total

356.0

124.0

480

Native (FTIC)

60.0

104.0

164

CC Transfer

74.2

25.8

100

Native (FTIC)

36.6

63.4

100

Note. 71.4% of original group cases correctly classified.
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Chi-square analysis for dropouts. A chi-square test of independence was
computed to determine whether the variables of student classification and student
dropout were independent of each other. The variable of student dropout measured
student persistence among the total sample (n = 2,612) of community college transfer
(n

= 1,738) and native (FTIC) (n = 874) students. The chi-square test of independence

was utilized to determine whether the observed frequency values of student dropout and
student classification differed significantly from their respective expected frequency
values.
The results of the chi-square crosstabulation yielded a statistically significant
relationship between the variables of student dropout and student classification, {f (df =
1, n = 644)

=

24.54, p < .001. Of the subsample of student dropouts (n

=

644) from

FAU, UNF, and UWF, 74.5% were community college transfer students, and 25.5% were
native (FTIC) students. Within the context of the total sample (n = 2,612), a greater
percentage of community college transfer students (18.4%) dropped out than native
(FTIC) students (6.3%). The community college transfer students who dropped out of
their academic programs represented 27.6% within their student type, and native (FTIC)
student dropouts represented 18.8%.
Summary of Data Relative to Research Question 1
Data for the subsamples of community college transfer and native (FTIC) student
graduates for this set of analyses yielded a statistically significant and meaningful
discriminant function. Likewise, for the dropout subsample a statistically significant and
meaningful function was found. The primary factors that contributed to the academic
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success and persistence of student graduates were number of 1000 and 2000 level hours
completed (structure coefficient= .739) and cumulative credit hours completed (structure
coefficient= .504). The primary factors that contributed to the academic success and
persistence of student dropouts were the same as those of the graduate subsample:
(a) number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed (structure coefficient= .644), and
(b) cumulative credit hours completed (structure coefficient= .617). The results of the
chi-square test of independence for the variables of student graduate and student
classification yielded a statistically significant relationship, indicating that native (FTIC)
students graduate at higher rates than community college transfer students. The results of
the chi-square test of independence for the variables of student dropout and student
classification were also statistically significant, indicating that a greater percentage of
community college transfer students dropped out ofFAU, UNF, and UWF than native
(FTI C) students. Based on these results, the answer to the first research question, which
queried whether there would be a difference in the academic success and persistence
factors for community college transfer who are seeking degrees in Florida's SUS, is yes.
Discriminant Analysis Results for Research Question 2

Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence of community college
transfer students who are seeking baccalaureate degrees at each of the selected
institutions?
Discriminant analysis was the statistical technique selected to analyze the second
research question. Cohen's d statistics were calculated to examine the differences in mean
scores, to estimate the range of values, and to examine the strength of the relationship
among variables (Table 14). Cohen's d statistics are identified by effect size levels
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(Cohen, 1998): small effect (j.2jj3 d < j.Sj), medium effect (j.5jj3 d < j.81), and large effect
(d > j.81). Discriminant analysis was used to identify the variables with the greatest

differences in the selected academic success and persistence factors for the cohort of
community college transfer students who matriculated as juniors at FAU, UNF, and
UWF during the fall 2001 semester and therefore provided evidence to answer the second
research question. Discrminant function coefficients weighted each variable to reflect
differences in the academic success and persistence of community college transfer
students at the selected institutions. The total sample for the second research question
(n

=

1,631) was divided into two sub-groups of community college transfer students:

graduates (n = 1,151) and dropouts (n = 480). Separate discriminant analyses were run for
the two subsamples.
Subsample of Community College Transfer Student Graduates
Descriptive data from graduates. The six operational variables of academic

success and persistence selected for the subsample of community college transfer student
graduates were: breaks in continuous enrollment, changes in major, cumulative semester
hours completed, final GP A, number of 1000 and 2000 level hours, and total semesters
enrolled. A descriptive summary of the performance of community college transfer
student graduates by institution is shown in Table 14. The most notable differences
among mean values for the factors of academic success and persistence were amongst the
cumulative semester hours completed by community college transfer student graduates.
This disparity in mean differences was confirmed by the Cohen's d values, indicating that
UNF was most different than FAU and UWF and therefore, accounted for the explained
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Table 14
Means and Standard Deviations ofSuccess and Persistence Factors of Community
College Transfer Student Graduates

M

SD

Breaks in Continuous Emollment
Changes in Major
Cumulative Credit Hours Completed
Final GPA
Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses
Total Semesters Enrolled

.75
.31
136.59
3.06
5.61
6.70

1.00
.61
20.38
.61
8.89
1.82

UNF

Breaks in Continuous Enrollment
Changes in Major
Cumulative Credit Hours Completed
Final GPA
Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses
Total Semesters Enrolled

.54
.30
127.70
3.04
6.40
6.50

.83
.59
11.87
.66
8.31
1.78

UWF

Breaks in Continuous Enrollment
Changes in Major
Cumulative Credit Hours Completed
Final GPA
Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses
Total Semesters Enrolled

.51
.29
137.39
3.30
6.49
6.33

.75
.50
21.7
.49
8.42
1.73

Overall

Breaks in Continuous Emollment
Changes in Major
Cumulative Credit Hours Completed
Final GPA
Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses
Total Semesters Enrolled

.62
.30
133.99
3.11
6.07
6.55

.90
.59
18.97
.61
8.60
1.80

Institution

Factors

FAU

Note. FAU (n

= 516), UNF (n = 362), UWF (n = 273). The overall or total sample of community

college transfer student graduates was 1,151 (n

= 1,151).

variance between the independent variables (Table 15). The subsample of community
college transfer students who graduated from UNF (n = 362) completed the fewest
number of semester hours (M= 127.7, SD = 11.87). The subsample of community college
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transfer students who graduated from UWF (n

=

273) completed an average of 137.39

(SD = 21. 7) semester hours, representing the highest number of cumulative semester
hours completed at the point of graduation. The UWF community college transfer student
subsample graduated with 9.69 more semester hours than their counterparts at UNF and
with solely a .8 credit hour difference than their counterparts at FAU (M = 136.59, SD =
20.38, n = 516).
Table 15
Mean Comparisons Across Institutions
M
FAU

M
UNF

d

M
UWF

M
UNF

d

Factors
Enrollment Breaks

.75

.54

.25"

.51

.54

Major Changes

.31

.30

.02

.29

136.59

127.70

.75°

FinalGPA

3.06

3.04

1000/2000 Courses

5.61

6.40

d

M
UWF

M
FAU

-.04

.51

.75

-.24"

.30

-.02

.29

.31

-.03

137.39

127.70

.82°

137.39

136.59

.04

.03

3.30

3.04

.40"

3.30

3.06

.39"

-.10

6.49

6.40

.01

6.49

5.61

.10

Semesters Enrolled
6.70
6.33
6.50
6.50 -.10
6.33
.11
6.70
Note. FAU (n = 516), UNF (n = 362), UWF (n = 672). Standard deviation used in each Cohen's d

-.20

Cumulative Credits

calculation is the value for the second subgroup in the comparison. This choice was arbitrary but indicates
reasonable comparisons within appropriate standard deviation boundaries. Cohen's d statistics of".2 (j.21

d < 1.51) are indicative of a small effect size, b .5 (1.51

p

p d < 1.81) a medium effect size, and c .8 (d > 1.81) a large

effect size.

Discriminant analysis for graduates.
Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence of community college
transfer student graduates across FAU, UNF, and UWF?
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Discriminant analysis of data for community college transfer student graduates of
FAU, UNF, and UWF yielded two discriminant functions, both of which were
statistically significant (p < .001). The first discriminant function yielded an effect size of
11.6% (Wilks' Lambda= .844, ~ 2 (df= 12, n = 1,151) = 141.36), indicating statistically
significant differences in the academic success and persistence of community college
transfer student graduates across the selected institutions. The second discriminant
Table 16
Discriminant Function (and Structure) Coefficients for Community College Transfer
Student Graduates

Discriminant Function Variables

Function 1

Function 2

1.060 (.772)

-.187 (-.170)

Final GPA

.339 (.372)

.660 (.675)

Breaks in Continuous Enrollment

.248 (.145)

-.519 (-.574)

Total Semesters Enrolled

-.410 (-.002)

-.296 (-.408)

Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses

-.314 (-.057)

.417 (.225)

.028 (.002)

.035 (-.071)

Cumulative Credit Hours Completed

Changes in Major

Note. Structure coefficients in excess of 1.301 for Function 1 are shown in bold. Variables are
ordered by absolute size of correlation within Function 1.

function was a negligible and trivial function (Wilks' Lambda= .961), even though it was
statistically significant (p < .001). The function and structure coefficients for the first and
second discriminant functions are listed in Table 16. Only the values for the first function
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were interpreted as a result of the triviality of Function 2. For Function 1, the factors of
cumulative credit hours completed to graduate (structure coefficient = .772) and final
grade point average (structure coefficient= .372) were the primary contributing factors.
The remaining four factors contributed only negligibly to the results (all structure
coefficients< 1.151).
Discriminant classification results are reported in Table 17. Overall, 45.6% of
cases were correctly classified, a figure superior to chance classification of 33%. Further,
inspection of a territorial map as shown in Figure 2 suggested that the academic success
and persistence of the subsample of UNF community college transfer student graduates
(n = 362) were particularly different from those ofFAU (n = 516) and UWF (n = 273).
The territorial map confirmed the differences across means as shown in the descriptive
data (Table 15). Group centroids confirmed the location, grouping, and separation of
Table 17
Classification Table for Community College Transfer Student Graduates

Predicted Group Membership
FAU

UNF

UWF

Total

FAU

172

182

162

516

UNF

62

204

96

362

UWF

55

69

149

273

FAU

33.3

35.3

31.4

100

UNF

17.1

56.4

26.5

100

UWF

20.1

25.3

54.6

100

Institution
Count

%

Note. 45.6% of original group cases correctly classified.
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Figure 2
Territorial Map for Community College Transfer Student Graduates
Canonical Discriminant
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group means for the community college transfer student graduates at FAD (n

=

516),

UNF (n = 362), and UWF (n = 273). Inspection of group centroids indicated that the
discriminant function contained a small distribution and separated the UNF's subsample
of community college transfer student graduates (n

=

362) well.

Subsample of Community College Transfer Student Dropouts
Descriptive data from dropouts. Five variables were selected to examine the
academic success and persistence of community college transfer student dropouts
(n = 480) at each of the selected institutions: changes in major, cumulative semester

hours completed, final GP A, number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed, and total
semesters emolled. A descriptive summary of the performance of community college
transfer student graduates by institution is shown in Table 18. The greatest difference in
the academic success and persistence of community college transfer students who
dropped out ofFAU (n

=

206), UNF (n = 147), and UWF (n = 127) was reflected in the

operational variables of cumulative semester hours completed and final GP A. This
disparity in mean differences was confirmed by the Cohen's d values, indicating that
UNF was most different than FAU and UWF and therefore, accounted for the bulk of the
explained variance between the independent variables (Table 18).
The subsample of UNF community college transfer students dropped out with the
fewest number of cumulative semester hours (M = 89, SD = 21.9). The mean values
indicate that UNF community college transfer students drop out of academic degree
programs sooner than the subsamples of community college transfer students at FAU and
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UWF. Concomitantly, UWF retained community college students for longer periods of
time (M= 104.08, SD = 26.96). FAD's community college transfer students dropped out
Table 18

Means and Standard Deviations of Success and Persistence Factors ofCommunity
College Transfer Student Dropouts

M

SD

.11
97.65
2.50
5.31
3.26

.34
25.69
1.09
8.21
2.10

Changes in Major
Cumulative Credit Hours Completed
Final GPA
Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses
Total Semesters Enrolled

.23
89.00
2.83
7.56
3.31

.54
21.90
.84
9.50
2.18

UWF

Changes in Major
Cumulative Credit Hours Completed
Final GPA
Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses
Total Semesters Enrolled

.15
104.08
2.51
6.13
3.47

.38
26.96
1.00
9.29
2.41

Overall

Changes in Major
Cumulative Credit Hours Completed
Final GPA
Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses
Total Semesters Enrolled

.16
96.69
2.61
6.21
3.33

.42
25.56
1.01
8.93
2.21

Institution

Factors

FAU

Changes in Major
Cumulative Credit Hours Completed
Final GPA
Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses
Total Semesters Enrolled

UNF

Note. F AU (n

= 206), UNF (n = 14 7), UWF (n = 127). The overall or total sample of community

college transfer student dropouts from F AU, UNF, and UWF was 480 (n

= 480).

with an average of 88.95 (SD = 21.8) semester hours. Interestingly UNF's community
college transfer students graduated and dropped out with the fewest number of credit
hours. UWF' s community college students graduated and dropped out with the greatest
number of cumulative semester hours. As confirmed by the results of the Cohen's d
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statistics for final grade point average (Table 19), the community college transfer
students from FAU and UWF dropped out of their academic degree programs with
similar grade point averages; therefore, the mean final grade point average for UNF' s
dropouts was notably higher than F AU and UWF.
Table 19
Mean Comparisons Across Institutions
M
FAU

M
UNF

d

M
UWF

M
UNF

d

M
UWF

M
FAU

.II

.23

-.22"

.15

.23

-.15

.15

.11

.12

97.65

89.00

.39"

104.08

89.00

.69b

104.08

97.65

.25"

Final GPA

2.50

2.83

-.39"

2.51

2.83

-.38"

2.51

2.50

.01

I 000/2000 Courses

5.31

7.56

-.24"

6.13

7.56

-.15

6.13

5.31

.10

3.26
Semesters Enrolled
3.26
3.31
-.02
3.47
3.31 -.08
3.47
Note. FAU (n = 206), UNF (n = 147), UWF (n = 127). Standard deviation used in each Cohen's d

.10

Factors
Major Changes
Cumulative Credits

d

calculation is the value for the second subgroup in the comparison. This choice was arbitrary but indicates
reasonable comparisons within appropriate standard deviation boundaries. Cohen's d statistics of".2 (121 (:3

d < 1.51) are indicative of a small effect size, b.5 (1.51 (:3d< 1.81) a medium effect size, and c.8 (d > 1.81) a large
effect size.

Discriminant analysis for dropouts.
Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence of community college
transfer student dropouts across FAU, UNF, and UWF?
The results of the discriminant analysis of data for the subsample of community
college transfer student dropouts (n = 480) yielded two discriminant functions, one of
which was statistically significant (p < .001). The first discriminant function yielded an
effect size of 16% (Will(s' Lambda= .840, ~ 2 (df= 10, n = 480) = 82.94), indicating
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statistically significant differences in the academic success and persistence of community
college transfer students who dropped out of their academic degree programs across FAU,
UNF, and UWF. The second discriminant function, a negligible and trivial function
(Wilks' Lambda= .911 ), was not statistically significant (p = .367). The function and
structure coefficients for the first and second discriminant functions are listed in Table 20.
Only the values for the first function were interpreted as a result of the triviality of
Table 20
Discriminant Function (and Structure) Coefficients for Community College Transfer
Student Dropouts

Function 1

Function2

.261 (.254)

.586 (.690)

-1.413 (-.528)

.710 (.611)

Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses

.346 (.213)

.354 (.608)

Final GPA

.416 (.346)

.379 (.388)

Total Semesters Enrolled

.822 (-.037)

.586 (-.037)

Discriminant Function Variables

Changes in Major
Cumulative Credit Hours Completed

Note. Structure coefficients in excess of !.301 for Function 1 are shown in bold. Variables are
ordered by absolute size of correlation within Function 1.

Function 2. For Function 1, the factors of cumulative credit hours completed to graduate
(structure coefficient= -.528) and final grade point average (structure coefficient= .346)
were the primary contributing factors. The remaining four factors contributed only
negligibly to the results (all structure coefficients< 1.251).
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Discriminant classification results are reported in Table 21. Overall, 46.7% of
cases were correctly classified, a figure superior to chance classification of 33%.
Inspection of a territorial map as shown in Figure 3 suggested that the academic success
and persistence of the subsample of community college transfer students from FAU
Table 21

Classification Table for Community College Transfer Student Dropouts

Predicted Group Membership

Count

%

Institution
FAU

FAU
58

UNF
74

UWF
74

Total
206

UNF

28

105

14

147

UWF

31

35

61

127

FAU

28.2

35.9

35.9

100

UNF

19

71.4

9.5

100

UWF

24.4

27.6

48.0

100

Note. 46.7% of original group cases correctly classified.

(n

=

206) were particularly different from those at UNF (n

=

147) and UWF (n

=

127).

The territorial map (Figure 3) confirmed differences across means as shown in the
descriptive data (Table 19). Inspection of group centroids indicated that the overlap in the
distribution of subsamples was small. The subsample of community college transfer
student dropouts from UNF (n

=

147) were separated well.

Summary of Data Relative to Research Question 2
Data for the subsample of community college transfer student graduates for this
set of analyses yielded a statistically significant and meaningful first discriminant
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Figure 3
Territorial Map for Community College Transfer Student Dropouts
Canonical Discriminant
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function, with UNF graduates most distinct from the graduates ofFAU and UWF.
Likewise, for the dropout subsample a statistically significant and meaningful first
discriminant function was found, with UNF dropouts most distinct from the dropouts of
the other two institutions. The second discriminant function for the subsamples of
community college transfer student graduates (Wilks' Lambda= .961) and dropouts
(Wilks' Lambda= .991) were negligible and trivial functions. The primary factors that
contributed to the academic success and persistence of community college transfer
student graduates for Function 1 were cumulative credit hours completed (structure
coefficient= .772) and final grade point average (structure coefficient= .372). The
primary factors that contributed to the academic success and persistence of community
college transfer student dropouts for Function 1 were the same as those of the graduate
subsample: (a) cumulative credit hours completed (structure coefficient= -.528) and
(b) final grade point average (structure coefficient= .346). Based on these results, the
answer to the second research question, which queried whether there would be a
difference in the academic success and persistence factors for community college transfer
students across institutions, is yes.
Discriminant Analysis Results for Research Question 3

Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence to graduation of
native (FTIC) students who are seeking baccalaureate degrees at each of the
selected institutions?
The statistical technique selected to analyze the third research question was
discriminant analysis. Discriminant analysis provided an objective assessment of the
differences in the academic success and persistence of native (FTIC) students (n = 874)
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who matriculated at FAU, UNF, and UWF between the fall of2001 and the spring of
2006 semesters and therefore provided evidence to answer the third research question.
Cohen's d statistics were calculated to identify effect size indexes operationally defined
by Cohen (1988) as small (1.21 ~ d < 1.51), medium (1.51 ~ d < 1.81), and large (d > 1.81).
Discriminant analysis was used to identify the academic success and persistence factors
[i.e., independent variables] with significant discriminatory power. The academic success
and persistence factors with relatively larger discriminant coefficients contributed more
to the discriminating power function. Structure coefficients measured the simple linear
correlation between each academic success and persistence factor and the discriminant
function. The total sample for the third research question (n = 874) was divided into two
sub-groups of native (FTIC) students: graduates (n = 672) and dropouts (n = 164).
Separate discriminant analyses were run for the two subsamples.
Subsample ofNative (FTIC) Student Graduates
Descriptive data from graduates. Six operational variables of academic success

and persistence defined the success and persistence of native (FTIC) student graduates:
breaks in continuous enrollment, changes in major, cumulative semester hours
completed, final grade point average, number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed,
and total semesters enrolled. A descriptive summary of native (FTIC) student graduates
by institution is shown in Table 22. The greatest differences in mean scores for the six
operational variables for by native (FTIC) student graduates (n = 874) at FAU (n = 273),
UNF (n

=

296), and UWF (n

=

103) were cumulative semester hours completed, the

number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed, total semesters enrolled, and changes in
major. This disparity in mean differences was confirmed by the Cohen's d values,
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Table 22
Means and Standard Deviations ofSuccess and Persistence Factors ofNative (FTIC)
Student Graduates

Institution

Factors

FAU

M

SD

Breaks in Continuous Enrollment
Changes in Major
Cumulative Credit Hours Completed
Final GPA
Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses
Total Semesters Enrolled

.53
.32
140.93
3.00
12.03
6.19

.80
.59
21.25
.59
10.85
1.63

UNF

Breaks in Continuous Enrollment
Changes in Major
Cumulative Credit Hours Completed
Final GPA
Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses
Total Semesters Enrolled

.40
.28
139.81
3.05
9.35
6.08

.74
.53
19.76
.60
10.05
1.54

UWF

Breaks in Continuous Enrollment
Changes in Major
Cumulative Credit Hours Completed
Final GPA
Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses
Total Semesters Enrolled

.6
.64
153.49
3.1
20.37
7.44

.72
.75
17.17
.46
11.38
1.89

Breaks in Continuous Enrollment
.48
.77
Changes in Major
.61
.35
Cumulative Credit Hours Completed
142.36
20.55
Final GPA
3.04
.58
12.13
11.21
Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses
Total Semesters Enrolled
6.33
1.70
Note. FAU (n = 273), UNF (n = 296), UWF (n = 103). The overall or total sample of community
Overall

college transfer student graduates from F AU, UNF, and UWF was 672 (n = 672).

indicating that UWF was most different from FAU and UNF and therefore, accounted for
the bulk of the explained variance between the independent variables (Table 23).
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Table 23
Mean Comparisons Across Institutions

M
FAU

M
UWF

d

M
UNF

M
UWF

d

M
UNF

M
FAU

d

Factors
Enrollment Breaks

.53

.6

-.10

.40

.6

-.28.

.40

.53

-.16

Major Changes

.32

.64

-.43.

.28

.64

-.48b

.28

.32

-.07

140.93

153.49

-.73b

139.81

153.49

-.80°

139.81

140.93

-.05

3.00

3.10

-.22 8

3.05

3.10

-.11

3.05

3.00

.08

12.03

20.37

-.73b

9.35

20.37

-.97°

9.35

12.03

-.25.

Cumulative Credits
Final GPA
1000/2000 Courses

6.08
7.44 -.72b
6.08
6.19
Semesters Enrolled
6.19
7.44 -.66b
Note. FAU (n = 273), UNF (n = 296), UWF (n = 103). Standard deviation used in each Cohen's d

-.07

calculation is the value for the second subgroup in the comparison. This choice was arbitrary but indicates
reasonable comparisons within appropriate standard deviation boundaries. Cohen's d statistics of".2

d < 1.51) are indicative of a small effect size, b.S (1.51

(1.21 f3

f3 d < 1.81) a medium effect size, and .8 (d > 1.81) a large
0

effect size.

The subsample of native (FTIC) students from UWF graduated with an average of
153.49 (SD = 17.17) cumulative semester hours whereas their native (FTIC) student
counterparts from F AU and UNF graduated with 13 fewer semester hours. The native
(FTIC) students from FAU and UNF graduated with averages of 140.92 (SD = 10.85) and
139.81 (SD = 19.76) semester hours, a difference of 1.11 semester hours. Native (FTIC)
students from UWF completed the most 1000 and 2000 level hours (M= 20.37, SD =
11.38) as compared to F AU (M = 12.03, SD = 10.85) and UNF (M = 9.35, SD = 10.05).
The subsamples of native (FTIC) students from FAU graduated with an average of 12.03
(SD = 10.85) 1000 and 2000 level hours and UNF with an average of9.35 (SD = 10.05).

The descriptive data indicated that the native (FTIC) student graduates from UWF
completed the greatest number of academic semester hours (M = 153.49, SD = 17 .17) and
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1000 and 2000 level courses (M = 20.37, SD = 11.38). Native (FTIC) students from UWF
(M = 7 .44, SD = 1. 89) graduated with more than one additional semester of course work

than native (FTIC) students from FAU (M= 6.19, SD = 1.63) and UNF (M= 6.08, SD =
1.54). The Cohen's d statistic confirmed a slight difference in the mean changes in major
for native (FTIC) student graduates from UWF when compared to native (FTIC) student
graduates from F AU and UNF (Table 23).
Discriminant analysis for native (FTIC) student graduates.

Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence of native (FTIC)
student graduates across FAU, UNF, and UWF?
The discrminant analysis conducted for native (FTI C) student graduates ofFAU,
UNF, and UWF yielded two discrminant functions, one of which was statistically
significant (p < .001). The first discrminant function yielded an effect size of 16%
(Wilks' Lambda= .843, ~ 2 (df= 12, n = 672) = 114.18), indicating statistically significant
differences in the academic success and persistence of native (FTIC) student graduates
across the selected institutions. The second discrminant function, a negligible and trivial
function (Wilks' Lambda= .987), was not statistically significant (p = .112). The
function and structure coefficients for the first and second discrminant function are listed
in Table 24. Only the values for the first function were interpreted as a result of the
triviality of Function 2. The primary contributing factors for Function 1 were: (a) the
factors of number of 1000 and 2000 level hours taken (structure coefficient= .846),
(b) total semesters enrolled (structure coefficient= .697), (c) cumulative credit hours
completed to graduate (structure coefficient= .571), and (d) change in major (structure
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coefficient= .503). The remaining two factors, breaks in continuous enrollment and final
GPA, contributed only negligibly to the results (all structure coefficients< !.201).
Table 24
Discriminant Function (and Structure) Coefficients for Native (FTJC) Student Graduates

Function 1

Function 2

Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses

.644 (.846)

-.597 (-.307)

Total Semesters Enrolled

.380 (.696)

.560 (.340)

-.005 (.571)

.268 (.262)

Changes in Major

.337 (.503)

.096 (.143)

Breaks in Continuous Enrollment

.063 (.203)

-.613 (-.573)

Final GPA

.137 (.085)

.455 (.420)

Discriminant Function Variables

Cumulative Credit Hours Completed

Note. Structure coefficients in excess of 1.301 for Function 1 are shown in bold. Variables are
ordered by absolute size of correlation within Function 1.

Discriminant classification results for the subsample of native (FTIC) student
graduates are reported in Table 25. Overall, 41.9% of the cases were correctly classified,
a figure superior to chance classification of 33%. Further, the results of a territorial map
as shown in Figure 4 indicated the dispersion ofthe subsamples of native (FTIC) student
graduates from FAU, UNF, and UWF and the misclassification of individual cases from
FAU and UNF. The territorial map suggested that the academic success and persistence
ofUWF's native (FTIC) student graduates (n = 103) was particularly different from those
ofFAU (n = 273) and UNF (n = 296). The territorial map confirmed the differences
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Table 25

Classification Table for Native (FTIC) Student Graduates

Predicted Group Membership

Count

%

Institution

FAU

UNF

UWF

Total

FAU

93.0

117.0

63.0

273

UNF

64.0

170.0

62.0

296

UWF

15.0

21.0

67.0

103

FAU

34.1

42.9

23.1

100

UNF

21.6

57.4

20.9

100

UWF

14.6

20.4

65.0

100

Note. 41.9% of original group cases correctly classified.

across means as shown in the descriptive data (Table 23). Inspection of group centroids
indicated that the overlap in the distribution of subsamples was small. The subsample of
native (FTIC) student graduates from UWF (n

=

103) were separated well.

Subsample ofNative (FTIC) Student Dropouts
Descriptive data from dropouts. Five operational variables defined the success
and persistence of native (FTIC) student dropouts: changes in major, cumulative semester
hours completed, final grade point average, number of 1000 and 2000 level hours
completed, and total semesters emolled. A descriptive summary of the performance of
native (FTIC) student dropouts by institution is shown in Table 26. The greatest disparity
among the mean differences of native (FTIC) student dropouts from FAU (n = 71), UNF
(n = 44), and UWF (n = 49) was between the cumulative semester hours completed and
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Figure 4
Territorial Map for Native (FTIC) Student Graduates
Canonical Discriminant
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the number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed. This disparity in mean differences
was confirmed by the Cohen's d values (Table 27), indicating that UWF was most
different from FAU and UNF and, therefore, accounted for the explained variance
between the independent variables.
Table 26
Means and Standard Deviations ofSuccess and Persistence Factors of Native (FTIC)
Student Dropouts

Institution

Factors

M

SD

FAU

Changes in Major
Cumulative Credit Hours Completed
Final GPA
Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses
Total Semesters Emolled

.18
112.75
2.80
10.27
3.51

.42
28.71
.68
11.02
2.40

UNF

Changes in Major
Cumulative Credit Hours Completed
Final GPA
Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses
Total Semesters Emolled

.30
107.55
2.92
9.09
3.61

.51
30.12
.66
9.06
2.6

UWF

Changes in Major
Cumulative Credit Hours Completed
Final GPA
Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses
Total Semesters Emolled

.29
114.31
2.49
16.82
4.04

.58
33.21
.73
13.23
2.98

Changes in Major
.24
.50
Cumulative Credit Hours Completed
111.82
30.41
Final GPA
2.72
.71
Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses
11.91
11.66
Total Semesters Emolled
3.70
2.63
Note. F AU (n = 71 ), UNF (n = 44 ), UWF (n = 49). The total sample of community college
Overall

transfer student dropouts from FAU, UNF, and UWF was 644 (n

=

164).
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Native (FTIC) student droupouts from DWF dropped out with the most 1000 and
2000 level hours (M= 16.82, SD = 13.23), a seven course difference, respectively, from
their counterparts at FAD (M= 10.27, SD = 11.02) and UNF (M= 9.09, SD = 9.06).
Interestingly DWF's native (FTIC) students graduated and dropped out with the greatest
number of cumulative semester hours and 1000 and 2000 level hours completed and
UNF's native (FTIC) students graduated and dropped out with the fewest number. The
Cohen's d statistics confirmed a slight difference in the final grade point averages of
native (FTIC) student dropouts :from DWF when compared to native (FTIC) dropouts
from FAD and UNF (Table 27). Native (FTIC) students dropped out ofDWF (M= 2.49,

SD = .73) with a slightly lower grade point average than those ofFAD (M= 2.80, SD =
.68) and UNF (M = 2.92, SD = .66).
Table 27
Mean Comparisons Across Institutions
M
FAU

Factors
Major Changes
Cumulative Credits
FinalGPA
1000/2000 Courses

M
UWF

d

M
UNF

M
UWF

d

M
UNF

M
FAU

d

.29.

.18

.29

-.19

.30

.29

.02

.30

.18

112.75

114.31

-.05

107.55

114.31

-.20"

107.55

112.75

-.18

2.80

2.49

.42.

2.92

2.49

.59b

2.92

2.80

.18

10.27

16.82

-.soh

9.09

16.82

-.58b

9.09

10.27

-.11

Semesters Enrolled
3.51
4.04 -.18
3.61
4.04 -.14
3.61
3.51
.04
Note. FAU (n = 71), UNF (n = 44), UWF (n = 49). Standard deviation used in each Cohen's d calculation is
the value for the second subgroup in the comparison. This choice was arbitrary but indicates reasonable
comparisons within appropriate standard deviation boundaries. Cohen's d statistics of".2 (J.2J
indicative of a small effect size, b.5 (J.5J

f3 d < J.5J) are

f3 d < J.8J) a medium effect size, and c.8 (d > J.8J) a large effect size.
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Discriminant analysis for dropouts.

Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence of native (FTIC)
student dropouts across FAU, UNF, and UWF?
Discriminant analysis of data for native (FTIC) students who dropped out of
FAU, UNF, and UWF yielded two discrminant functions, one ofwhich was statistically
significant (p = .002). The first discrminant function yielded an effect size of 16%
(Wilks' Lambda= .837, ~ 2 (df= 10, n = 164) = 28.28), indicating statistically significant
differences in the academic success and persistence of native (FTIC) student dropouts at
Table 28
Discriminant Function (and Structure) Coefficients for Native (FTIC) Student Dropouts

Discriminant Function Variables

Function 1

Function2

-.923 (-.746)

.185 (.284)

Final GPA

.581 (.627)

.150 (.080)

Changes in Major

.121 (-.052)

.568 (.512)

-.232 (-.196)

-1.640 (-.227)

.461 (-.198)

1.248 (.219)

Number of 1000 and 2000 Level Courses

Cumulative Credit Hours Completed
Total Semesters Enrolled

Note. Structure coefficients in excess ofj.30I for Function 1 are shown in bold. Variables are
ordered by absolute size of correlation within Function 1.

each of the selected institutions. The second function was a negligible and trivial function
(Wilks' Lambda= .959) and was not statistically significant (p = .152). The function and
structure coefficients for the first and second discriminant functions are listed in Table 28.
Only the values for the first function were interpreted as a result of the triviality of
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Function 2. The factors of number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed (structure
coefficient= -.746) and fmal grade point average (.627) were the primary contributing
factors. The remaining four factors contributed only negligibly to the results (all structure
coefficients < 1.201).
Discriminant classification results are reported in Table 29. Overall, 50.6% of the
cases were correctly classified, a figure superior to chance classification of 33%. Further,
Table 29

Classification Table for Native (FTIC) Student Dropouts

Predicted Group Membership

Count

%

Institution

FAU

UNF

UWF

Total

FAU

30.0

24.0

17.0

71

UNF

11.0

27.0

6.0

44

UWF

11.0

12.0

26.0

49

FAU

42.3

33.8

23.9

100

UNF

25.0

61.4

13.6

100

UWF

22.4

24.5

53.1

100

Note. 50.6% of original group cases correctly classified.

inspection of a territorial map as shown in Figure 5 suggested that the academic success
and persistence of the subsample of native (FTIC) student dropouts from UWF (n = 49)
were particularly different than those ofFAU (n = 71) and UNF (n = 44). The territorial
map confirmed the differences across means as shown in the descriptive data (Table 27).
Inspection of group centroids confirmed the overlap in the distribution of subsamples as
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Figure 5

Territorial Map for Native (FTJC) Student Dropouts
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small and the subsample ofUWF's native (FTIC) student dropouts (n = 49) separated
well.
Summary of Data Relative to Research Question 3
Data for the subsample of native (FTIC) graduates for this set of analyses yielded
a statistically significant and meaningful first discriminant function, with UWF graduates
most distinct from the graduates ofFAU and UNF. Likewise, for the dropout subsample
a statistically significant and meaningful first discriminant function was found, with
UWF dropouts most distinct from the dropouts of the other two institutions. The second
discriminant function for the subsamples of native (FTIC) graduates (Wilks' Lambda=
.987) and dropouts (Wilks' Lambda= .959) were negligible and trivial functions. The
primary factors that contributed to the academic success and persistence of native (FTIC)
student graduates for Function 1 were: (a) number of 1000 and 2000 level hours
completed (structure coefficient= .846), (b) total semesters enrolled (structure coefficient
= .697), (c) cumulative credit hours completed to graduate (structure coefficient= .571),
and (d) change in major (structure coefficient= .503). The primary factors that
contributed to the academic success and persistence factor of student dropouts for
Function 1 were: (a) number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed (structure
coefficient=-. 746), and (b) final GPA (structure coefficient= .627). Based on these
results, the answer to the third research question, which queried whether there would be a
difference in the academic success and persistence factors for native (FTIC) students
across institutions, is yes.
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Phase II - Qualitative Findings
The second phase of this study employed qualitative techniques to explore the
structure of articulation services, effectiveness of transfer student services, compliance
with the statewide articulation agreement, and awareness of transfer students on the
campuses. Phase II began with a review of public documents that provided historical and
background information about FAU, UNF, and UWF. Descriptions of the three
institutions were derived from the review of governmental, institutional, and public
documents. Institutional profiles ofFAU, UNF, and UWF are presented to compare
institutional characteristics. Descriptive quantitative data from Phase I of the study is
presented to describe the underlying relationships between feeder community colleges
and college-university campus partnerships. Documents from Florida's Division of
Community College and Workforce Education were reviewed to investigate 2+2 campus
partnerships and baccalaureate programs offered on community college campuses. The
review of artifacts and site visits to transfer student offices facilitated an exploration of
the articulation compliance and post-matriculation services on each campus.
Multiple data sources and multiple administrative perspectives were
interconnected to uncover additional and meaningful findings (Holliday, 2002; Huberman
& Miles, 2002). The semi-structured interviews with 12 participants were analyzed

through open-coding, comparative analysis, and a corroborative analysis of written
transcripts (Creswell, 2002). Four participants from each of the three institutions were
purposively selected as a result of their responsibility for articulation compliance and/or
with the administration of services for transfer students. Secondary interviews were
conducted with three previous articulation officers from F AU, UNF, and UWF. The
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secondary interviews provided a means for understanding the history of transfer student
services at each institution and for gaining insight on the issues and events that
punctuated the 2+2 equilibrium over the past 40 decades. The 11-item interview protocol
for the secondary interviews is presented in Appendix G. Interpretations from the review
of documents, site visits, and factual information provided by interview participants were
triangulated to strengthen the reliability of the findings. These multiple data sources
provided corroborative data from which an articulation and transfer student service
profile was created (Table 33).
Research Questions
The two research questions guiding Phase II were: (a) How do the institutions of
Florida's SUS address issues of compliance with the statewide articulation agreement on
their campuses? and (b) How is the community college A.A. degree graduate who
transfers to a public university recognized and supported at the receiving institution?
Information from the document review, site visits, and semi-structured interviews
addressed both qualitative research questions. The interview questions were developed to
explore four preliminary fixed categories: structure, services, compliance, and awareness.
Phase I further informed the interview questions, data collection, and data analysis of
Phase II. The analysis and interpretation of data in Phase II provided an additional lens
for corroborating and clarifying the quantitative findings (Eisenhardt, 2002; Teddlie &
Tashakk:ori, 2006).
Review of Documents
The review of documents was conducted to explore and describe the contexts and
settings ofF AU, UNF, and UWF. Content analysis was the qualitative methodology used
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to describe and interpret documents and artifacts. Context was explored from a historical
perspective using public SUS reports, university catalogues, and brochures. Institutional
profiles ofFAU, UNF, and UWF were developed. Documents reviewed for the
institutional profiles included BOG reports, reports from offices of institutional research,
state university comparison data, organizational charts, university catalogues, student
handbooks, institutional brochures, and transfer student manuals. The review of
institutional documents (e.g., organizational charts, transfer student manuals, and campus
catalogues) assisted with the identification of participants for the semi-structured
interviews. A description of feeder community colleges for FAU, UNF, and UWF was
generated from data collected in Phase I. Public reports from Florida's Division of
Community Colleges and Workforce Education were reviewed to develop an increased
understanding of2+2 campus partnerships.
Institutional Profiles
The mid-1960's marked a period of expansive growth for the state universities of
Florida. Prior to this time, the SUS consisted of three universities instituted by the Florida
Legislature's passing of the Buckman Act in 1905. Today these institutions are
recognized as University of Florida (UF), Florida State University (FSU), and Florida
Agricultural and Mechanical University (F AMU). The University of South Florida (USF)
was established in 1960 as a four year institution along with Florida Technological
University (UCF) in 1968. FAU was established in 1964 as the State's fifth public
university with 867 upper division and graduate students. FAU's national recognition as a
founding upper level institution inspired the development of three additional upper
division universities: UWF, FlU, and UNF.
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Table 30
Institutional Profiles

Facts
Year of Establishment

FAU
1964

UNF
1972

UWF
1967

867

2,000

1,318

Legislative Authorization for Lower Division

1983

1983

1983

Charter Class

1984

1984

1983

Total Enrollment
Full-time
Part-time

25,657
13,415
12,242

16,091
10,647
5,444

9,655
5,850
2,395

Total Undergraduate Enrollment

19,920

13,547

8,254

3,476

1,612

1,250
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76

66

Total Undergraduate Degree Programs

62

52

51

Total Graduate Degree Programs

78

27

28

Number of Campuses
CC Partner Campuses
Baccalaureates per CC Partnerships

7
3
58

1
0
0

3
2
2

Faculty to Student Ratio

1: 19

1: 22

1:20

Total Personnel

3,566

1,815

1,521

Total Faculty

1,020

540

387

$114.23
$549.69

$110.39
$527.27

$111.75
$499.82

$28.75

$29.60

$28.24

Founding Year Total Enrollment

Total Graduate Enrollment
Total Degree Programs

Undergraduate Cost Per Credit Hour
Florida Resident
Non-Florida Resident
Student Fees Per Credit Hour

Note. Data were accurate as of the fall2006 semester. Tuition and fees are established annually
by Florida's Legislature, Florida's Board of Education, and university Boards of Trustees.
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Results of feasibility studies demonstrated the need to create upper level
institutions in Escambia, Dade, and Duval counties to provide accessible upper level
education to community college students. UWF opened its doors in 1967 as the sixth
university in the state with the goal of providing junior and senior level course work to
community college students of the region. Two ofFlorida's most populous counties in
the mid-1960's, Davie and Duval, established the upper level institutions of FlU and
UNF in 1972. FlU opened its doors to 5,688 upper division students and UNF to 2,000.
In 1981 the Legislature authorized FlU to offer lower division academic course work,
followed by FAU, UWF, and UNF in 1983. FAU admitted its charter freshman class in
1981, UWF in 1983, and FAU and UNF in 1984, thus marking transitions to four year
universities (Stonecipher, 1994). Due to the expansive growth of FlU as compared to
FAU, UNF, and UWF, was not selected as one ofthe three institutions for this study.
The institutional profiles for F AU, UNF, and UWF are presented in Table 30 to
demonstrate the similarities among institutions. The largest of the three selected
institutions, F AU, enrolled 25,657 students during the fall of 2006 semester, an increase
of24,790 students in 42 years. Since the establishment ofUNF in 1972, the student body
increased by 14,091 students during the fall of 2006. UWF's student enrollment increased
by 8,341 students within 39 years (Stonecipher, 1994).
Feeder Community Colleges
Following the protocol of Eisenhardt (2002), the results of quantitative research
indicated relationships in qualitative research that otherwise may not have been salient.
The descriptive data from Phase I identified the major feeder community colleges for
FAU, UNF, and UWF. These relationships provided additional demographic information
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Table 31
Frequencies and Percentages for Feeder Community Colleges ofPhase I Participants
Frequency (Percentage)
Feeder CC
Location
FAU
UNF
UWF
Brevard CC
6
13
Cocoa
(0.8)
(2.4)
2
(0.5)
Broward CC
Ft. Lauderdale
244
(31.5)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
Central Florida CC
Ocala
3
16
(0.4)
(3.0)
2
(0.5)
Chipola Junior College
1
Mariana
(0.1)
0
(0.0)
27
(6.3)
Daytona Beach CC
Daytona Beach
3
(0.4)
9
(1.7)
2
(0.5)
Edison CC
8
1
Ft. Meyers
(1.0)
(0.2)
0
(0.0)
Florida CC at J ax.
Jacksonville
5
(67.1)
3
(0.6) 359
(0.7)
Florida Keys CC
Florida Keys
0
0
(0.0)
(0.0)
1
(0.2)
Gulf Coast CC
Panama City
0
(0.0)
2
(0.4)
(4.4)
19
Indian River CC
81
Ft. Pierce
(10.5)
6
(1.1)
(0.5)
2
Lake City CC
0
Lake City
(0.0)
9
(1.7)
(0.7)
3
Lake-Sumter CC
Leesburg
0
2
(0.0)
(0.4)
0
(0.0)
Manatee CC
Bradenton
4
(0.2)
0
(0.5)
(0.0)
1
Miami-Dade CC
51
Miami
2
(6.6)
(0.4)
(0.0)
0
North Florida CC
Madison
0
3
(0.0)
(0.6)
1
(0.2)
Okaloosa Walton College Niceville
2
0
(31. 7)
(0.3)
(0.0) 136
Palm Beach CC
Lake Worth
311
(40.2)
2
(0.4)
(0.0)
0
Pensacola Junior College Pensacola
0
(0.0)
2
(0.4) 213
(49.7)
Polk CC
Winter Haven
0
(0.0)
1
(0.2)
(0.0)
0
Santa Fe CC
Gainesville
16
(2.1)
25
(0.2)
(4.7)
1
Seminole CC
Sanford
3
(0.4)
3
(0.6)
(0.0)
0
St. Johns River CC
Palatka
0
(0.0)
54
(10.1)
(0.0)
0
St. Petersburg College
1
Pinellas Park
4
(0.5)
(0.2)
(0.7)
3
Tallahassee CC
12
11
Tallahassee
(1.6)
(2.1)
8
(1.9)
Valencia CC
Orlando
16
(2.1)
9
(1. 7)
(0.5)
2
Hillsborough CC
Tampa
3
(0.4)
3
(0.6)
(0.2)
1
Pasco-Hernando CC
Dade City
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
1
(0.2)
Unidentified
1
1
(0.1)
(0.1)
2
(0.2)
Total
774 (100.0) 534 (100.0) 430 (100.0)
Note: The category "unidentified" includes community college transfers who reported completing
A.A. degrees at institutions other than those listed above, yet, completed academic course work at
a public community college in Florida prior to transferring to FAU, UNF, or UWF. These
students were designated as transfers from public community colleges in Florida per the State
University System [Florida] Student Data Course File.
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for the sample of community college students and a framework for further understanding
the impetus for 2+2 campus partnerships. Table 31 presents the frequencies and
percentages of students who transferred from a public community college in Florida to
FAD, UNF, or UWF during the fall2001 semester. The geographic location of the feeder
community colleges is also presented in Table 31.
Among the community college students who transferred to FAD, 40.2% (j= 311)
graduated from Palm Beach Community College (PBCC) and 31.5% (j= 244) graduated
from Broward Community College (BCC). Florida Community College at Jacksonville
(FCCJ) was the feeder community college that contained the greatest percentage of
students who transferred to UNF (67.1 %,f= 359). Students who transferred from St.
John's River Community College (SJRCC) to UNF represented the second largest
percentage of transfer students (10.1 %,f= 54), a notable difference from those students
who transferred from FCCJ to UNF. Pensacola Junior College (PJC) and Okaloosa
Walton College (OWC) were UWF's top two feeder community colleges [(49.7%,/=
213); (31.7%,/= 136)].

2+ 2 Partnership Campuses
A total of 400 baccalaureates are offered on community college campuses by
public and private four year institutions in Florida. Responding to needs of the
surrounding communities, FAU and UWF developed partner campuses with regional,
public community colleges. As confirmed by the descriptive data for the feeder
community colleges from Phase I of the present study, FAD and UWF developed partner
campuses and 2+2 baccalaureate programs with the top three community colleges from
which students transfer. No such arrangements exist for UNF. FAD and UWF offer a
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total of 84 baccalaureates on six community college campuses. Three of the community
colleges, of which FAU and UWF offer upper division courses, are primary feeder
colleges for each university. A description of bachelor degree programs offered by FAU
and UWF at their respective partner campuses is presented in Table 32 (Florida Division
of Community Colleges, 2006).
Table 32
Baccalaureate Degrees from FA U and UWF by Community College Campus

Number of Degrees
FAU
UWF
Community College Campus
Broward Community College

48

0

Chipola College

0

4

Indian River Community College

8

0

Okaloosa-Walton College

0

21

Palm Beach Community College

2

0

Pensacola Junior College

0

1

58

26

Total

Note. UNF does not offer baccalaureates on community college campuses.

Located adjacent to FAU's main campus is PBCC. The partnership between
PBCC and F AU was articulated to provide students with easy access to earning a .
baccalaureate degree at FAU. The partnership between PBCC and F AU includes shared
use of facilities, library privileges for PBCC students at FAD's library, and accessibility
to FAU' s academic advisors during transfer. PBCC also offers course work and
workshops in job training, skill enhancement, and personal development (Palm Beach
Community College, 2007). In 1994 F AU purchased 50 acres in Port St. Lucie, located
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on the southern sector of Indian River Community College's campus (IRCC). Eight years
following, FAU and IRCC joined facilities to assist community college students of the
Treasure Coast with a seamless transfer to upper division course work. FAD's Treasure
Coast Campus functions as an upper level institution, offering over 20 degree programs
to approximately 1,400 students. FAD's second largest campus, located in Davie, shares
a campus with Broward Community College. In collaboration, the two campuses offer
more than 40 "2+2" programs to over 5,400 students (Florida Atlantic University, 2007).
Along with its main campus in Pensacola, UWF shares a facility with OkaloosaWalton College in Fort Walton Beach. The library of this joint facility is managed by
UWF and is accessed by students ofboth institutions (Okaloosa-Walton College, 2007).
The OWCIUWF Fort Walton Beach Campus provides community residents with the
opportunity to pursue a baccalaureate degree from UWF. OWC received authorization
from the Legislature to offer baccalaureate degree programs in 2006. OWC awards
bachelor's degrees in project and acquisitions management and in nursing
(Florida Statute 1007.33 and 1004.73). Another ofUWF's partner community colleges,
Chipola College, was authorized to offer baccalaureate degrees in education. The
undergraduate degree programs offered by UWF at the Chipola University Center are
Criminal Justice, Social Work, Special Education, and Elementary Education. UWF also
partners with Pensacola Junior College (PJC) on PJC's Warrington campus. The
academic focus of this partnership is nursing. (Florida's Division of Community
Colleges, 2006).
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Site Visits
The review of institutional documents (organizational charts, transfer student
manuals, web sites) assisted in determining the structure for articulation compliance and
transfer student services. Peterman (1989) described the research of social organizations
as guided by the structure, or social configurations, of the organization and the function,
or "patterns of social relations," amongst individuals. My personal visits to FAU, UNF,
and UWF provided a framework for further understanding the structure of transfer
student services and the cultural nuances embedded within these services. The function of
transfer student services and the statewide articulation agreement as administered by each
institution were explored further during the semi-structured interviews. The visibility and
location of articulation offices, availability of transfer student service artifacts, the
number of individuals administering the articulation function, and informal discussions
with office staff facilitated a deeper understanding of the advocacy for transfer students at
each institution.
The Interviews
The semi-structured interviews explored administrative perspectives on
institutional transfer student services and compliance with the statewide articulation
agreement. The results of the qualitative research questions are presented by research
question and organized by interview question. A 12-item interview protocol was
developed from the two qualitative research questions (Appendix B). Four preliminary
fixed categories were identified to assist with initial coding: structure, services,
compliance, and awareness. Secondary interviews were conducted with previous
articulation officers from FAU, UNF, and UWF to explore the history of transfer student
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services at each institution. The results of the secondary interviews provided
corroborative data to support the findings of the primary interviews. As the conversations
in each interview moved beyond the structured questions, the data were re-analyzed and
re-coded. Three themes emerged that were common across the selected institutions. Each
theme is presented with corroborating evidence in the next section.
Interview Participants

The 12 interview participants in Phase II were purposively selected based upon
administrative responsibility for articulation compliance and/or with the administration of
services for transfer students. Four administrators were interviewed at each of the three
institutions: a top-level administrator from academic affairs, a top-level administrator
from student affairs, the designated articulation officer, and the student ombudsman. The
interviews were conducted at each administrator's respective campus office or at a
campus meeting room. Each interview was audio recorded and lasted between 60 and 90
minutes. Secondary interviews were conducted with a previous articulation officer from
each institution to further explore the history of transfer student services and compliance
with the statewide articulation agreement. The three secondary interviews provided
insight into the issues and events that shaped articulation and transfer services at these
unique institutions.
Analysis ofInterview Data
Research Question 1

How do the institutions of Florida's State University System address issues of
compliance with the statewide articulation agreement on their campuses?
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Interview question I.

How is the statewide articulation process addressed on your campus?
In responding to the first interview question, the 12 administrators described the
structure and addressed their awareness of articulation services on each campus. The
most frequently voiced response to the first research question was that the articulation
function of their respective institutions was a subsidiary of the division of academic
affairs, specifically enrollment services. At Institution A, several administrators described
the institutional articulation process as an integrated component of marketing services for
student admission to the university. Institution A's articulation officer explained his
administrative role as the conduit for communicating relevant information to prospective
and current students. Institutional documents such as campus catalogues, recruitment
materials, and transfer student manuals are under his jurisdiction. All administrators from
Institution B recognized the institution's community college transfer student relations and
articulation of 2+2 programs as a primary service of the admissions office. The
administrator who oversees the admissions office also leads the institution's enrollment
service function. At Institution C, the administrators spoke of the university's articulation
services as a sub-unit of undergraduate admissions and led by the admissions director.
The articulation officers from two of the institutions report to a top-level, academic
affairs administrators. The articulation officer from the third institution reports to the
director of admissions.
Institutional awareness of the statewide articulation agreement is a reflection of
each institution's commitment to the 2+2 as defined by the participants included in this
study. The administrators from institutions Band C discussed their perceptions of how
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aware administrators, faculty, staff, and students were ofthe statewide articulation
agreement on their respective campuses. Most significantly, all administrators from
institutions B and C expressed that the statewide articulation agreement was perceived
well on campus. Seven out of the eight participants described the institutions' original
service as an upper division institution as the impetus for their continued commitment to
the statewide articulation agreement. As one administrator explained: "Because of our
history, I believe we have a great relationship with our 2+2 colleagues." Another
administrator of the same institution said,
It's a very important part of the institution's history. Even though people have
focused for probably the last six or seven years on freshman and developing that
freshman year experience ... the majority of the students coming in have been
transfer students and so I think that it [statewide articulation agreement] has
played an important role in what we do and the growth that we've seen here at the
university.
Across institutions, several administrators spoke of the challenges associated with
complying with the statewide articulation agreements. The administrators noted their
problems with compliance as threefold: faculty perceptions of community college
transfer students, the provision ofbaccalaureates by community colleges, and the need
for enhanced communication within each institution. Many administrators discussed
faculty member perceptions regarding the competence of community college students as
compared to native (FTIC) students. For example,
I do not want to leave you with the idea that there are not any problems at all.
There are problems. The faculty will often complain and they [community college
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transfer students] will say they just do not have the background to succeed. I often
hear it from the math department. They are not teaching Math 1105 right-college
algebra.
One participant from the secondary interviews also discussed a shift in faculty
perceptions of community college transfer students since the university's inception.
Originally when the university opened in the mid 60s, they [university faculty]
thought of community college students as good students. Their perception was
that the community colleges weeded out the students during the first two years at
the community college so the university received the students who had the
potential to complete upper division course work. Much of that [faculty
perceptions] has changed ... the faculty has changed. They [faculty] do not
necessarily think as highly of the education community college students are
receiVIng.
Another administrator discussed an overall negative perception of community college
transfer students by university faculty and suggested strengthening the articulation of
academic programs between the university and feeder community colleges:
Now, ifthere are serious differences, rather than simply complaining that we're
taking too many community college students or they're under prepared or they're
not as prepared as our students or not developing the right skills, why don't we
figure out a way to have more communication between our faculty in every
department where it's relevant to communicating with the faculty and the
administration and the department ... the expectations we have, the kinds of
courses we teach, and methods and techniques we have found effective. That's the
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kind of communication I don't think we have effectively developed with the
community college.
Also discussing the challenges associated with the transferability of academic credits due
to differences in college and university course requirements, another participant said,
The main challenge is the community colleges having upper level courses for
selected degree programs. And where that's creating problems for us [Institution
B] is when a course number is assigned as an upper level course number and the
students want to come in and have that count as a transfer course. It wasn't an
issue before community colleges started offering baccalaureates in some areas so
we've asked to have that cleaned up and worked out because it has some real
implications. So, it's an interesting bind.
The most frequently mentioned issue by administrators from Institution A was the
need to increase communication among all sectors of the institution. The key issue raised
by all administrators from Institution B was their lack of awareness of community college
transfer student services and articulated academic degree programs. The need to increase
institutional initiatives to further assist and support community college transfer students
prior to matriculation and during their course of study was mentioned as a point of
contention. One participant spoke of the urgency of infusing the 2+2 as part of the
institution's mission.
I would think now is the time. They [university administration] are not to a certain
extent transfer student based or even graduate studies based. So we need to
change that scope, and I think it will involve a global view from all colleges.
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Another administrator ofthe same institution described the need for increased intra- and
inter-institutional relations. This administrator suggested that enhancing communication
about transfer student relations at Institution A and with feeder community colleges
would positively impact student enrollment and retention.
I don't get the sense that we have at this university a sufficient communication
between, I would say colleges, I would say departments, and I would say the
advisors and administrators at the local community college in terms of the
students completion of the A.A. That's actually a problem.
All administrators described the articulation function of their respective institutions as a
subsidiary of the division of academic affairs, specifically enrollment services on this
campus. Yet, one academic affairs administrator from Institution A explained a lack of
awareness of the articulation, enrollment service function on campus.
And we're not talking about two institutions, we're simply talking about the
"articulation" from lower division advising to upper division advising or lower
division status to upper division status. So, that divide is problematic within the
institution and across institutions it's even more significant.

Interview question 2.
How does your institution assist the community college transfer student with the
evaluation of transcripts and academic credit provided for completed course
work?
Administrators' responses to the second interview question spoke to the
preliminary fixed categories of structure and services. In describing the process of the
evaluation of academic credits provided for completed course work, all administrators
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described their perceptions of how these services were structured. The most frequently
voiced response to the third interview question noted the evaluation of academic credits
as a service provided by the admissions office. Only one administrator explained the
enrollment service function as relative to both community college transfer and native
(FTIC) students. The enrollment service offices mentioned by this administrator were
admissions, registrar, records and registration, and student loans and grants. The title of
one of the enrollment services offices includes the phrase "community college transfer
student relations." This administrator explained that increased visibility of services direct
students effectively when seeking assistance from student service personnel. More
specifically, this administrator spoke about the 65 scholarships designated specifically to
assist community college transfers in funding their university education.
The articulation officers from each of the three institutions provided a detailed
description of how transcripts are evaluated on their respective campuses. The
articulation officer from Institution B explained that the primary role of four admissions
coordinators was to evaluate the transcripts of community college transfer students. This
administrator also explained that select admissions coordinators traveled to community
college campuses across the state to recruit students. These coordinators provide on-site
reviews of academic transcripts for courses completed; therefore, the community college
students receive a detailed analysis of the courses that will transfer to the university and
will apply toward the completion of a baccalaureate. This articulation officer referred to
the articulation function of the admissions office as the "transfer section." Also
discussing transcript evaluations by admissions officers on community college campuses,
the articulation officer from Institution C explained, "if a student has an A.A. degree,
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their transcript, and an application, they [university admissions officers] can go ahead and
do a preliminary evaluation and then give them a preliminary letter of acceptance." The
articulation officers from institutions A and C stated that all transcript evaluators bore the
responsibility of evaluating academic course credits for community college transfers,
noting that no designated transcript evaluators existed for transfer students. One
articulation officer explained,
Transcripts are evaluated by transcript evaluators -part of the processing
department in admissions. Following the transcript evaluation, it is communicated
back to that students by either a letter or telephone call. In many cases students
are very assertive and want to find out, and they will walk in and inquire and at
that time they are informed.
Eight of the 12 administrators from institutions A, B, and C referred to the
evaluation of academic transcripts as a service provided by admissions, yet, stated that
they were not aware of how the process was conducted. One administrator said, "I'm not
sure whether there's a separate process through the registrar's office or how that kind of
jells together." Another administrator expressed,
I have certainly seen, when I am helping students, there are transfer evaluation
on-line records, but it has been purely a matter of my curiosity in terms of getting
a picture of the whole student for making recommendations to them in terms of
what their future academic plans might be when they are trying to do problem
solving.
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While touching upon a lack of awareness regarding how academic transcripts are
evaluated, one administrator proceeded to describe the potential effects of such services
on student transfer.
I think that's a critical part of the transition in terms of how we organize the
process and how quickly the students are able to receive a clear understanding of
exactly where in their academic transcript there will be deficiencies with regard to
their movement into a program of study, and I think that's the tricky part.
Interview question 3.
How is transfer student advocacy addressed with respect to compliance with the
statewide articulation agreement at this institution?
The third interview question was designed to address compliance. Ten of the 12
participants explained how transfer student advocacy was addressed by listing and
explaining the transfer student services that dealt directly with articulation compliance.
Several participants explained the most effective form of advocacy as providing services
to support students during their transfer to the university. The services that were
mentioned most frequently were transcript evaluations and the articulation of2+2
academic programs by each institution's articulation officer. One participant from
Institution B discussed the willingness of academic advising units to meet with
community college transfer students prior to their transfer to the university. "Many
transfer students make advising appointments on their own and are advised prior to
admittance .... " This administrator referred to the initial contact between transfer students
and university academic advisors as the first step toward engaging transfer students at the
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university. It was mentioned that a developmental advising approach has the potential of
fostering and easing student transfer.
Two administrators from Institution A described the need to enhance the services
provided to transfer students as a means for increasing institutional awareness of and
advocacy for transfer students and 2+2 compliance. One participant discussed the
relationship between institutional mission and transfer student advocacy on campus, "I
think the focus has been on the FfiC .. .I think we need to change that focus." On this
issue, another participant explained,
I think it's [institutional focus] more on the FfiC. That's the perception I have,
that we would rather have students start as freshman than mid-stream [juniors],
which I always thought was odd considering that we started as an upper division
school. At one point in time, they [community college transfer students] were our
bread and butter. .. and now we're [university administration] acting like they
[community college transfers] are a secondary part of the university.
A participant of the secondary interviews previously employed as articulation officer of
Institution C explained that the institution continued to provide better assistance to
community college transfer students than its SUS counterparts. However, the historical
focus on transfer students had slowly become less important:
Definitely the focus has changed. There are still people who work on community
college and transfer student relations within the admissions office but they wear
so many hats. If there is a freshman event, they go to the freshman event. Look at
the admissions staff .. .if they [admissions office] have 10 recruiters, nine of them
are freshman recruiters and the one is designated as transfer recruiter. The transfer
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recruiter goes to some of the community colleges but also recruits at local high
schools.
A participant from Institution B offered a solution to the university's emphasis on
native (FfiC) students. "Now what we need to focus on are retention efforts .... But not
only freshmen to sophomore year, but the retention or at least academic success or
successes of the students whenever they begin as university students .... " This participant
proceeded to explain that the enhancement of campus efforts (i.e., student support
services, programs, faculty involvement) would assist transfer students in their
acclimation to and involvement in the university and would increase transfer student
advocacy.
Interview question 4.
How visible is the articulation officer on your campus, at transferring community
colleges, at state meetings?
The responses to the fourth interview question when addressing participant
awareness of the roles and responsibilities of the campus articulation officer were similar
amongst the administrators from institutions B and C. Seven of the eight participants
from institutions B and C expressed that their respective articulation officers were "very
visible" on campus, at transferring colleges, and at state meetings. One participant framed
the roles and responsibilities of the articulation officer and the function of articulation
services as a cultural response to the institution's origin:
It is a part of the fabric of the campus. So in the sense of talking about

articulation, I don't think we really talk about it as we have this articulation
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service working .... It's just a piece of who we are and have been all along even
before we admitted freshman.
One out of the four administrators at Institution C referred to the lack of visibility of the
articulation officer and a lack of communication regarding the process of articulating 2+2
programs.
I would say for the most part if you ask the average faculty person or even the
average staff person about that office or what they do or the articulation
agreements or the 2+2 or any of those things, they really would not know that
much about it. I would say that the average person would not know about that
arrangement.
The articulation officers of institutions B and C recognized the transcript
evaluators and recruiters of the admissions office as integral to increasing awareness of
transfer student services on campus and at community colleges across the state. The
articulation officers also noted their attendance of state meetings. One of the articulation
officers spoke of involvement with the university and community college administrators
during the creation of a program-to-program articulation agreement. Initially, the
community college and the university collaborate to outline an agreement which
facilitates the transferability of academic courses. Following the articulation officer's
approval of the agreement, "it has to go to one of the presidents at the community college
for it to be signed off."
At Institution A, several administrators voiced not knowing the articulation
officer. Two participants used the phrase "I have no idea who that person is .... ". With
regard to the visibility of the articulation officer, one administrator said,
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From my perspective, the person is invisible. I think I have met the officer once.
Again, its part of the larger issue of how much attention we pay to community
college students so I think it's a reflection of that. It's not a reflection of the
person. It's a reflection of the system in which they are operating.
This administrator continued,
I think the person needs to be much more prominent, but again, I think that when
you talk about the university and what the university wants to highlight, it doesn't
really necessarily want to highlight its role as a receiving institution for
community colleges.
The articulation officer of Institution A mentioned the need to increase awareness of the
statewide articulation agreement across campus and shared newly developed articulation
initiatives. Under his jurisdiction, the articulation function of the university is expanding.
This articulation officer reported never having attended state articulation meetings but,
recognizing the importance of such meetings and plans to do so in the future.
Research Question 2
How is the community college Associate in Arts degree graduate who transfers to
a public university recognized and supported at the receiving institution?
Interview question 1.
What services are provided to the transfer student prior to and at the point of
matriculation at the senior institution?
Although the purpose of this question was to ask interview participants about the
structure of pre-matriculation services provided to transfer students on each campus, the
interviewees discussed the services with which they were most familiar. Hence, the first
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interview question addressed the fixed category of awareness. Confirming the structure of
transfer student services, each participant approved the organizational chart acquired
from the review of documents. Many administrators initiated responses by describing the
pre-matriculation services provided to transfer students. A listing of the pre-matriculation
services provided to transfer student services as described by the interviewees is
presented in Table 33. Also presented in Table 33 is a description of the transfer student
support services as relative to interview question 4. The results of this transfer student
profile were corroborated with institutional documents, artifacts, and follow-up
discussions with several participants.
All administrators from institutions B and C were most aware of pre-matriculation
services provided to transfer students by their respective universities. As a result of their
administrative roles and responsibilities, some administrators were more familiar with
specialized pre-matriculation services for transfer students, and others indicated they did
not to clearly understand the services provided. The most frequently voiced response of
administrators from Institution A was a lack of awareness of pre-matriculation
community college transfer student services. The descriptions of transfer student support
services varied by each of the four administrators. Not being aware of pre-matriculation
service for community college transfers, one administrator voiced concern for community
college students during their transition to the university:
I know or believe there is an office that deals with the transition of community
college transfers. I am not familiar with who has it anymore. I have not heard
from them in a long time. I do not really have a sense that students are
individually getting a lot oftransitional skills from a global sense. As far as I
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know, that office, if it still exists, might have been a little more administrative in
support of transfers rather than providing general services.

Interview question 2.
Is there an office of transfer student relations on your campus?
The responses to the second interview question addressed the structure of transfer
student relations at the respective campuses. All12 participants acknowledged the
transfer student office as a unit within admissions. The admissions offices of each of the
three institutions were responsible for similar processes: recruiting transfer students,
evaluating transcripts, and discussing admission decisions with transfer students. Some
participants acknowledged a sense of embarrassment at not knowing whether a transfer
student office existed within the admissions unit. One administrator said, "I am not
aware. I am kind of embarrassed to admit that I do not know." Another administrator
explained, "I know when I have questions about transfer student issues, I do call the
admissions office .... ".
The participants from Institution B explained that the university's articulation
officer also served as the supervisor of enrollment services. Most administrators from
Institution B described the admissions office as the main point of contact for transfer
students. One administrator described the admissions office as the vehicle from which
transfer students "navigate their way on campus." Transfer student relations for
Institution C reports to the Director of Admission who also serves as the designated
articulation officer. As noted previously, Institution C's transfer student office is
combined with undergraduate admissions; however, Institution Cis the only institution
that references community colleges in the office title. Institution C's articulation officer
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explained that the acknowledgement of community colleges in the office's title guides
and attracts transfer students.

Interview question 3.
What retention services are provided on your campus?
The third interview question was asked as a probing question to initiate feedback
on the services designed to retain transfer students. Nearly half of the participants from
institutions A, B, and C explained that all services provided to students by the universities
could be perceived as retention services. One participant noted, "You could say anything
that we do is a retention service .... We try to acclimate a student to the university and
essentially provide a retention service whether it be through clubs and organizations,
whether it be through counseling or career services." Another participant explained, "All
opportunities that are engaging student experiences are retention services."
Acknowledging several retention services on campus (e.g., financial aid, academic
advising, counseling center), another administrator expressed the need to emphasize
student retention system-wide.
Well, my sense is that we have not spent a lot of time on this campus focusing on
retention systematically. We don't have a retention committee per se. We have
committees that are concerned with the undergraduate experience in various
places, but even that hasn't been very focused. So when we talk about the
retention efforts, I think what we talk about is heavily focused on the freshman,
first time in college group, and even though this institution was built on accepting
students from the community college, really transfer, first year programs are
sexier, they're more popular .... It's an industry-the first year experience.
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Several administrators across the three institutions referred to the units and
programs of student affairs divisions as retention efforts. "I feel that many student affairs
administrators play into that [retention]. I think even if they do not define that [retention]
in their mission statement or purpose statement I know they play heavily into retention
efforts .... " Another administrator said that each of the student affairs departments was a
major retention effort. On this issue, this participant explained,
Our Vice President pounds into our heads that it is a lot easier to keep them
[students] than it is to find them. We should all, in whatever we do, make sure
that we are addressing the retention of our students.
Institution C w~s the only university to report that the campus retention function
was centralized by a retention office. The university's retention service is led by a
director of retention and an assistant to the director. These services include retention
efforts for native (FTIC) and community college transfer students. The retention office
hosts conferences for transfer and upper division students which focus on establishing
goals, time management, career development, technology training, financial
management, and balancing family life with work and academics. Also provided for
transfer students by the retention office are institutional documents created to assist
students during their transfer to the University.

Interview question 4.
What unique support services do you offer for community college transfer
students on your campus?
The most frequently voiced response amongst the 12 participants was that
community college transfer students were offered the same services as native (FfiC)
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students upon their admission to the university. One administrator noted, "transfer
students are offered the same services as all other populations." Further expounding on
the issue, another administrator said,
There isn't something that specifically separates the community college transfer
from the other upper level students because they are all in the upper level at that
point. We do make sure that our programs are widely accessible. We have a very
busy campus on Monday through Thursday nights as well as a lot of older
community college students who might be taking courses.
One participant shared a personal unique interpretation of the statewide articulation
agreement and its specifications regarding the provision of transfer student services and
programs. When answering the fourth interview question regarding whether unique
support services were provided to community college students on campus, this
administrator said,
No, because you would be going against the wishes of the statewide articulation
agreement. Because what they [SBE] wanted them [community college transfers]
to do is to fit in just like native students, and if you single them out in any way,
that would be detrimental.
The second most frequently voiced response to interview question 3 was a listing of the
services provided to transfer students per the administrator's understanding of the
structure of transfer student services on their respective campuses. The responses ranged
from "the admissions office" to a lengthy description of annual transfer recruitment fairs.
A description of the transfer student support services is presented in Table 33. The results
of this transfer student profile were corroborated with institutional documents and
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Table 33

Profile of Transfer Student Services Available at Institutions A, B, and C
Institutions
Service/Program
B
X

Campus Articulation Days

c
X
X

Greek Life, Targeted Recruitment
X

Orientation

X

X

Phi Theta Kappa
Recruitment

X

X

X

Scholarships

X

X

X

Workshops/Seminars

X

Note: X-indicates the service or program offered to transfer students at the respective institution.

The findings, as included this profile, were corroborated with institutional documents, interview
findings, and follow-up communication with select participants. For purposes of confidentially,
2+2 partnership campuses and university baccalaureates offered on community college campuses
were not included. These findings are presented in Figure 6, data from the review of public
documents.

artifacts and additional communication with select participants to further substantiate the
qualitative findings.
The responses of administrators from Institution A were most distinct, as all four
administrators spoke of a lack of awareness of existing transfer student services. "I am
not aware that there is any equivalent center or discreet service specifically targeted
toward them [transfer students] .... " Another administrator mentioned his concern for
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community college students during their transfer to the university. "I think the transfer
students are largely neglected in this array of services. And so I think there is really a lot
more we can do to think about programs specifically designed for the transition for the
transfer students."
Interview question 5.
Do programs exist that are designed specifically for the transfer student?
Among the programs described by the 12 participants, transfer student orientation
was referenced most. More than half of the administrators from institutions A and B
mentioned that transfer student orientation was a service provided by student affairs and
was open to all transfer students. One administrator from Institution C noted that transfer
student orientation is offered on every 2+2 partnership campuses. The articulation officer
from Institution A explained that an on-site orientation program for community college
transfers was being developed in collaboration with the community colleges. Currently
no transfer student orientations exist at Institution A. Orientation programs specifically
designed to address the transition needs of community college transfers do not exist on
the campuses of institutions A or B.
Of the three institutions, only one had an organization for transfer students. This
national leadership honor society, Phi Theta Kappa, exists on many university campuses
as an alumni chapter. Administrators at institution C explained the heightened level of
motivation expressed by community college transfers when recognized as honors
students of this national society. The previous articulation officer from Institution C
discussed the past involvement of the prior transfer student office with the Phi Theta
Kappa alumni chapter.
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The administration of the transfer student office advised the university's Phi
Theta Kappa students. Many Phi Theta Kappa students were very involved in the
honor society at the community college and were happy to find out that they
[community college transfer students] were at a university that had more options
for student activities for the honor society. We [transfer student office
administrators] went to the community colleges to award the students Phi Theta
Kappa scholarships during the honors' program. There is only one other
university in the state of Florida that has an active alumni association for Phi
Theta Kappa.
Three administrators from Institution C mentioned a transfer student fair during which
prospective and current transfer students visited campus to review additional information
about academic affairs and student affairs related programs. None of the 12
administrators on the three campuses knew of additional programs, clubs, or
organizations for transfer students on their respective campuses. On this issue, one
administrator added,
Besides transfer student orientation, all services provided to transfer students are
the same as the services provided to native students. For example, Welcome
Week is not only for freshman. The university is welcoming all new students.
However, Welcome Week does not have programs designed for transfer students.
The primary population is undergraduates. The biggest gap is with graduate
students. Transfer students are not really distinguished. Students are distinguished
per level [freshman, sophomore, junior, senior, graduate].
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Interview question 6.
Have you dealt with or heard of an instance when a community college transfer
student was treated unfairly?
The sixth interview question was intended to address the preliminary fixed
category of compliance. Across institutions A, B, and C, 10 administrators stated that
they were not aware of instances during which community college students were treated
unfairly. Two of the 12 administrators mentioned scenarios during which community
college transfer students felt they were treated unfairly by either university administration
or faculty. One administrator explained the aggravation and anticipation expressed by
transfer students when learning of academic course work that would not transfer to the
university. As an effort to comply with the regulations as outlined by the statewide
articulation agreement, one participant recommended,
The evaluation or a re-evaluation by the transcript evaluator regarding what the
course entails [is needed]. It is important to reference the common course
numbering system for the course and the description .... The description should be
consistent with the state's standard [common course numbering system].
Another participant explained the adjustments experienced by community college
students when transferring to the four year institution:
I think they [community college students] are used to much more individual
support. I have had students even say, "well, at. . .I could just walk into the Dean's
office and bring this problem to him .... " Whereas, here [university] students often
speak about an enormous bureaucracy, policy, and procedures that are quite
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complex, not well publicized, and seem unfair.... So, apparently, they are getting
a lot more direct personal attention and guidance at the community college.
Interestingly, another participant referred to adjustments experienced by community
college students during transfer within a different context.
I think all students, regardless of the type of transfer, encounter adjustments to
learning the culture and learning the rules. So even if you went from
say .... [community college] to ... [community college], you might have the same
kinds of adjustments issues you would have in coming here.
Two administrators provided specific examples of difficulties encountered by
transfer students at the university because of differences in policies among public
community colleges and universities in Florida. Two of the administrators noted the
differences in policies for students with disabilities. Describing some of the difficulties
experienced by students with disabilities during the transfer process, one of the
administrators offered this example,
The rules are a little bit looser at the community college with regard to who is
actually disabled and can receive services. Here [university] it is much more rigid,
and there are more requirements to become eligible than at the community
college.
Another administrator provided an example:
Many times they [students with disabilities] will come in because of grade issues,
and I think that our grading standard is a little bit tougher than when they are in
the community college. It's the switch from high school to community college
and then they experience a transition again from the community to the university.
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Interview question 7.
How are transfer students informed about services and how is their involvement
encouraged?
The seventh interview question was designed to inquire about each
administrator's awareness of the manner in which university administration
communicates information to and encourages the involvement of community college
transfer students at each institution. Most of the 12 participants expressed that upon the
matriculation of community college transfers at the four year institution, no specific
attempts were made to communicate directly to transfer students. One participant noted:
"I think once they [transfer students] get here, they really become meshed with all the
other students unless that student has some kind of strong connection to a club or
something like that." To this end, another participant explained,
After that [matriculation] they [community college students] are treated like a
native student. I think everybody understands that our lifeline is the transfer
student, and I believe all of our students will be treated equally with respect and
with the intent of getting them connected and getting them involved .... I think
that would be a common philosophy on campus.
Interview question 8.
Who represents transfer students with reference to faculty?
The administrators' responses to the eighth interview question addressed their
awareness of the level of faculty involvement with transfer students at the three
universities. Among the 12 administrators, 11 stated that they did not recognize any
faculty members who were designated as representatives for transfer students. The most
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common phrases used by the 11 participants to describe whether faculty represented
transfer students were, "I don't really know," "I have never heard that we have," and
"I'm a little unsure. I don't think we have faculty members that do that [represent transfer
students]".
Recognizing the importance of faculty involvement in the recruitment and
retention of community college students, one administrator expressed, "I think that is
something that has to be discussed with the Deans for each college and then within that
college examine some of the programs we have." Another administrator noted the degree
to which faculty are involved in the articulation of academic programs between
community colleges and the institution as key to the transferability of course work and to
fostering student retention. Communication of changes in academic programs between
the university and the community college would inevitably ease the transfer process for
students. "It is probably the weakest area on any campus I would say. I think we took a
big step in that regard when we set up articulation meetings .... " Participants from
institutions B and C reported a high level of faculty interaction during campus
articulation days. The articulation officer from Institution A is currently restarting
articulation days on campus. Most participants noted that, with the exception of
articulation days, faculty members who were involved in recruiting transfer students
served as university volunteers and did so in addition to their daily job responsibilities.
Recurring Themes and Issues
The 12-item interview protocol utilized for the semi-structure interviews was not
used as a formal script, but rather a guide from which the researcher asked probing
questions. The conversations in each interview moved with a natural flow beyond the
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structured interview questions. Three common themes emerged: (a) the expanding role of
community colleges, (b) balancing the needs of community college students with a
growing emphasis on FTIC and higher "quality performance" students, and
(c) maintaining system-wide compliance in a decentralized SUS. In the process of
recoding the data, common issues and concerns became evident across the three
institutions. In the next section, the data are reported around the three themes.

The Expanding Role of the Community Colleges
Each of the 12 participants discussed the expanding role of the public community
colleges in Florida and the issues and challenges associated with the growth. The factors
contributing to the expansion ofthe community colleges as explained by the participants
included: limited access programs of State institutions, 2+2 campus partnerships, and
baccalaureates offered by community colleges.

Limited Access Programs
Students who graduate with an A.A. degree and 60 academic credit hours from a
public community college in Florida are guaranteed admission into the SUS, except to
programs of limited access. Limited access programs are academic degree programs that
include additional admission requirements such a as higher GP A, higher test scores,
specific prerequisites, and auditions or portfolios (Florida Department of Education,
2007). One participant explained that limited access programs provide community
college students "admission to a university versus admission into the program of their
choice." Another administrator outlined the nature of limited access programs.
Limited access programs are codified in statue ... the codified articulation
agreement says we must admit community college transfers student who graduate
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with an A.A. degree but we do not have to admit them [community college
transfer students] in particular programs if the programs are designated as limited
access by the BOG.
The key challenge raised among the participants was limited admission to
academic degree programs at universities across the state for community college students
who do not meet the elevated admission requirements. One participant explained the
challenges presented by limited access programs and expressed concerns regarding the
provision of access to upper division course work. "When limited access programs are
designed, we have to very careful to make sure that transfer students are afforded the
same opportunity to complete the baccalaureate as FTIC students .... "
Two participants from Institution C noted that one limited access program existed
at the institution and a second program was under consideration. One participant noted,
"Here [Institution C] it is easier for community college students to get into the program
of their choice because at this time we have few limited access programs." Another
participant from Institution C explained that larger universities in Florida have become
more selective in their admission requirements; therefore, these institutions continue to
increase the number of limited access programs.
Several large institutions in the State have increased the number of limited access
programs. There are very few programs at the University of Florida, for example,
that are not limited access. We [Institution C] have no problem minimizing the
amount of limited access programs because we feel that the community college
transfer students are going to do as well as FTIC students .... By the time they
[community college students] graduate with their A.A. degree, there is a selection
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process that has taken place. The students who complete their A.A. are serious,
are applying themselves, and are more motivated. Those who are less serious, less
disciplined, and less motivated do not complete their A.A. degrees.

2+ 2 Campus Partnerships
The concurrent campus partnerships between public community colleges and
universities in Florida collaborate to enhance the articulation of 2+2 academic degree
programs and to strengthen compliance with the statewide articulation agreement. One of
the previous articulation officers interviewed secondarily confirmed, "All of our partner
campuses work together to comply with the statewide articulation agreement and
common course numbering system. The partner campuses really do a good job ... the
university really tries to keep these relationships alive." Another participant from the
secondary interviews explained, "the university personnel who work on the partner
campuses work more with the community college staff than they do the staff of the main
university campus". Several administrators from Institution C explained that the
university coordinates with the community colleges on the concurrent campuses to offer
on-site evaluation of transcripts and preliminary acceptance to the university. The
admissions officer from Institution C mentioned that all admissions processes for the
seven partner campuses are centralized by the main campuses' admissions office. Several
participants mentioned the benefits of shared services in fostering student retention. The
student services shared by community college and university administration as mentioned
by the participants were academic advising services, financial aid assistance, and library
services. Referencing the communication of university services to community college
students of the concurrent campuses, one administrator added,
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We have taken all of the articulated programs and have done our best to
communicate program requirements to community college students. Articulation
materials for prospective transfer student are particularly important to distribute
so that students are aware of what academic courses are necessary to complete to
transfer to specific programs. The goal is to ease the transition and not lose time
and money at any point during transfer.
Eight participants from two of the three universities that share concurrent
campuses with community colleges explained the university's role to serve transfer
students as a campus partner. One participant spoke to the collaborative efforts between
the community colleges and universities.
The community college and the university literally share everything ... we are
joined at the hip. We are as integrated as we can possibly be with these
community colleges. From day one, our [partnership campus] goal is to make our
collaboration transparent for the student.
Another participant described the union of the institutions as a remedy for decreasing the
adjustments experienced by community college students during transfer. "Community
college students and FTIC students are intermingled all the time so it's natural for them
[community college students] to say, 'hey, I'd like to just stay here and continue going'."
Further supporting this administrator's point of view, a participant from the secondary
interviews said,
If a student attends a partnership community college-university campus, they
[community college students] are on the same campus with university students
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and a lot of them [community college students] do not notice the difference
between the community college and the university.
The two primary challenges mentioned by several participants related to the
preservation of campus partnerships and baccalaureates offered by universities on
concurrent campuses were the recent provision of limited numbers of four year degrees
offered by community colleges and the transition of some community colleges to four
year institutions. One participant discussed this paradox and the potential effects on 2+2
campus partnerships. "It is very difficult for us [university] because we share the same
campus .... It waters down what we have developed if they [community colleges] are
going to offer the same degrees." This same participant discussed the perspectives of
university employees with phrases such as "What are we lacking that they would feel
they would have to change to a four year college" and "We have more resources to offer
if that's what they want or need." Another participant spoke to the issue of lower division
courses.
We do not teach lower division courses because of a gentlemen's or gentle
person's agreement that we have with them [partner community colleges]. There
is also a Board of Governor's rule that defines the campuses that can offer lower
level instruction. But, if we keep going down this road, I do not see any reason
why [the university should not be able to offer lower division courses on
partnership campuses].
Four Year Degrees Offered by Community Colleges

Several participants across the three institutions discussed concerns, issues, and
challenges related to the provision of baccalaureates by select public community colleges
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in Florida. These administrators expressed their concerns about the partnerships
developed with feeder community colleges, particularly concerned were administrators
from the universities that share campuses with community colleges. On this issue, one
participant from Institution C said,
I am concerned about the articulation system as community colleges begin adding
baccalaureate degrees ... then we are no longer partners, we are competitors ....
Many of the degrees that they [community colleges] want to add are exactly those
that we offer. First, I think it [community colleges offering baccalaureates] really
undermines the whole concept of the 2+2. Secondly, if community colleges are
going to offer upper division courses, which are our bread and butter, then why
shouldn't we offer lower division courses at our partner campuses?
Another participant referred to the provision of four year degrees by community
colleges as creating "greater tension between community colleges and universities." The
issue of increased tension between institutions was referred to by several participants as a
plausible way of separating and possibly severing the relationships between community
colleges and universities across the State. The challenge most frequently mentioned by
the participants was compliance with the statewide articulation agreement. An
administrator from Institution B explained the difficulties experienced by transcript
evaluators when evaluating the academic credits of community college transfers.
Specifically, this administrator discussed the different accrediting agencies of community
colleges and universities and the subsequent effects on the transferability of academic
course work. "And it wasn't an issue before community colleges started offering
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baccalaureates in some areas so we've [university administration] asked to have that
cleaned up and worked out .. .it's an interesting bind."
Balancing the Needs of Community College Students with a
Growing Emphasis on FTIC and Competitive Entrance Requirements
Several participants across institutions A, B, and C discussed each university's
focus as more concentrated on the native (FTIC) student than transfer students. Only one
participant from Institution B mentioned that the university would not evolve to being
more focused on the native (FTIC) student. "I believe the university will focus on three
areas: one is the FTIC, two is the transfer student, and three are distance learning
students". The three participants ofthe secondary interviews stressed the importance of
understanding the history associated with the evolution of the three institutions as related
to their missions. One articulation officer explained that the respective institution
did very well in serving transfer students during the initial role out of the
2+2 ... but then it dwindled and we have to reaffirm our commitment to that
process. The initial role out of the 2+2 occurred sometime between 1998 and
2001. It was a great commitment that has not been followed-up. There has been
no training, no meetings, no coordinators, no orientation about goals for this
population ... and I think it needs to be done.
Three of the 12 participants repeatedly referenced community college transfer
students with the phrase, "our bread and butter," and one participant used the phrase "our
lifeline." A single participant from one of the three institutions noted 2005 as the first
year in which the university enrolled more freshman than transfer students. An
administrator of another institution explained, "the number of transfers we bring in far
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overwhelms the number of freshman that we have. They [freshman] are the ones that get
all the attention publicly related to the press, admission standards, etc." The information
provided by this participant was corroborated with the results of the demographic data
presented in Phase I of this study.
In balancing the needs of community college transfer and native (FTIC) students
in divisions of student affairs, two participants of the same institution, one academic
affairs administrator and one student affairs administrator, discussed the focus of student
services, programs, and activities. Interestingly, both participants expressed different
views regarding the emphasis placed by student affairs administrators on the
development of transfer student services and programs. One administrator explained,
Student Affairs works to try to routinely ask themselves, "What services can we
provide for transfer students that are unique and different from those provided to
freshman? The university should provide childcare, special commuter lounges,
and longer hours of operation.
In response to the same question, another administrator of this institution stated,
Most student affairs administrators would consider the student body as a whole
and not target transfer students specifically. The only time we do in our office is
during rush for fraternities and sororities. If you talk to the majority of student
affairs administrators, they would explain that activities are not necessarily
targeted to any one group.
Maintaining System- Wide Compliance in a Decentralized SUS

Several participants discussed the challenges presented by the abolishment of the
State's Board of Regents and the subsequent delegation of more local control to boards of
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trustees at each of the universities across the State. They noted that in the past years, the
universities relied heavily on the assistance and support of the Board of Regents. On this
issue, one participant explained, "in the beginning we were under the supervision of the
Board of Regents out of Tallahassee and they told us what to do. At first much of the
university personnel felt anxious about the future." This participant indicated that the
institution's presidential leadership along with support from the Board of Governors
made the transition easier. Another participant discussed the potential effects of the
decentralization of the SUS on the statewide articulation agreement.
The decentralization will probably have a negative effect. The state, under the
previous model [regulated by the Board of Regents] was very tightly controlled. I
believe that the system will loosen up a bit. As soon as this occurs, the
universities will experience more local variation .. .it's just natural to experience
more variety of administrative approaches based upon local circumstances.
Also mentioning the effects of the decentralization of the SUS one of the participants, a
previous university articulation officer and retiree of Florida's postsecondary system,
referred to the "freedoms" associated with local control. This participant explained the
Board of Regent's fiduciary control of the state universities and in turn, the financial
freedoms associated with the local control of the universities. A primary benefit for this
associated with the central governing force of the Board of Regents was the
communication between the Board and university articulation officers. The Board's
commitment to the statewide articulation agreement was one that was diffused
throughout the SUS. Referencing the shift in governance of the SUS, this previous
articulation officer said, "it would appear that the BOG may be recovering some of the
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responsibilities of the BOR [Board of Regents] .... in the mean time, universities across
the state are moving institutional missions in the direction of self determination which
may not continue to coincide with the 2+2 system."
Two ofthe 12 participants mentioned the competitiveness of the universities
across the state. On this issue, one participant added, "I think institutions across the state
have an interest in improving the profile of their incoming students." Another
administrator mentioned "difficulty understanding what I perceive to be a kind of
animosity and competitiveness with the community college. I think it's a mistake for the
universities to take a competitive approach .. .I believe we should cooperative much
more." Evidence of competition across the state was revealed in the participant responses
explaining the shifts in institutional focus - catering services and programs to the needs of
the traditional, FTIC students. As noted by a top-level academic affairs administrator
from Institution A, " .... first year programs are sexier, they're more popular .... It's an
industry - the first year experience".
Summary
Chapter 4 reported on the findings of the data analysis for the first and second
phases of this study. The findings of Phase I described the differences in the academic
success and persistence of community college transfer and native (FTIC) students across
FAU, UNF, and UWF as defined by the selected operational, or independent, variables.
Descriptive discriminant analysis was conducted for the subsamples of student graduates
and dropouts to examine these differences. The results of the discriminant analysis for the
first research question indicated that the primary factors associated with the academic
success and persistence of community college transfer and native (FTIC) student
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graduates were number of 1000 and 2000 level courses completed and cumulative credit
hours completed. The primary factors that contributed to the academic success and
persistence of community college transfer and native (FTIC) student dropouts were the
same as those of the graduate subsample. The results of the chi-square test of
independence for the sub-groups of student graduates and student dropouts for the
research sample indicated that native (FTIC) students graduate at higher rates than
community college transfer students. Concomitantly, a greater percentage of community
college transfer students dropped out across FAU, UNF, and UWF.
The results of the discriminant analysis for the second research question indicated
that the primary factors that contributed to the academic success and persistence of
community college transfer student graduates were cumulative credit hours completed
and final GPA. The primary factors that contributed to the academic success and
persistence of community college transfer student dropouts were the same as those of the
graduate subsample. The factors that accounted for the greatest differences in the
academic success and persistence of native (FTIC) student graduates (research question
3) were: (a) number of 1000 and 2000 level courses, (b) total semesters enrolled, (c)
cumulative credit hours completed to graduate, and (d) changes in major. The primary
factors that contributed to the academic success and persistence of native (FTIC) student
dropouts were the number of 1000 and 2000 level courses completed and final GP A.
Phase II, or the qualitative portion of the study, employed qualitative techniques
to explore the preliminary fixed categories of structure, services, compliance, and
awareness. A review of public documents, semi-structured interviews with 12
participants, and secondary interviews with three previous administrators ofFAU, UNF,
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and UWF were used as multiple data sources to uncover meaningful findings. The results
of the review of documents provided additional information regarding the history of the
selected institutions, data for the development of institutional profiles, and descriptions of
2+2 partnership campuses. Descriptive data (Phase I) ofthe feeder community colleges
ofFAU, UNF, and UWF were used to further explain the relationships between the
institutions and community colleges across the state.
Content analysis and open-coding of interview transcripts for administrators from
the three institutions identified issues, concerns, and challenges related to compliance
with the statewide articulation agreement and specific services provided to transfer
students by FAU, UNF, and UWF. As the conversations in each interview moved beyond
the guided 12-item protocol (Appendix B), three common themes emerged: (a) the
expanding the role of community colleges, (b) balancing the needs of community college
students with a growing emphasis on the FTIC and competitive entrance requirements,
and (c) maintaining system-wide compliance in a decentralized SUS. Common issues,
concerns, and challenges associated with each theme became evident across the three
institutions. These issues, concerns, and challenges include: (a) limited access programs,
(b) 2+2 campus partnerships, (c) four year degrees offered by community colleges, (d) a
shift of institutional focus to the native (FTI C) student, and (e) competition amongst the
state universities of Florida.
Chapter 5 will discuss the findings of the study, provide an overview of
implications for policy makers and educational leaders of community colleges and
universities, and will offer recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
This study was designed to examine compliance with Florida's 2+2 articulation
agreement at three selected institutions in Florida and to further understand how each
institution's respective transfer student services meet the needs of students. Following the
typology ofTeddlie and Tashakkori (2006), this study employed a concurrent mixed
design model using both quantitative and qualitative procedures to determine answers to
the research questions. Data for Phase I and Phase II were collected and analyzed
independently; however, inferences were drawn through a synthesis of data from both
phases. Phase I compared the academic success and persistence of community college
transfer and native (FTIC) students over a period of five years on select academic and
demographic variables. Phase II explored the structure of articulation services,
availability of transfer student services, compliance with the statewide articulation
agreement, and awareness of transfer students on each campus.
The findings of this study indicate that Florida's 2+2 system is working well in
fulfilling its mission of providing an affordable and accessible route to the baccalaureate.
Each of the institutions included in this study has an appropriate administrative structure
to meet the requirements of the statewide articulation agreement. There is variation in the
institutions' interpretation of those requirements and the extent to which institutional
resources are committed to proactive furtherance of the 2+2 concept. Florida is reported
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to be a national model in establishing student-friendly educational policies and
procedures (e.g., 2+2 articulation agreement, common course numbering, common
prerequisites, and Bright Futures scholarships). Yet, the state continues to grapple with
the most effective way to enhance access to a baccalaureate level education for increasing
proportions of ethnic minorities and diverse socio-economic classes who are underserved
by the postsecondary system (Florida's Board of Governors, 2007). The most recent
proposed solutions to this imbalance include bolstering the commitment to the 2+2
degree option by providing incentives to encourage universities to offer baccalaureates on
community college campuses and for the BOG and the Division of Community Colleges
to established limits to the number of baccalaureates offered by public community
colleges (OPP AGA Report No. 07-26, 2007).
Organization of the Chapter
Chapter 5 is divided into five sections. The first section summarizes the
demographic characteristics of the research sample of 2,612 community college transfer
and native (FTIC) students. The second section discusses the implications of the findings
for the three quantitative research questions. The relevance of findings to the existing
knowledge base is discussed as each question is presented. The second qualitative phase
of this mixed-methods study is summarized through a discussion of interview findings
and the implications derived from a synthesis of documents, site visits, and semistructured interviews. The three common themes that emerged from this analysis were
the centerpiece for the qualitative section. The fourth section examines the limitations of
the study. This final chapter closes with implications and recommendations for policy,
practice, and future research.
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Phase I - Findings
The demographic variables of interest for the sample of 2,612 beginning juniors at
the selected universities were student classification, status, age, and ethnicity. For the
purposes of this study, juniors were defined as students who completed 60-to-70 credit
hours and who were enrolled at one of the three selected institutions. The three research
questions analyzed with inferential statistics were: (a) Is there a difference in the
academic success and persistence to graduation of community college transfer students
and native (FTIC) students who are seeking baccalaureate degrees in Florida's State
University System? (b) Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence of
community college transfer students who are seeking baccalaureate degrees at each of the
selected institutions? (c) Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence of
native (FTIC) students who are seeking baccalaureate degrees at each of the selected
institutions? The six operational variables selected to examine academic success and
persistence for student graduates were: (a) breaks in continuous enrollment, (b) changes
in major, (c) cumulative semester hours completed, (d) final GPA, (e) number of 1000
and 2000 level hours completed, and (f) total semesters enrolled. The variable "breaks in
continuous enrollment" was excluded for dropouts.

Demographic Data
Frequencies and percentages were computed to identify the descriptive
characteristics of the research sample of students who matriculated during the fall
semester of2001. The total sample (n

=

2,612) consisted of 1,738 (66.5%) community

college transfer students and 874 (33.5%) native (FTIC) students across FAU, UNF, and
UWF. Community college transfer students represented the majority of the total sample,
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tripling the size of the junior class. Concomitantly, community college transfer students
also represented the majority of junior students enrolled at each institution [FAU (68.2%,

f= 774), UNF (60.6%,/= 535), and UWF (72.2%,/= 429)]. Among the three
institutions, UWF contained the largest proportion of community college transfer
students as compared to native (FTI C) students and UNF contained the smallest.
In describing the history of the SUS of Florida, Stonecipher ( 1994) noted the
establishment ofFAU, UNF, and UWF as upper level institutions built on the strengths of
the public junior and community colleges. The original missions ofFAU, UNF, and
UWF were to provide viable routes to the baccalaureate in regions that did not previously
contain four year institutions. Given the historical premise on which FAU, UNF, and
UWF were built, it is not surprising that the total student sample (n = 2,612) consisted of
more community college transfer students than native (FTIC). In fact, the South Florida
Sun-Sentinel reported in 2006 that the majority ofF AU's student population of 25,000
students transferred from community colleges or other institutions ("F AU Devising,"
2006). Native (FTIC) students accounted for only 25% of the student body. The article
also mentioned an increased effort by FAU administrators to recruit native (FTIC)
students and to develop additional programs that focus on the first-year-experience
("F AU Devising," 2006). More than half of the 15 current and past administrators
interviewed in Phase II of the present study identified their institution's primary focus as
serving traditional or native (FTIC) students. This finding is elaborated in the discussion
of the qualitative findings.
The reviewed literature demonstrated that at the national level community college
students present higher percentages of underrepresented, non-traditional, low-income,
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and lower performing students than native (FTIC) students of four year institutions
(Anderson, Alfonso et al., 2006; Beebe, 2007; Blumenthal, 2002; Cabrera et al., 2005;
Cohen & Brawer, 2003; Dougherty, 2001; Freeman, 2007; Grubb, 1991; Jamolo, 2001;
Levin, 2001; McClenney, 2004; Oudenhoven, 2002; Roueche et al., 1987; West, 1993;
Williams, 2002). McClenney (2006) reported, "community colleges enroll almost half of
the students in the U.S. undergraduate education, and they also serve disproportionately
high numbers oflow-income, first generation, and minority students" (McClenney, 2006,
p. 47). The results of the demographic profile for the research sample (n

=

2,612) in the

present study were consistent with the assertions of McClenney (2006) and others that
community college students are diverse along the intersecting dimensions of age and
ethnicity (Beebe, 2007; Cohen & Brawer, 2003; Dougherty, 2001; Levin, 2001; West,
1993; Williams, 2002;). The demographic profiles of the subsamples of community
college transfer and native (FTIC) students across F AU, UNF, and UWF were similar
and congruent with the national data in that community college transfers accounted for a
greater degree of student diversity than native (FTIC) students at each campus.
The mean age of the research sample was 24. The largest percentage of students
(71. 6%, f

=

1, 823) were between the ages of 18 and 24. Students 18 to 24 years of age

represented 85% ofthe sample of native (FTIC) students and 65% ofthe community
college transfers. These findings correspond with the literature regarding the traditional
age range of native (FTIC) students (Choy, 2002) and the increasing number of
community college students who fall into the traditional in age range of 18-to-24. In
2005, the U.S. Department ofEducation reported that 42% of public community college
students who enrolled in course credit between the years of 1998 and 2000 were under
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the age of 22 (Evelyn, 2005). The findings of the present study indicated that even though
65% of community college transfer students were of a more traditional age (18-to-24
years of age), transfers were also more diverse in age than their native (FTIC)
counterparts. The 25-75 age range accounted for 35% if= 610) ofthe community college
transfer students and only 15% (/=128) ofthe native (FTIC) students. Transfer students
outnumbered native (FTIC) by approximately 2:1 in the research sample. These findings
underscore the literature that emphasizes the degree to which transfer students bring
diversity to each campus. These findings are fairly consistent with those of Palezesi and
Bower (2006) who reported that an increasing number of students between the ages of 40
and 60 (i.e., baby boomers) were matriculating in community college course work.
The ethnic profile indicated that the most prevalent ethnicity for the subsamples
of community college transfer and native (FTIC) students across campuses was White,
not of Hispanic origin, representing 70%, respectively (Table 2). Community college
transfer students also accounted for a greater percentage of students who were Hispanic
and non-White as compared to native (FTIC) students. Levin (2001) and Roueche, Baker
III, and Rose (1989) explained that the diverse nature of community college students has
prompted community colleges across the country to pay considerable attention to
multiculturalism and diversity. "With large numbers of minority students in the United
States and increasing numbers of students who are immigrants or second-generation
immigrants in both countries attending community colleges, practices and structures were
modified to meet their needs" (Levin, 2001, p. 163). It follows that the four year
institution to which these students transfer should be equally sensitive to providing
specialized services that might be needed by these students.
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The Pappas Report (2007), commissioned by Florida's BOG, related the expected
demographic changes in Florida to the future expansion and stratification of the SUS
(Florida Board of Governors, 2007). A particular concern of the report was the potential
impact of changes in age distribution and ethnic composition on the rate of higher
educational enrollment growth. According to the report, the population group of 18-to-24
will experience a 1% decline between the years of 2004 and 2015 and the 65 plus age
group will experience an increase of3%. By 2018, Hispanics will represent the majority
of students and Whites will represent the minority.
The demographic shifts could also signal that even higher proportions of students
will choose the community college as their entry point to higher education.
Minority and poor students (often for financial and/or academic support reasons)
are disproportionately represented in community colleges. As Florida already has
a larger than national average percentage of its students in two-year colleges (53%
vs. 45%), this shift has additional public policy implications (Florida Board of
Governors, 2007, p. 4).
Discussion of Findings for Research Question 1
Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence to graduation of
community college transfer students and native (FTIC) students who are seeking
baccalaureate degrees in Florida's State University System?
Discriminant Analysis
Discriminant analyses for the subsamples of community college transfer and
native (FTIC) student graduates and dropouts yielded statistically significant and
meaningful discriminant functions. The primary factors associated with the academic
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success and persistence of community college transfer and native (FTIC) student
graduates and dropouts for the present study were number of 1000 and 2000 level hours
completed and cumulative semester hours completed. The strength of the primary
contributing factors was confirmed by Cohen's d statistics, which estimated the range of
values and examined differences across mean scores. On average, native (FTIC) student
graduates (n = 672) completed twice as many 1000 and 2000 level hours (M= 12.13,

SD = 11.21) as upper division students than community college transfer students (M =
6.07, SD = 8.6). Further, community college transfer students (n = 1,151) graduated with
less cumulative semester hours (M = 133.98) than native (FTIC) students who graduated
with an average of8.38 additional semester hours (M= 142.36). Community college
transfer students also dropped out of their academic degree programs with fewer
cumulative semester hours and fewer 1000 and 2000 level hours indicating that F AU,
UNF, and UWF are retaining native (FTIC) students for longer periods of time than
transfers of the same cohort.
The completion of lower division prerequisite requirements and additional
cumulative credit hours at the four year university by community college transfer
students has been a subject of interest to policy makers (OPPAGA Report No. 02-05,
2002). Ideally students of2+2 programs of Florida who graduate with an A.A. degree
would only need to complete 60 academic credit hours at the four year institution. The
subsample of community college transfer students included in this study, completed
13.98 additional cumulative credit hours. One indicator of compliance with the statewide
articulation agreement of particular interest to the state Legislature is the number of 1000
and 2000 level hours completed by community college transfer students after transfer to
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the four year institution. OPPAGA (2002) evaluated the effectiveness of Florida's
articulation system by assessing the progress of community college students who
transferred to state universities between 1997 and 1999 (OPPAGA Report No. 02-05,
2002). Of the 6,485 A.A. students who transferred 57% completed lower division courses
after entering the SUS. Over a three year period, the excess lower division courses cost
the state $13.8 million and students $8.7 million, respectively (OPPAGA Report No. 0205, 2002).
By contrast, the present study compared community college transfer and native
(FTIC) students over a period of five years and found that on average native (FTIC)
students graduated with more 1000 and 2000 level courses (M = 12.13, SD = 11.21) and
cumulative semester hours (M = 142.36, SD = 20.55). Further, community college
transfer student graduates completed fewer 1000 and 2000 level hours (M= 6.07, SD =
8.6) and cumulative semester hours (M= 133.98, SD = 18.79). OPPAGA (2006) reported
that the majority of students enrolled in the SUS graduated with semester hours in excess
of degree requirements (OPPAGA Report No. 06-58, 2006).
Interestingly, discriminant analysis for the first research question of the present
study yielded no appreciable differences in the final GP As of community college transfer
students and native (FTIC) students, indicating that transfer students performed just as
well academically as native (FTIC) students (Tables 8, 9, 11, and 12). The remaining
factors selected for community college transfer student graduates and dropouts (breaks in
continuous enrollment, changes in major, total semesters enrolled, and final GP A) did not
contribute to statistically significant differences in academic success and persistence
between the two groups. These findings contradict the findings of a similar study by
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Cohen and Brawer (1982) who found that when compared to native (FTIC) students, the
GPAs of community college transfer students were lower.
Chi-Square Analyses for Dropouts and Graduates
The results of the chi-square test of independence for the variable of student
graduates and student classification yielded statistically significant results, indicating that
77% of the students who entered as native (FTIC) graduated compared to 63% of
community college graduates who entered as juniors with A.A. degrees. The results of
chi-square analysis for the variables of student dropout and student classification were
also statistically significant, indicating that a greater percentage of community college
transfer students dropped out ofFAU, UNF, and UWF than native (FTIC) students. Of
the subsample of student dropouts (n

=

644) fromFAU, UNF, and UWF, 75% were

community college transfer students and 26% were native (FTIC) students. While the
ratio of community college transfer students to native (FTIC) students in the research
sample was 2: 1, the ratio for the cohort of students who dropped out was 3: 1. The
community college transfer students who dropped out of their academic degree programs
represented 28% within their student type, and native (FTIC) students represented 19%.
Also representing the greater percentage of the total sample (n

=

2,612), 28% of student

dropouts were community college transfer and 19% were native (FTIC).
The findings of the chi-square analyses conducted for student graduates and
dropouts correspond with the literature about baccalaureate attainment rates and stressors
associated with student transfer. The overall findings of the chi-square analyses for the
present study are congruent with the results of Cohen and Brawer (1982) who reported
that community college transfer students dropped out at higher rates than native (FTIC)
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students. The findings of the present study underscored the need to better understand why
community college transfer students are less likely to complete the baccalaureate. Much
of the literature about student transfer describes the psychological, environmental, and
climatic adjustments experienced by students (Baldwin, 1994; Bird, 1956, cited in
Kintzer, 1996; Cejda & Kaylor, 1997; Cejda, Kaylor, & Rewey, 1998; Graham &
Hughes, 1994; Laanan, 2002; Santos, 2000). Minear (1998) used a broader view in
describing the variables or factors that effect educational attainment: individual attributes,
educational background, institutional characteristics, academic and social integration, and
transfer factors (Minear, 1998).
Laanan (2002) explained the impact experienced by community college transfer
students when adjusting to new campus environments and climates as a psychological
affect of transitional trauma. Transfer shock, a term coined by Bird (1956, cited in
Kintzer, 1996), characterizes the temporary dip in the transfer students' GPA during their
first or second semester at the four year institution (Bird, 1956, cited in Kintzer, 1996;
Cejda & Kaylor, 1997). Baldwin (1994) and Graham and Hughes (1994) reported that
community college transfer students experienced failure rates between 18% and 22% at
the conclusion of their first semester of course work.
Discussion ofFindings for Research Question 2

Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence of community college
transfer students who are seeking baccalaureate degrees at each of the selected
institutions?
Discriminant analyses for the sub sample of community college transfer student
graduates (n = 1,151) and dropouts (n = 480) yielded statistically significant and
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meaningful first discrminant functions. The primary factors that contributed to the
academic success and persistence of community college transfer student graduates and
dropouts were cumulative semester hours completed and final GP A. The factors yielding
no appreciable differences in success and persistence of student graduates were breaks in
continuous enrollment, changes in major, number of 1000 and 2000 level hours
completed, and total semesters enrolled. Cohen's d statistics confirmed disparities in
mean differences of the independent variables, indicating that UNF was most different
from F AU and UWF at opposite ends of the success and persistence spectrum. UNF' s
community college transfer students both graduated and dropped out with fewer semester
hours indicating less persistence than transfer students from other institutions (Tables 14
and 18).
Given the limitations of the study, these results may speak more to the
effectiveness of feeder institutions than differences inherent on each of the three
campuses. Complications with the transferability of course credit by the feeder
community colleges ofFAU and UWF that offer baccalaureates may be another
explanation for the additional semester hours completed by community college transfers.
Two of the interview participants (Phase II) from F AU and UWF discussed the
differences in accrediting agencies of community college and university baccalaureate
programs and the difficulties associated with the transferability of course work. Among
the sub sample of community college transfer student dropouts, the mean fmal GP A was
notably higher for students from UNF (M = 2.83). Again, this contradicts the literature of
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Cohen and Brawer (1982) who reported that the fmal GPAs of community college
transfers were lower than those of native (FTIC) students.
Discussion of Findings for Research Question 3

Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence to graduation of
native (FTIC) students who are seeking baccalaureate degrees at each of the
selected institutions?
The findings for the discriminant analyses conducted for the subsamples of native
(FTIC) graduates yielded a statistically significant and meaningful first discriminant
function. UWF graduates were most distinct from the graduates ofF AU and UNF. The
factors that best explained the academic success and persistence of native (FTIC) student
graduates across FAU, UNF, and UWF were: (a) number of 1000 and 2000 level courses
completed, (b) total semesters enrolled, (c) cumulative credit hours completed to
graduate, and (d) changes in major. The two factors that did not appreciably account for
differences in the academic success and persistence of native (FTIC) graduates were
breaks in continuous enrollment and final GP A. The number of 1000 and 2000 level
courses completed by native (FTIC) students ranged from 9 courses (UNF) to 12 (F AU)
to 20 courses (UWF). The native (FTIC) students across UNF, FAU, and UWF graduated
with increasingly high numbers of semester hours. Students from UWF graduated with an
average of 153.49 semester hours, the highest number, students from FAU graduated
with 140.93, and UNF graduated with 139.81, the fewest. This conflicts with OPPAGA's
2006 report that students from UWF graduated with fewer percentages of excess hours
(OPPAGA Report No. 06-58, 2006).
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Time-to-degree variables are important to note in light of the excess hours
completed by students of the SUS in general. As noted in the results of the discriminant
analysis, excess hours increase the expenditure of State dollars and tuition costs for
students. Between the years of 2004 and 2005, excess semester hours cost the State $62
million dollars (OPPAGA Report No. 06-58, 2006). Of the three institutions included in
the present study, FAU students graduated with greater percentages of hours in excess of
115% and 120% of graduation requirements. With respect to the cumulative semesters
hours completed at the point of graduation which is of concern to the State Legislature
and OPPAGA, it would appear that the native (FTIC) graduates of the research sample
face challenges in meeting legislative demand of fewer cumulative hours completed to
graduate. The combined cumulative semester hours completed for graduation for the
research sample indicates that community college transfer students are contributing
positively to the three universities' efforts to meet State time-to-completion expectations.
In 2005, the Legislature passed State Bill2236 which required students to pay for
"75% of the actual cost of credit hours beyond 120% of the hours required for the
degree" (OPPAGA Report No. 06-58,2006, p. 1). This Bill was later vetoed by the
Governor. OPPAGA (2006) reported that four year universities in Florida were taking
steps to reduce the number of 1000 and 2000 level courses and cumulative semester
hours (OPPAGA Report No. 06-58, 2006). Some would argue that there are strong
pedagogical reasons for the completion of additional hours by students; however, the
constraints posed by a limited state budget may outweigh pedagogical principles.
The findings for the discriminant analysis conducted for the subsamples of native
(FTIC) dropouts yielded a statistically significant and meaningful first discriminant
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function. UWF dropouts were most distinct from the dropouts ofFAU and UNF with
respect to the number of 1000 and 2000 level courses completed and cumulative credit
hours completed to graduate. The factors that did not appreciably account for differences
in the academic success and persistence of native (FTIC) students who dropped out of
their academic degree programs were changes in major, final GP A, and total semesters
enrolled. Native (FTIC) students from UWF dropped out of their academic degree
programs with the highest number of 1000 and 2000 level courses and cumulative
semester hours. These data indicate that UWF retains native (FTIC) students for longer
periods oftime than FAU and UNF. UWF also enrolls more native (FTIC) students in
lower division course work.
Phase II - Qualitative Findings
Phase II explored the structure of articulation services, availability of transfer
student services, compliance with the statewide articulation agreement, and awareness of
transfer students on each campus. The qualitative portion of the study addressed the
following two research questions: (a) How do the institutions of Florida's State
University System address issues of compliance with the statewide articulation agreement
on their campuses? and (b) How is the community college Associate in Arts degree
graduate who transfers to a public university recognized and supported at the receiving
institution? This discussion of qualitative findings focuses on three common themes
synthesized from the review of documents, site visits, and semi-structured interviews.
These themes were: (a) the expanding role of community colleges, (b) balancing the
needs of community college students with a growing emphasis on FTIC and competitive
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entrance requirements, and (c) maintaining system-wide compliance in a decentralized

sus.
The Expanding Role of the Community Colleges
During the semi-structured interviews, each of the 12 participants discussed the
expanding role ofFlorida's public community colleges and the issues and challenges
associated with growth. A major contributing factor to the expanding scope of Florida's
community college programs and degrees identified by all participants was the growing
number and selectivity of limited access programs at state universities. Several
interviewees used the phrase "limiting access programs" to refer to the phenomenon. One
participant explained that limited access programs provide community college students
"admission to a university, but not necessarily admission into the program of their
choice". Most participants mentioned that the state approved 2+2 campus partnerships
and the offering of four year degrees by community colleges as outcomes of the
challenges associated with limited access to public universities in Florida.
The need to develop 2+2 campus partnerships and the offering ofbaccalaureates
by community colleges was initially reported by OPPAGA (2005) as a result of the
critical shortages of nurses and educators in Florida (OPPAGA Report No. 05-09, 2005).
Two recommendations offered by OPPAGA (2005) to remedy these situations were
increasing the number of teaching degrees offered at community colleges and expanding
university and community college nursing programs (OPPAGA Report No. 05-09, 2005).
In April of 2007, 0 PPA GA reported that the Legislature, Board of Education, and BOG
responded to the 2005 report by implementing options to assist with the critical
employment shortages in Florida. These options included: (a) stipulating the
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baccalaureates to be offered by community colleges; (b) "strengthening the review
process for community colleges to offer baccalaureate degrees", and (c) providing
incentives for universities to create 2+2 partnerships (OPPAGA Report No. 07-26, 2007,
p. 1). Interestingly, the Pappas Report (2007) describes tension between the BOG and the
Board of Education over the authority to grant approval for baccalaureate programs
(Florida Board of Governors, 2007). In turn, tension exists between community colleges
and universities during a time when collaboration to increase access across the state is
needed:
The turf battle between the DOE and BOG on the approval authority has been
damaging, threatening all the goodwill generated by Florida's historic position as
leading community college/university partnership state in the nation. Students will
ultimately loose if this is allowed to continue, and so the recent agreement should
be codified by the Legislature. (Florida Board of Governors, 2007, p. 20)
Balancing the Needs of Community College Students with a
Growing Emphasis on FTIC and Competitive Entrance Requirements
Several ofthe participants across FAU, UNF, and UWF described native (FTIC)
students as the primary focus of their respective institutions. Three out of the 12
participants repeatedly acknowledged community college transfer students as their "bread
and butter" and expressed concerned about the apparent "native (FTIC) preference."
OPPAGA (2006) chronicled the student support services offered by Florida's 11
universities (OPPAGA Rep. No. 06-58). Among the three institutions included in the
present study, FAU was the only institution noted to have transfer student services in the
respective OPPAGA (2006) profile. The present review of documents, site visits to F AU,
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UNF, and UWF, and semi-structured interviews provided strong corroboration for the
OPPAGA (2006) findings. The collaborative efforts ofFAU in facilitating compliance
with the statewide articulation agreement and in partnering with community colleges
exceeded those of UNF and UWF in every area.
When asked whether a transfer student office existed on the respective campuses,
all12 participants acknowledged transfer student services as a unit within admissions.
Some participants acknowledged a sense of embarrassment at not knowing whether the
university's admissions office included a centralized transfer student office. All
administrators from one of the three selected institutions voiced a lack of awareness of
pre-matriculation services for community college transfer students.
I know or believe there is an office that deals with the transition of community
college transfers ... As far as I know, that office, if it still exists, might have been a
little more administrative in support of transfers rather than providing general
services.
Ambiguity existed among the 12 participants regarding the magnitude of services
provided to transfer students and the level of involvement of the institutional articulation
officer with 2+2 compliance. The participants of the secondary interviews (former
articulation officers on each campus) confirmed the shifts in institutional missions as
currently focusing more on the native (FTI C) and expressed concerns regarding the
success of transfer students within the SUS and the continued viability of the 2+2 process
as it is now regulated.
When asked about specialized support services offered to transfer students, the
most frequently voiced response amongst the 12 participants was that community college
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transfer students were offered the same services as native (FTIC) students upon their
admission to the university. "There isn't something that specifically separates the
community college transfer students because they are all in the upper level at that point."
Another participant explained the provision of unique support services provided to
community college transfer students following matriculation at the university as "going
against the wishes of the statewide articulation agreement" ostensibly because it would
single them out as more needy. It is worthy of note that the statewide articulation
agreement (1007.23) neither stipulates nor references transfer student services or
programs (Florida Statute 1007.23, 2007).
In balancing the needs of community college transfer and native (FTIC) students,
an inconsistency in communication existed between two administrators from the same
institution, one of academic affairs and one of student affairs. Both participants expressed
different views regarding the emphasis placed by the student affairs division on the
development of transfer student services and programs. The administrator from academic
affairs explained, "student affairs works to try to routinely ask themselves, 'What
services can we provide for transfer students that are unique and different from those
provided to freshman?'" The student affairs administrator said, "most student affairs
administrators would consider the student body as a whole and not target transfer
students specifically."
These findings substantiate the need for public four year institutions to provide
additional specialized support services to transfer students, specifically services related to
meeting compliance with the statewide articulation agreement. Tinto (1993) posited that
programs specifically designed to assist transfer students in their academic pursuits at the
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four year institution enhance the likelihood of degree completion. The reviewed literature
demonstrated strongly that support services and programs designed to facilitate student
transfer have a significant effect on student motivation and retention (Glennen, 1995;
Davies & Kratky, 2000; Tinto, 1993). Levin (2001) criticized four year institutions for a
lack of service to community college transfer students (i.e., an underserved population).
Similarly, Freemann (2007) asserted, "the education of the underserved has not occurredand probably will not occur in the typical four year college or university" (p. 57).

Maintaining System- Wide Compliance in a Decentralized SUS
Several participants discussed the challenges presented by the abolishment of the
State Board ofRegents and the subsequent delegation of more local control to each ofthe
universities across the state. One participant felt that the decentralization of the SUS
would eventually generate negative effects on the statewide articulation process. As one
participant put it,
The decentralization will probably have a negative effect. The state, under the
previous model [regulated by the Board of Regents] was very tightly controlled. I
believe that the system will loosen up a bit. As soon as this occurs, the
universities will experience more local variation .. .it's just natural to experience
more variety of administrative approaches based upon local circumstances.
The Pappas Report (2007) discussed the shift in leadership of the SUS from the
aegis of the Board of Regents to the governance of the BOG (Florida Board of
Governors, 2007). This disruption in the continuity of leadership along with the
delegation of some governance responsibilities to the BOG temporarily delayed the
progress of the system. The emergence of institutional boards of trustees with fiduciary
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responsibilities and the jurisdiction to hire university presidents has "created a
governance and management mire that needs additional, intentional sorting out" (Florida
Board of Governors, 2007, p. 12). Pappas consultants recommended for the BOG to
further define their roles and responsibilities and to strategically plan for the future by
addressing the changing demographics affecting the SUS. The report also cited stability
of the governance and leadership of the Community College System as contributing to
the recent positive advancement of Florida's 28 community colleges.
Pappas consultants addressed the governance ofK-12 and higher education and
described the lack of collaboration between systems as force for creating tears in its
seams.
The unresolved governance issues and lack of attention to aligning the curriculum
and performance standards between K-12 and higher education raises serious
question about the preparedness of the state to adopt a long-term higher education
master plan that will depend further on deepening collaboration" (Florida Board
of Governors, 2007, p. 9).
The Pappas Report also highlighted the effective components ofK-20 collaboration (e.g.,
2+2 policies, statewide articulation agreements, the common course numbering system,
common prerequisites, and Bright Futures scholarships).
Two of the 12 participants across FAU, UNF, and UWF were concerned about the
competitive nature of admission requirements and the subsequent effects on university
access for community college students. One participant noted the competitiveness
between the public community colleges and universities. "I think it's a mistake for the
universities to take a competitive approach .. .I believe we should cooperate much more."
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During a time when education is at a premium in the United States, it is important to pay
close attention to the competitive nature of four year universities and the impact of such
competition on university admission requirements. Tinto (2007) explained that although
articulation agreements facilitate student transfer, the nature of institutional practices
have the potential of either enabling or disabling the success of community college
transfer students (i.e., low income students).
Limitations of the Study
This study was delimited at the onset to three public universities in Florida that
were originally established as upper level institutions to serve community college
graduates and junior transfer students. Because these public universities that originated as
upper level universities in Florida were examined, findings cannot be generalized to the
11 institutions of Florida's SUS or to those in other states. The study was also delimited
to a single cohort of community college transfer and native (FTIC) students who enrolled
as juniors during the fall 2001 semester. The representativeness of the research sample
may have been limited over time as a result of unknown internal and external factors. The
study was further delimited to six factors that represented the academic success and
persistence of the research sample: (a) cumulative semester hours completed, (b) changes
in major, (c) final GPA, (d) total semesters enrolled, (e) number ofbreaks in continuous
enrollment, and (f) number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed.
Two limitations emerged that were not predicted at the onset of this study. First,
because cumulative semester hours and the number of lower level hours were statistically
significant factors for the three quantitative research questions, student changes in
academic major and the major in the actual degree earned would have been important to
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examine. Second, campus visits to transfer student offices were brief. If additional time
had been planned on each campus, it might have been possible to speak with transfer
students and to delve more deeply into the nature of services.
Implications
One of the greatest challenges faced by the American people is the assurance of
access to education for adults who seek higher educational levels. Universal access to
higher education is viewed by many experts as a critical element in a free society, integral
to the health ofthe future of our democracy (Dougherty, 2001; Reich, 2002). The
provision of access to higher education is a theme that is echoed by all sectors of society
and must not be underestimated. Access to postsecondary education is touted by those
who seek social justice, quality of life for all citizens, and the improvement of national
economic standards. The significance of the present research study is embedded in this
philosophical framework - a commitment to access to higher education for all
Americans.
Florida's statewide articulation agreement was examined for the purposes of this
study because it is recognized both within and outside the state as a viable and
economical route to baccalaureate completion for individuals of diverse ages, ethnicities,
economic circumstances, and academic backgrounds. Florida's 2+2 system was
originally devised to address workforce needs by providing access to students who
otherwise may not have had the opportunity to pursue a baccalaureate. The present study
investigated the effectiveness of Florida's 2+2 process by comparing those students who
chose the 2+2 route and those who began their college education through the traditional
four year baccalaureate path as a university native (FTIC) student. The purpose of this
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study was to facilitate a better understanding of how well Florida's 2+2 articulation
agreement and transfer student services meet the needs of transfer students.
The findings of the study support a number of significant conclusions. First, the
findings provided detail regarding continuing compliance with the statewide articulation
agreement and the provision of transfer student services on campuses of three institutions
(i.e., FAU, UNF, and UWF) that were originally established to serve community college
transfers and other junior and senior level transfers. Consistent with the historical premise
on which these institutions were founded, community college transfers represented the
majority of students at each institution. The demographic profiles developed for the
research sample (n

=

2,612) indicated that community college transfer students accounted

for greater percentages of age and ethnic diversity than native (FTIC) students.
Congruent with the literature, community college students represent increasingly high
percentages of non-traditional students (Anderson, Alfonso et al., 2006; Blumenthal,
2002; Cabrera et al., 2005; Cohen & Brawer, 2003; Dougherty, 2001; Freeman, 2007;
Grubb, 1991; Jamolo Jr. 2001; Levin, 2001; McClenney, 2004, 2006; Oudenhoven, 2002;
Roueche et al., 1987; West, 1993; Williams, 2002).
The findings of the first research question of the present study indicated that
native (FTIC) students graduated and dropped out with more semester hours and more
lower level courses than community college transfers. These results indicate that
Florida's statewide articulation agreement is effectively facilitating transfer for
community college students. Of importance to the Florida Legislature is the number of
excess hours completed by students of the SUS. Community college transfer students
who dropped out did so sooner than their native (FTIC) counterparts as evidenced by the
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lower cumulative semester hours and lower division courses completed. However, the
percentage of community college transfer students dropping out exceeded that of native
(FTIC). Of the community college transfer students who graduated across FAU, UNF,
and UWF,

~ll

performed as well or better than native (FTIC) students. No differences

existed in the final GPAs of community college transfer and native (FTIC) students
across FAU, UNF, and UWF. This finding contradicts Cohen and Brawer (1982) who
reported that the GP As of community college transfers were lower than those of
traditional, FTIC students.
Differences were also found to exist in the academic success and persistence of
community college transfer and native (FTIC) students among institutions. Community
college transfer students from UNF graduated and dropped out with the fewest number of
cumulative semester hours. These results may speak more to the effectiveness of the
feeder institutions than differences inherent on each of the three campuses. Complications
with the transferability of course credit by the feeder community colleges ofFAU and
UWF that offer baccalaureates may be another explanation for the additional semester
hours completed by community college transfers.
The factors contributing to the academic success and persistence of native (FTIC)
student graduates were associated with the amount of time taken to complete a
baccalaureate (i.e., number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed, total semesters
emolled, cumulative credit hours completed to graduate, and changes in major). Native
(FTIC) students from UWF were notably different from those students ofFAU and UNF.
UWF students graduated with the most cumulative semester hours, 1000 and 2000 level
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credit hours, total semesters, and changes in major. Native (FTIC) students from UWF
dropped out with the largest number of lower level hours and semester hours.
More than half of the Phase II participants across FAU, UNF, and UWF described
a shift in institutional focus- a seemingly greater emphasis on native (FTIC) students.
The need for increased transfer student services at the three institutions, as confirmed by
the participants of the secondary interviews, may be a natural concomitant to the
institutional commitments to native (FTIC) students. The comparative transfer student
service profile developed for each of the three institutions revealed a significant effort on
behalf of one of the institutions to support transfer student through campus articulation
days, orientation, Phi Theta Kappa, scholarships, transcript evaluations, and workshops
and seminars. Although all three institutions provide services to assist with 2+2
compliance, interview data suggest emphasis on the native (FTI C) student that has deemphasized the importance of transfer student services and the visibility of the
institutional articulation officer.
While the public community colleges and universities are thriving and the 2+2
system in Florida continues to fulfill its mission, the future collaboration that is the
keystone to successful articulation is less clear. Increased competition among the state
universities along with shifts in institutional foci present the potential of altering the
missions of these institutions to primarily focus on the FTIC and graduate education.
Community colleges across the state continue to grow beyond their two year degree
missions in order to respond to the workforce demands of their communities. Given these
realities, it is of utmost importance for Legislature, BOG, and the SBE to continue to
monitor the effectiveness of the statewide articulation agreement.
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Recommendations for Policy
Florida's Legislature, policy makers, and institutional leaders should continue to
monitor and strengthen the existing statewide articulation agreement. Florida's 2+2
process is working well and is a viable and affordable means for student transfer from
public community colleges to public four year universities. The findings of this study
indicate that community college transfer students are graduating from baccalaureate
programs with relatively few cumulative semester hours in excess of 120% and few
lower division courses. Concomitantly, native (FTIC) students graduated with greater
numbers of cumulative semester hours and lower division courses than community
college transfer students. The Legislature has expressed concern about the completion of
semester hours in excess of 115% and 120% of baccalaureate programs and the
subsequent costs to students and the state (OPPAGA Report No. 05-30, 2005; OPPAGA
Report No. 06-58, 2006).
Examining the effects of excess hours on student tuition and state costs was not a
primary purpose of this study. The current approach has been to increase tuition
payments for students who complete hours in excess of degree requirements. It is
recommended that the policy makers should explore ways of providing incentives, such
as tuition rebates, to students who finish on time. Such recommendations would provide
incentives to community college students who earn their degrees in the most cost
effective manner.
The statewide articulation agreement facilitates an affordable route toward
baccalaureate completion for community college A.A. graduates. The findings of the
present study indicate that community college students represent greater percentages of
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age and ethnic diversities in the research samples, populations that are more apt to require
financial assistance. As universities emphasize the need to increase diversity and provide
access to underserved groups, attention should be given to providing scholarships
earmarked for community college transfer students. While each of the institutions studied
indicated that they had transfer student scholarships available from private sources, it is
recommended that the state assume leadership in matching local donor scholarships.
Florida Bright Future's Scholarship programs currently provide the means for students
with strong academic performance in high school to attend community colleges and
universities. There should be special incentives for students who did not qualify for
Bright Futures at the community college and are academically eligible at the university.
The state should encourage universities to strengthen transfer student services in
further support of community college transfer student retention and institutional
compliance with the statewide articulation agreement. Further, the state should support
and provide incentives to increase the services provided to transfer students across the
SUS. Following secondary interviews with former articulation officers, a pattern was
uncovered regarding the role of articulation officers on each of the three campuses. The
diminishing visibility of the articulation officers on each of three campuses and
accompanying decreases in resources hampered inter-institutional communication and
collaboration to benefit transferring community college students. Although the functions
of articulation are being carried out on the university campuses, it is recommended that
the institutions take action to restore a highly visible, centralized articulation contact who
champions the 2+2 concept and the transfer student. It is equally important for students
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and university personnel to recognize this transfer student specialist as facilitator of
compliance with the statewide articulation agreement.
Recommendations for Practice
This study found an uneven provision of services. Only one university out of the
three selected for the purposes of this study provided workshops and seminars for transfer
students, targeted transfer students in Greek Life recruitment, and supported an alumni
chapter of the Phi Theta Kappa honors society. It is recommended that campus leaders of
academic and student affairs divisions develop specialized student services that meet the
needs of community college transfers. Care should be taken to involve community
college students in honors programs, leadership activities, clubs, and organizations. Most
specifically, universities of Florida's SUS should establish or continue alumni chapters of
Phi Theta Kappa to provide community college transfer students with the opportunity for
additional engagement. Findings from the review of documents, site visits, and semistructured interviews of Phase II ofthe present study indicate the need to reactivate Phi
Theta Kappa chapters across the SUS.
The findings of the present study indicate that community college transfer
students drop out at higher rates than native (FTIC) students who graduate at higher rates
than community college transfers. As described by McClenney (2005), community
college transfer students are less apt to become involved on college campuses due to
complexities related to their diverse profiles. Student service personnel should make a
special case to recruit community college transfer students in their activities and to
consider the diverse needs of transfer students in program and service planning. In
addition, channels of communication between academic and student affairs divisions
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regarding services provided to community college transfer students would assist in the
facility of a successful transfer student experience.
Recommendations for Future Research
Based on the findings of the present study, the following recommendations are
made for future research. This study was limited to three institutions that were originally
established as upper level universities to serve community college graduates and junior
level transfer students. In order to provide a more comprehensive understanding of
student success and persistence, researchers might conduct an analysis including all SUS
institutions to replicate the present findings using a larger statewide representative
sample. A larger statewide sample followed for six years rather than five to more
accurately distinguish between dropouts and slow completers. Recent research defines
the average time frame for baccalaureate completion as six years (Florida Board of
Governors, 2007). Of particular importance to statewide access for community college
students, compliance with the statewide articulation agreement and transfer student
services at large research universities in Florida should be examined. Further study is also
needed to explore the impact of limited access programs on access to universities for
transfer students across the SUS and in particular, at large research institutions.
Some majors consist of more than 120 credits due to the requirements of
accrediting agencies and licensing boards. Some degrees, particularly the professional
schools, have special permission to offer degrees in more than 120 credit hours. Unduly
this is influenced by the type of major chosen. This study did not examine the majors of
transfer and native (FTIC) students, which may have inflated the importance of the
completion of excess credit hours by transfer students. In addition, this study did not
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examine the academic majors of community college transfer and native (FTIC) students
included in the research sample. It is recommended that further study address the effects
ofthe selection of and changes in academic majors on the cumulative semester and lower
level hours completed at the point of graduation.
Findings from the qualitative portion (Phase II) of the present study described the
perspectives of university administrators on institutional compliance with the statewide
articulation agreement. Also examined was the structure of transfer student services.
Similar qualitative studies in which community college transfer students are interviewed
would provide the student perspective on the transfer experience and the availability and
quality of needed services, and unmet needs. Also needed are studies regarding the
engagement of community college students at four year institutions. Such studies are
scarce in the literature but could be useful to university administrators in strengthening
the quality of educational practices and building transfer student success. Further, the
effects on 2+2 campus partnerships will provide an account of the evolution of
community college-university collaboration across the state.
Conclusions
Chosen because of their original mission to serve community college transfer
students and other junior level transfers, FAU, UNF, and UWF were examined to
determine how well their commitment to the 2+2 system has fared since their shift in
mission to focusing on the FTIC. This study is the first to specifically examine the 2+2
system at state universities that were originally established to provide access to upper
division course work and baccalaureate completion to community college students. Some
of the findings from the present study were congruent with the literature and others were
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not. The community college transfer students included in the research sample were more
diverse and tended to drop out with greater frequency. Surprisingly, among the students
in the sample, community college students graduated with fewer cumulative semester
hours and fewer 1000 and 2000 level courses than their native (FTIC) student
counterparts. Comparisons across institutions revealed differences in transfer student
services and provided evidence of the authority and responsibilities of the institutional
articulation officers. Of the three campuses, one was distinguished as a model for transfer
student retention and institutional compliance with the statewide articulation agreement.
This institution was the only to contain a visible transfer student office, an alumni chapter
of the Phi Theta Kappa honor society, and a centralized retention office. Most surprising,
the 15 past and current administrators from FAU, UNF, and UWF interviewed for the
purposes of this study, reported a lessening of visibility of the articulation officer since
the advent of the lower division, the decentralization of the SUS governance, and an
increasing emphasis on competitive admission requirements.
For decades, the state of Florida has successfully harnessed the strengths of two
effective and powerful postsecondary systems. But in the recent decade, the pressures of
population growth and increasing costs of higher education have caused these two forces
to strain under the yoke. The state is at a crossroads with respect to the postsecondary
educational enterprise. The questions that must be answered by policy makers and
practitioners are underscored by the findings of this study. How can universities balance
the drive for a highly qualified competitive freshman class that is needed to build
institutional stature with the responsibility for pre- and post-matriculation services to
transfer students? How can universities limit access to high-cost professional programs
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without sacrificing the important contributions transfer students make to the campus
ethos? How does the state respond to the increasing demand for the baccalaureate that is
being placed upon community colleges because of growing limited access to the state
universities?
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Appendix A
Key Informants

J. David Armstrong, Jr.

Chancellor, Florida Community College System
Division of Community College and Workforce Education
Florida Department of Education

Judy Bilsky, Ph.D.

Vice Chancellor for Academic and Student Success
Division of Community Colleges and Workforce Education
Florida Department of Education

Sarah Hamon, Ph.D.

Director of Articulation and Educational Services
Division of Community Colleges and Workforce Education
Florida Department of Education

Dottie Minear, Ph.D.

Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic and Student
Affairs
Board of Governors
State University System of Florida

Lynda Page, Ph.D.

Educational Policy Specialist
Board of Governors
State University System of Florida

Mark B. Rosenberg, Ph.D.

Chancellor
Board of Governors
State University System of Florida

Heather Sherry, Ph.D.

Director, Office of Articulation
Florida Department of Education

Patricia Windham, Ph.D.

Associate Vice-Chancellor for Evaluation
Division of Community Colleges and Workforce Education
Florida Department of Education
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AppendixB
Phase II: Interview Questions for Campus Administration
Research Question 1
How do the institutions of Florida's State University System address issues of
compliance with the statewide articulation agreement on their campuses?
Structure
1. How is the statewide articulation process addressed on your campus?
Services
2. How does your institution assist the community college transfer student with the
evaluation of transcripts and academic credit provided for completed course
work?
Compliance
3. How is transfer student advocacy addressed with respect to compliance with the
statewide articulation agreement at this institution?
Awareness
4. How visible is the articulation officer on your campus, at transferring community
colleges, at state meetings?
Research Question 2
How is the community college Associate in Arts degree graduate who transfers to
a public university recognized and supported at the receiving institution?
Structure
1.

What services are provided to the transfer student prior to and at the point of
matriculation at the senior institution?
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2. Is there an office of transfer student relations on your campus?

Services
3. What retention services are provided on your campus?
4. What unique support services do you offer for community college transfer
students on your campus?
5. Do programs exist that are designed specifically for the transfer student?

Compliance

6. Have you dealt with or heard of an instance when a community college transfer
student was treated unfairly?

Awareness
7. How are transfer students informed about services and how is their involvement
encouraged?
8. Who represents transfer students with reference to faculty?
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Appendix C
Institutional Review Board (IRB)
Review by the UNF Institutional Review Board,
Cover Letter, Consent to Participate
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UNF

UNIVERSITY of
NORTH FLORIDA.
Division of Sponsored Research and Training
4567 St. Johns Bluff Road South
Jacksonville, FL 32224-2665
904-620-2455 FAX 904-620-2457
Equal Opportunity/Equal Access/Affirmative Action Institution

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

September 26, 2006

TO:

Angela M. Garcia-Falconetti

VIA:

Dr. Joyce Jones,
Educational Leadership, Counseling and Technology

FROM:

Dr. Kathaleen Bloom, Chair,
UNF Institutional Review Board

RE:

Review by the UNF Institutional Review Board IRB#06-121:
"Articulation, Academic Progress, and Graduation: A Comparison of
Community College Transfer and Native Students in Selected
Institutions in Florida"

This is to advise you that your project, "Articulation, Academic Progress, and
Graduation: A Comparison of Community College Transfer and Native Students in
Selected Institutions in Florida," has been reviewed on behalf of the UNF Institutional
Review Board and has been approved (Expedited/Category #9).
This approval applies to your project in the form and content as submitted to the IRB for
review. Any variations or modifications to the approved protocol and/or informed consent
forms as they relate to dealing with human subjects must be cleared with the IRB prior to
implementing such changes. Any unanticipated problems involving risk and any
occurrence of serious harm to subjects and others shall be reported promptly to the IRB.
IRB approval is valid for one year. If your project continues for more than one year, you
are required to provide an annual status report to the UNF IRB.
Should you have any questions regarding your project or any other IRB issues, please
contact Nicole Sayers, Coordinator of Research Compliance, at 620-2498.
Thank you.
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Attachment #2: Cover Letter
August 18, 2006
Dear Participant:
I am studying the effectiveness of Florida's 2+2 articulation agreement and its efficiency
in providing access to the four year institution. This empirical study will investigate the
academic progress and persistence to graduation of community college transfer and
native students who are seeking degrees at four year institutions in Florida. As a
sequential mixed methods design, the study employs quantitative and qualitative methods
to collect and analyze data about community college transfer and native student progress
to graduation at the selected public universities in Florida and their institutional
commitment to the 2+2 statewide articulation agreement.
The purpose of this letter is to request your participation in Phase II of the study which
includes an interview regarding Florida's statewide articulation agreement and transfer
student services on your campus. This face-to-face interview will be approximately 90
minutes and will be tape recorded. I also ask that you to review a copy of the
transcriptions from the interviews to assure the accuracy of the information. I will contact
you via e-mail following the interview inviting you to review a copy of the transcriptions
of the taped interview and will send you a copy via e-mail upon your request. The results
of this study will be included in my doctoral dissertation and may be used by other higher
education leaders for the improvement of services and policies related to the transfer of
community college students to four year institutions. Presentation and publications of the
results and findings to university and community college audiences, professional
organizations, and journals will follow.
Your participation in this study is voluntary and all information will be kept confidential.
If you decide to participate, you may withdraw from the study at any time without
penalty. If you withdraw from the study before data collection is completed your data
will be destroyed.
Thank you for your willingness to participate and for your assistance in completing the
attached form. Your participation will be of great benefit to this study.
Sincerely,

Angela M. Garcia Falconetti
Doctoral Candidate
College of Education and Human Services
University ofNorth Florida
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Attachment #3: Consent to Participate
I have read and understand the procedures described in the attached letter. I agree to
participate in Phase II of this study, which includes participating in an interview. I
understand that the interview will be tape recorded and I will have the opportunity to
review a copy of the transcriptions should I choose to do so.
I understand that all information will be kept confidential, and participation in this study
is voluntary, and I may withdraw from the study at any time. I further understand that
should I choose to withdraw, my data will be destroyed. No monetary compensation will
be awarded for my participation in this study. The immediate benefit for participating in
this study is the knowledge that I am contributing to a study regarding the academic
success and persistence to graduation of community college transfer and native students
who are seeking degrees at four year institutions in Florida.
If I have questions about this study or the procedures used, I may contact Angela M.
Garcia Falconetti at agarcia@unf.edu or Dr. Joyce T. Jones atjjones@unf.edu or 904620-2990.
If I feel I have not been treated according to the description in this form, or my rights as a
participant in this research have not been respected, I may contact the Chair of the UNF
Institutional Review Board, Dr. Kathaleen Bloom, at kbloom@unf.edu or 904-620-2684.
I am willing to participate in an interview regarding compliance with Florida's statewide
articulation agreement and the services provided to Associate in Arts degree graduates at
the four year institution at which I am employed. I am willing to answer the related
questions regarding Florida's statewide articulation agreement and transfer student
services on campus.

Participant

H-----------------

Date

w----------------

Mailing address (street)

City, State, Zip Code

Principal Investigator

Date
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AppendixD
Demographic Profiles of the Subsamples of Student Graduates and Dropouts
from FAU, UNF, and UWF
(See Tables 34 through 39)
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Table 34
Profile ofFAU Graduates

Frequency (Percentage)

Demographics

Student Classification

CC Transfer
516 (65.4)

Native (FTIC)
273 (34.6)

Total
789 (100.0)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76
Totals

3
(.4)
322 (40.8)
115 (14.6)
52 (6.6)
22 (2.8)
2
(.3)
0
516 (65.5)

0
238 (30.2)
23 (2.9)
8 (1.0)
3
(.4)
1
(.1)
0
273 (34.6)

3
(.4)
560 (71.0)
138 (17.5)
60
(7.6)
25 (3.2)
3
(.4)
0
789 (100.1)

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non-Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported
Totals

28 (3.5)
71 (9.0)
69 (8.7)
1
(.1)
37 (4.7)
310 (39.3)
0
516 (65.3)

17 (2.2)
45 (5.7)
41 (5.2)
2
(.3)
10 (1.3)
158 (20.0)
0
273 (34.7)

45 (5.7)
116 (14.7)
110 (13.9)
3
(.4)
47 (6.0)
468 (59.3)
0
789 (100.0)

Gender
179 (22.7)
527 (66.8)
Female
348 (44.1)
168 (21.3)
262 (33.2)
Male
94 (11.9)
516 (65.4)
273 (34.6)
789 (100.0)
Totals
Note. n = 789. Descriptive data represent the frequency and percent of students within the context
of the total sample.
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Table 35
Profile ofFAU Dropouts

Demographics

Frequency (Percentage)

Student Classification

CC Transfer
206 (74.4)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76
Totals

0
115
34
39
14
3
1
206

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non-Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported
Totals

9
30
33
5
7
122
0
206

(74.2)

3 (1.1)
9 (3.2)
9 (3.2)
0
4 (1.4)
46 (16.6)
0
71 (25.5)

Gender
Female
Male
Totals

129 (46.6)
77 (27.8)
206 (74.4)

38 (13.7)
33 (11.9)
71 (25.6)

(41.5)
(12.3)
(14.1)
(5.1)
(1.1)
(.4)
(74.5)

(3.2)
(10.8)
(11.9)
(1.8)
(2.5)
(44.0)

Native (FTIC)
71 (25.6)

Total
277 (100.0)

0
60 (21.7)
9 (3.2)
(.7)
2
0
0
0
71 (25.6)

0
175 (63.2)
43 (15.5)
41 (14.8)
14 (5.1)
3 (1.1)
1
(.4)
277 (100.1)

12
39
42
5
11
168
0
277

167 (60.3)
110 (39.7)
277 (100.0)

Note. n = 277. Descriptive data represent the frequency and percent of students within the

context of the total sample.

(4.3)
(14.0)
(15.1)
(1.8)
(3.9)
(60.6)
(99.7)
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Table 36
Profile of UNF Graduates

Demographics

Frequency (Percentage)

Student Classification

CC Transfer
362 (55.0)

Native (FTIC}
296 (45.0)

Total
658 (100.0)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76
Totals

0
265 (40.3)
59 (9.0)
24 (3.6)
14 (2.1)
0
0
362 (55.0)

0
241 (36.6)
24 (3.6)
23 (3.5)
6
(.9)
2
(.3)
0
296 (44.9)

0
506 (76.9)
83 (12.6)
47 (7.1)
20 (3.0)
2
(.3)
0
658 (99.9)

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non-Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported
Totals

19 (2.9)
35 (5.3)
18 (2.7)
2
(.3)
3
(.5)
282 (42.9)
3
(.5)
362 (55.1)

21 (3.2)
19 (2.9)
7 (1.1)
0
3
(.5)
246 (37.4)
0
296 (45.1)

40 (6.1)
54 (8.2)
25 (3.8)
2
(.3)
6 (1.0)
528 (80.3)
3
(.5)
658 (100.2)

Gender
Female
Male
Totals

226 (34.3)
136 (20.7)
362 (55.0)

191 (29.0)
105 (16.0)
296 (45.0)

417 (63.3)
241 (36.7)
658 (100.0)

Note. n

= 658. Descriptive data represent the frequency and percent of students within the context

of the total sample.
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Table 37
Profile of UNF Dropouts

Demographics

Frequency (Percentage)
CC Transfer
147 (77.0)

Native (FTIC)
44 (23.0)

Total
191 (100.0)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76
Totals

0
109 (57.1)
26 (13.6)
9 (4.7)
3 (1.6)
0
0
147 (77.0)

0
30 (15.7)
7 (3.7)
5 (2.6)
2 (1.0)
0
0
44 (23.0)

0
139 (72.8)
33 (17.3)
14 (7.3)
5 (2.6)
0
0
191 (100.0)

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non-Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported
Totals

3 (1.6)
18 (9.4)
11 (5.8)
1
(.5)
(.5)
1
112 (58.6)
1 (0.5)
147 (76.9)

6 (3.1)
4 (2.1)
1
(.5)
0
0
33 (17.3)
0
44 (23.0)

9 (4.7)
22 (11.5)
12 (6.3)
1
(.5)
1
(.5)
145 (75.9)
1
(.5)
191 (99.9)

Gender
Female
Male
Totals

85 (44.5)
62 (32.5)
147 (77.0)

26 (13.6)
18 (9.4)
44 (23.0)

111 (58.1)
80 (41.9)
191 (100.0)

Student Classification

Note. n

= 191. Descriptive data represent the frequency and percent of students within the context

of the total sample.
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Table 38
Profile of UWF Graduates

Frequency (Percentage)

Demographics
CC Transfer
273 (72.6)

Native (FTIC)
103 (27.4)

Total
376 (100.0)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76
Totals

1
(.3)
168 (44.7)
46 (12.2)
35 (9.3)
20 (5.3)
(.8)
3
0
273 (72.6)

0
98 (26.1)
4 (1.1)
(.3)
1
0
0
0
103 (27.5)

1
(.3)
266 (70.8)
50 (13.3)
36 (9.6)
20 (5.3)
3
(.8)
0
376 (100.1)

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non-Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported
Totals

8 (2.1)
18 (4.8)
8 (2.1)
3
(.8)
3
(.8)
223 (59.3)
10 (2.7)
273 (72.6)

8 (2.1)
8 (2.1)
6 (1.6)
1
(.3)
5 (1.3)
73 (19.4)
2
(.5)
103 (27.3)

16 (4.2)
26 (6.9)
14 (3.7)
4 (1.1)
8 (2.1)
296 (78.7)
12 (3.2)
376 (99.9)

Gender
Female
Male
Totals

177 (47.1)
96 (25.5)
273 (72.6)

56 (14.9)
47 (12.5)
103 (27.4)

233 (62.0)
143 (38.0)
376 (100.0)

Student Classification

Note. n = 376. Descriptive data represent the frequency and percent of students within the context

of the total sample.
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Table 39
Profile of UWF Dropouts

Demographics

Frequency (Percentage)

Student Classification

CC Transfer
127 (72.2)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76
Totals

0
77
23
20
6
1
0
127

(72.3)

0
46 (26.1)
2 (1.1)
1
(.6)
0
0
0
49 (27.8)

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non-Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported
Totals

4 (2.3)
16 (9.1)
3 (1.7)
0
0
102 (58.0)
2 (1.1)
127 (72.2)

4 (2.3)
3 (1.7)
2 (1.1)
0
0
38 (21.6)
2 (1.1)
49 (27.8)

8 (4.6)
19 (10.8)
5 (2.8)
0
0
140 (79.6)
4 (2.2)
176 (1 00.0)

Gender
Female
Male
Totals

84 (47.7)
43 (24.4)
127 (72.1)

21 (11.9)
28 (15.9)
49 (27.8)

105 (59.6)
71 (40.3)
176 (99.9)

(43.8)
(13.1)
(11.4)
(3.4)
(.6)

Native (FTIC)
49 (27.8)

Total
176 (100.0)

0
123 (69.9)
25 (14.2)
21 (12.0)
6 (3.4)
(.6)
1
0
176 (100.1)

Note. n = 176. Descriptive data represent the frequency and percent of students within the context

of the total sample.
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AppendixE
Demographic Profiles of the Total Sample and Subsamples
Descriptive data represent the frequency and percentage of students within student
classification of community college transfer and native (FTIC).
(See Tables 40 through 51)
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Table 40

Profile ofTotal Sample

Demographics

Frequency (Percentage)
CC Transfer

Native (FTIC)

Student Classification

1,738 (100.0)

874 (100.0)

Student Status
Continued Enrollment
Dropouts
Graduates

107 (6.2)
480 (27.6)
1,151 (66.2)

38 (4.3)
164 (18.8)
672 (76.9)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76

4
(.2)
1,124 (64.7)
318 (18.3)
193 (11.1)
86 (4.9)
11
(.6)
2
(.1)

0
746 (85.4)
70 (8.0)
44 (5.0)
11 (1.3)
3
(.3)
0

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic Origin)
No Indication/Not Reported

73 (4.2)
206 (11.9)
153 (8.8)
13
(.7)
53 (3.0)
1,222 (70.3)
18 (1.0)

63 (7.2)
95 (10.9)
75 (8.6)
3
(.3)
22 (2.5)
612 (70.0)
4
(.5)

Gender
Female
Male

1,116 (64.2)
622 (35.8)

533 (61.0)
341 (39.0)

Note. n

=

2,612. Descriptive data represent the frequency and percent of students within student

classification.
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Table 41
Profile ofStudent Graduates

Demographics

Student Classification

Frequency (Percentage)
CC Transfer
1,151 (100.0)

Native CFTIC)
672 (100.0)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76

(.3)
4
755 (65.6)
220 (19.1)
111 (9.6)
56 (4.9)
5
(.4)
0

0
577
51
32
9
3
0

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported

55 (4.8)
124 (10.8)
95 (8.3)
6
(.5)
43 (3.7)
815 (70.8)
13 (1.1)

46 (6.8)
72 (10.7)
54 (8.0)
3
(.4)
18 (2.7)
477 (71.0)
2
(.3)

Gender
Female
Male

751 (65.2)
400 (34.8)

426 (63.4)
246 (36.6)

Note. n

=

(85.9)
(7.6)
(4.8)
(1.3)
(.4)

1,823. Descriptive data represent the frequency and percent of students within student

classification.
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Table 42

Profile ofStudent Dropouts

Demographics

Frequency (Percentage)
CC Transfer
480 (100.0)

Native (FTIC)
164 (100.0)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76

0
301 (62.7)
83 (17.3)
68 (14.2)
23 (4.8)
4
(.8)
1
(.2)

0
136 (82.9)
18 (11.0)
8 (4.9)
2 (1.2)
0
0

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported

16 (3.3)
64 (13.3)
47 (9.8)
6 (1.3)
8 (1.7)
336 (70.0)
3
(.6)

13 (7.9)
16 (9.8)
12 (7.3)
0
4 (2.4)
117 (71.3)
2 (1.2)

Gender
Female
Male

298 (62.1)
182 (37.9)

85 (51.8)
79 (48.2)

Student Classification

Note. n

=

644. Descriptive data represent the frequency and percent of students within student

classification.
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Table 43
Profile ofFAU Sample

Demographics

Frequency (Percentage)

Student Classification

CC Transfer
774 (100.0)

Native (FTIC)
361 (100.0)

Student Status
Continued Enrollment
Dropouts
Graduated

52 (6.7)
206 (26.6)
516 (66.7)

17 (4.7)
71 (19.7)
273 (75.6)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76

3
(.4)
463 (59.8)
158 (20.4)
102 (13.2)
39 (5.0)
7
(.9)
(.3)
2

0
313 (86.7)
33 (9.1)
11 (3.0)
3
(.8)
1 (.3)
0

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not ofHispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported

38 (4.9)
111 (14.3)
111 (14.3)
7
(.9)
46 (5.9)
461 (59.6)
0

22
58
57
2
14
208
0

Gender
Female
Male

512 (66.1)
262 (33.9)

228 (63.2)
133 (36.8)

Note. n

(6.1)
(16.1)
(15.8)
(.6)
(3.9)
(57.6)

= 1135. Descriptive data represent the frequency and percent of students within student

classification.
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Table 44
Profile ofFAU Graduates

Demographics

Student Classification
Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76
Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic Origin)
No Indication/Not Reported
Gender
Female
Male

Frequency (Percentage)
CC Transfer
516 (100.0)

Native (FTIC)
273 (100.0)

3
(.6)
322 (62.4)
115 (22.3)
52 (10.1)
22 (4.3)
2
(.4)
0

0
238 (87.2)
23 (8.4)
8 (2.9)
3 (1.1)
1
(.4)
0

28 (5.4)
71 (13.8)
69 (13.4)
1 (.2)
37 (7.2)
310 (60.1)

17 (6.2)
45 (16.5)
41 (15.0)
2
(.7)
10 (3.7)
158 (57.9)
0

0

348 (67.4)
168 (32.6)

179 (65.6)
94 (34.4)

Note. n = 789. Descriptive data represent the frequency and percent of students within student

classification.
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Table 45
Profile ofFAU Dropouts

Demographics

Student Classification
Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76
Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported
Gender
Female
Male
Note. n

Frequency (Percentage)
CC Transfer
206 (100.0)

0
115
34
39
14
3
1

(55.8)
(16.5)
(18.9)
(6.8)
(1.5)
(.5)

9 (4.4)
30 (14.6)
33 (16.0)
5 (2.4)
7 (3.4)
122 (59.2)
0

129 (62.6)
77 (37.4)

Native (FTIC)
71 (100.0)

0
60 (84.5)
9 (12.7)
2 (2.8)
0
0
0

(4.2)
9 (12.7)
9 (12.7)
3

0

4 (5.6)
46 (64.8)
0

38 (53.5)
33 (46.5)

= 277. Descriptive data represent the frequency and percent of students within student

classification.
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Table 46
Profile of UNF Sample

Demographics

Frequency (Percentage)
CC Transfer
535 (100.0)

Native (FTIC)
348 (100.0)

Student Status
Continued Enrollment
Dropouts
Graduates

26 (4.9)
147 (27.5)
362 (67.7)

8 (2.3)
44 (12.6)
296 (85.1)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76

0
394 (73.6)
89 (16.6)
35 (6.5)
17 (3.2)
0
0

0
277
31
30
8
2
0

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported

22 (4.1)
56 (10.5)
31 (5.8)
3
(.6)
4
(.7)
414 (77.4)
(.9)
5

28 (8.0)
25 (7.2)
8 (2.3)
0
3
(.9)
284 (81.6)
0

Gender
Female
Male

328 (61.3)
207 (38.7)

223 (64.1)
125 (35.9)

Student Classification

Note. n

=

(79.6)
(8.9)
(8.6)
(2.3)
(.6)

883. Descriptive data represent the frequency and percent of students within student

classification.
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Table 47
Profile of UNF Graduates

Demographics

Student Classification

Frequency (Percentage)
CC Transfer
362 (100.0)

Native (FTIC)
296 (100.0)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76

0
265
59
24
14
0
0

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported

19 (5.2)
35 (9.7)
18 (5.0)
2
(.6)
3
(.8)
282 (77.9)
3
(.8)

21
19
7
0
3
246
0

Gender
Female
Male

226 (62.4)
136 (37.6)

191 (64.5)
105 (35.5)

(73.2)
(16.3)
(6.6)
(3.9)

0
241
24
23
6
2
0

(81.4)
(8.1)
(7.8)
(2.0)
(.7)

(7.1)
(6.4)
(2.4)
(1.0)
(83.1)

Note. n = 658. Descriptive data represent the frequency and percent of students within student

classification.
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Table 48
Profile of UNF Dropouts

Demographics

Frequency (Percentage)
Native (FTIC)
44 (100.0)

Student Classification

CC Transfer
147 (100.0)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76

0
109
26
9
3
0
0

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported

3 (2.0)
18 (12.2)
11 (7.5)
(.7)
1
1
(.7)
112 (76.2)
1
(.7)

6 (13.6)
4 (9.1)
1 (2.3)
0
0
33 (75.0)
0

85 (57.8)
62 (42.2)

26 (59.1)
18 (40.9)

Gender
Female
Male
Note. n

(74.1)
(17.7)
(6.1)
(2.0)

0
30 (15.7)
7 (3.7)
5 (2.6)
2 (1.0)
0
0

= 191. Descriptive data represent the frequency and percent of students within student

classification.
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Table 49
Profile of UWF Sample

Frequency (Percentage)

Demographics

Native (FTIC)
165 (100.0)

Student Classification

CC Transfer
429 (100.0)

Student Status
Continued Enrollment
Dropouts
Graduates

29 (6.8)
127 (29.6)
273 (63.6)

13 (7.9)
49 (29.7)
103 (62.4)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76

1
267
71
56
30
4
0

(.2)
(62.2)
(16.6)
(13.1)
(7.0)
(.9)

0
156 (94.5)
6 (3.6)
3 (1.8)
0
0
0

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported

13 (3.0)
39 (9.1)
11 (2.6)
3
(.7)
3
(.7)
347 (80.9)
13 (3.0)

13 (7.9)
12 (7.3)
10 (6.1)
1 (0.6)
5 (3.0)
120 (72.7)
4 (2.4)

Gender
Female
Male

276 (64.3)
153 (35.7)

82 (49.7)
83 (50.3)

Note. n

= 594. Descriptive data represent the frequency and percent of students within student

classification.
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Table 50
Profile of UWF Graduates

Demographics

Student Classification

Frequency (Percentage)
CC Transfer
273 (100.0)

Native (FTIC)
103 (100.0)

Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76

1
168
46
35
20
3
0

(.4)
(61.5)
(16.8)
(12.8)
(7.3)
(1.1)

0
98 (95.1)
4 (3.9)
1 (1.0)
0
0
0

Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non Resident Alien
White (not ofHispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported

8 (2.9)
18 (6.6)
8 (2.9)
3 (1.1)
3 (1.1)
223 (81.7)
10 (3.7)

8 (7.8)
8 (7.8)
6 (5.8)
1 (1.0)
5 (4.9)
73 (70.9)
2 (1.9)

Gender
Female
177 (64.8)
56 (54.4)
Male
96 (35.2)
47 (45.6)
Note. n = 376. Descriptive data represent the frequency and percent of students within student
classification.
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Table 51
Profile of UWF Dropouts

Demographics

Student Classification
Age
16-17
18-24
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-65
66-76
Ethnicity
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
Hispanic
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Non Resident Alien
White (not of Hispanic origin)
No Indication/Not Reported
Gender
Female
Male

Frequency (Percentage)
CC Transfer
127 (100.0)

0
77
23
20
6
1
0

(60.6)
(18.1)
(15.7)
(4.7)
(.8)

4 (3.1)
16 (12.6)
3 (2.4)
0
0
102 (80.3)
2 (1.1)

84 (66.1)
43 (33.9)

Native (FTIC)
49 (100.0)

0
46 (93.9)
2 (4.1)
1 (2.0)
0
0
0

4
3
2
0
0
38
2

(8.2)
(6.1)
(4.1)

(77.6)
(4.1)

21 (42.9)
28 (57.1)

Note. n = 176. Descriptive data represent the frequency and percent of students within student

classification.
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Appendix F
Logistic Regression Analyses

The two statistical techniques selected to analyze the first research question were
descriptive discriminant analysis and binary logistic regression analysis. Both ofthese
multivariate analyses address nonmetric (categorical) dependent variables and metric
independent variables. Both analyses also have the ability to incorporate nonlinear effects
and a vast range of diagnostics. The primary objective of both multivariate analyses is for
the independent variables to predict or explain group membership of the dependent
variable. For the purposes of the first research question, the independent, or operational,
variables predicted or explained differences in the academic success and persistence of
community college transfer and native (FTIC) student graduates (n
(n

=

=

1,823) and dropouts

644). The main difference between the two statistical techniques is the reliance of

discriminant analysis on meeting the assumptions of multivariate normality and equal
variance. Logistic regression is not bound by meeting such assumptions (Hair et al.,
1998). In addition to the results of the discriminant analyses presented for the first
research question of Chapter 4, logistic regression analysis examined the contributions of
the different predictor variables to the probability of community college transfer and
native (FTIC) student's academic success and persistence at FAU, UNF, and UWF.
Logistic Regression for Subsample of Graduates

Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence of community
college transfer and native (FTIC) student graduates ofF AU, UNF, and UWF?
The predicted values (i.e., dependent variable) for the binary logistic regression
analysis were numerically coded as "1" for community college transfer students and "0"
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for native (FTIC) students in SPSS version 13.0 (MAC OS X). The results of the logistic
regression conducted for student graduates yielded a statistically significant (p < .001)
difference in the academic success and persistence of community college transfer and
native (FTIC) student graduates. The -2 Log likelihood (-2LL) was 2,116.2 and was
statistically significant with a ~ 2 of283.7 (df= 6, n = 1,823). Variable logit coefficients
(beta weights) for the analysis are presented in Table 52. Total semesters enrolled

({3 = .3 70) and fmal GP A ({3 = .252) were the variables most highly weighted
Table 52

Variable Coefficients ofGraduates

~

S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

Exp(~)

Total Semesters Enrolled

.370

.041

81.55

1

.000

1.45

Final GPA

.252

.087

8.46

1

.004

1.29

Breaks in Enrollment

.179

.069

6.82

1

.009

1.20

Changes in Major

-.100

.093

1.15

1

.284

.90

1000/2000 Level Courses

-.066

.006

112.64

1

.000

.94

Cumulative Semester Hours

-.025

.003

53.64

1

.000

.98

1.29

.472

7.46

1

.006

3.63

Step 1

Constant
Note. n

=

1,823. Independent variables are ordered by magnitude oflogit coefficients.

in the logistic regression equation. The estimated odds ratio [Exp(/3)] indicated that
community college transfer student graduates completed more semesters and graduated
with higher grade point averages than native (FTIC) students. Specifically, the model
results indicated that a one unit increase in the number of semesters enrolled and in final
GP A increased the odds that graduates were community college transfer students by the
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factors of 1.45 and 1.29, respectively. These data were consistent with the measures of
central tendency (i.e., means and standard deviations) computed for the independent
variables oftotal semesters enrolled and final GPA (Table 8).
The academic success and persistence factors of breaks in continuous enrollment

({3 = .179), cumulative semester hours completed (f3 = -.025), and number of 1000 and
2000 level hours completed ({3 = -.066) were not as highly weighted in the logistic
regression equation as total semesters enrolled ({3 = .370) and final GPA ({3 = .252).
However, the factors of breaks in continuous enrollment (p < .01), cumulative semester
hours completed (p < .001), and number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed (p <
.001) were statistically significant. The estimated odds ratio [Exp(f3)] for these three
factors indicated that: (a) community college transfer student graduates broke their
continuous enrollment fewer times than native (FTIC) student graduates, (b) community
college transfer students graduated with fewer cumulative semester hours than native
(FTIC) students, and (c) community college transfer students graduated with fewer lower
level hours than native (FTIC) students. The results presented by the estimated odds
ratio [Exp(f3)] were consistent with the means and standard deviations computed for the
independent variables breaks in continuous enrollment, cumulative semester hours.
completed, and number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed (Table 8). Specifically,
these results indicated that a one unit increase in the number of breaks in continuous
enrollment increased the odds that graduates were community college transfer students by
a factor of 1.20. For a one unit increase in cumulative semester hours completed and the
number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed, the odds that graduates were community
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college transfer students decreased by the factors of .94 and .98, respectively. The
academic success and persistence factor, changes in major, was not statistically significant
(p = .284), indicating that there was not a significant difference in the number of times
Table 53
Classification Table for Student Graduates

Predicted
Type of Student
Percentage
Native (FTIC) CC Transfer Correct

Observed

Student Type

Native (FTIC)

258

414

38.4

CC Transfer

160

991

86.1

Overall Percentage

68.5

Note. A total of 1,249 (68.5%) of the cases were correctly classified.

community college graduates changed their majors as compared to native (FTIC)
graduates.
Regression classification results for the subsample of student graduates are
reported in Table 53. Overall68.5% ofthe cases were correctly classified, a figure
superior to chance classification of 50%. The misclassified cases consisted of 574 student
graduates. Classification accuracy was higher for the transfer group (86.1%) than for the
native (FTIC) group (38.4%). Inspection of the classification plot (Figure 6) indicated
that the predictor variables of academic success and persistence were not normally
distributed within the dependent groups of community college transfer and native (FTIC)
students. The classification plot confirmed the results of the classification table, namely
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Figure 6
Classification Plot for Student Graduates
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that a greater percentage of community college transfer students were correctly classified
than native (FTIC).
Logistic Regression Subsample of Dropouts

Is there a difference in the academic success and persistence of community
college transfer and native (FTIC) student dropouts at FAU, UNF, and UWF?
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The predicted values (i.e., dependent variable) for the logistic regression analysis
were numerically coded as "1" for community college transfer students and "0" for native
(FTIC) students. The results of the logistic regression conducted for student graduates
yielded a statistically significant (p < .001) difference in the academic success and
persistence of community college transfer and native (FTIC) student dropouts. The
-2 Log likelihood-ratio (-2LL) was 641.93 and was statistically significant with a ~2 of
88.88 (df= 5, n = 644). Variable logit coefficients (beta weights) for the analysis are
presented in Table 54. Total semesters enrolled ([3 = .442) was the independent variable
Table 54
Variable Coefficients of Dropouts

~

S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

Exp(~)

.442

.078

31.84

1

.000

1.56

Changes in Major

-.180

.233

.60

1

.439

.84

Final GPA

-.164

.110

2.20

1

.138

.85

1000/2000 Level Courses

-.050

.010

23.14

1

.000

.95

Cumulative Semester Hours

-.040

.006

43.80

1

.000

.96

Constant

4.611

.555

69.04

1

.000

100.63

Step 1
Total Semesters Enrolled

Note. n = 644. Independent variables are ordered by magnitude oflogit coefficients.

most highly weighted in the logistic regression equation. As indicated by the estimated
odds ratio [Exp(/3)], community college transfer students dropped out of their academic
degree programs with fewer total semesters than native (FTIC) students. Specifically, the
model results indicated that a one unit increase in the number of semesters enrolled
increased the odds that the dropouts were community college transfer students by a
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factor of 1.56. These results were consistent with the measures of central tendency (i.e.,
mean and standard deviation) computed for total semesters enrolled (Table 10).
The academic success and persistence factors of cumulative semester hours
completed ([3 = -.040) and number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed ([3 = -.050)
were not as highly weighted in the logistic regression equation as total semesters enrolled

([3 = .442). However, the factors of cumulative semester hours completed (p < .001 ),
number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed (p < .001) were statistically significant.
The estimated odds ratio [Exp(/3)] for these three factors indicated that community
college transfer students dropped out of their academic degree programs with fewer
cumulative semester hours and lower level semester hours than their native (FTIC)
counterparts. The results presented by the estimated odds ratio [Exp(/3)] were consistent
with the means and standard deviations computed for the independent variables
cumulative semester hours completed and number of 1000 and 2000 level hours
completed (Table 11). Specifically with the factors of .96 and .95, a one unit increase in
the cumulative semesters completed and the number of 1000 and 2000 level hours
completed, respectively, resulted in a decrease in the odds that dropouts were community
college transfer students. The academic success and persistence factors of changes in
major (p = .439) and final GPA (p = .138) were not statistically significant, indicating
that there were not significant differences in the number of major changes and final GP As
of community college transfer students as compared to native (FTIC) students.
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Table 55

Classification Table for Student Dropouts

Predicted
Type of Student
Percentage
CC Transfer Correct
Native (FTIC)

Observed

Student Type

Native (FTIC)

31

133

18.9

CC Transfer

33

447

93.1

Overall Percentage

74.2

Note. A total of 478 (74.2%) of the cases were correctly classified.

Overall 74.2% of the cases were correctly classified, a figure superior to chance
classification of 50%. The misclassified cases consisted of 166 student dropouts.
Classification accuracy was higher for the transfer group (93 .1%) than for the native
(FTIC) group (18.9%). Regression classification results are presented in Table 55.
Inspection of the classification plot (Figure 7) indicated that the predictor variables of
academic success and persistence were not normally distributed within the dependent
groups of community college transfer and native (FTIC) students. The classification plot
confirmed the results of the classification table, namely that a greater percentage of
community college transfer students were correctly classified than native (FTIC).

Comparison of Logistic Regression and Discriminant Analysis
The disparity between the results of the discrminant analysis and the logistic
regression analysis for the sub-groups of graduates and dropouts points out the difference
between structure coefficients and weighting (e.g., beta or logit) coefficients (Thompson
& Borello, 1985; Turey & Daniel, 2007). Structure coefficients are part correlations
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Figure 7
Classification Plot for Student Dropouts
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between a given discriminant variable and the dependent variable and thus, are reliable
indicators of variable contribution. Logit coefficients, because they are regression beta
weights, are partial correlations. Beta weights measure the strength of relationships when
all other variables are held constant, a scenario that fails to honor the multivariable nature
of variable relationships in regression.
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Logistic regression and discriminant analysis for subsample of graduates. The
results of the logistic regression and discriminant analysis for the graduate subsample
yielded statistically significant differences in the academic success and persistence of
community college transfer and native (FTIC) students. Analysis of the discriminant
structure coefficients provided evidence of the degree of contribution of each of the
discriminating variables to the explained variance. The primary contributing factors for
the discriminant analysis were the number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed
(structure coefficient= .739) and cumulative credit hours completed (structure coefficient
= .504). The variables most highly weighted due to the effects of the predictor variables
[i.e., independent variables] on the predicted variables [i.e., dependent variables] in the
logistic regression analysis were total semesters enrolled ({3 = .370) and final GPA

({3 = .252). Specifically, these results indicated that a one unit increase in the number of
semesters enrolled and in final grade point average increased the odds that graduates were
community college transfer students by the factors of 1.45 and 1.29.
Overall 68.5% of the cases for the logistic regression and 68.4% of the cases for
the discriminant analysis were correctly classified, a figure superior to chance
classification of 50%. Classification accuracy for the logistic regression was higher for
the community college transfer group (86.1 %) than for the native (FTIC) group (38.4%).
Similarly, classification accuracy for the discriminant analysis was higher for the transfer
group (71.9%) than for the native (FTIC) group (62.5%). The community college transfer
and native (FTIC) groups did not present a great disparity in the distribution of correctly
classified cases. Inspection of a classification plot for the logistic regression confirmed
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the results of the classification table, a greater percentage of community college transfer
students were correctly classified than native (FTIC).
Logistic regression and discriminant analysis for subsample of dropouts. The
results of the logistic regression and discriminant analysis for the dropout subsample
yielded statistically significant differences in the academic success and persistence of
community college transfer and native (FTIC) students. Analysis of the discriminant
structure coefficients provided evidence of the degree of contribution of each of the
discriminating variables to the explained variance. The primary contributing factors for
the discriminant analysis were the number of 1000 and 2000 level hours completed
(structure coefficient= .644) and cumulative credit hours completed (structure coefficient
= .617). The variable most highly weighted due to the effects of the predictor variables
[i.e., independent variables] on the predicted variables [i.e., dependent variables] in the
logistic regression analysis was total semesters enrolled ({3 = .442). Specifically, these
results indicated that a one unit increase the number of semesters enrolled increased that
the dropouts were community college transfer students by a factor of 1.56.
Overall 74.2% of the cases for the logistic regression and 71.4% of the cases for
the discriminant analysis were correctly classified, a figure superior to chance
classification of 50%. Classification accuracy for the logistic regression was higher for
the community college transfer group (93.1 %) than for the native (FTIC) group (18.9%).
Inspection of a classification plot for the logistic regression confirmed the results of the
classification table, a greater percentage of community college transfer students were
correctly classified than native (FTIC). Classification accuracy for the discriminant
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analysis was higher for the transfer group (74.2%) than for the native (FTIC) group
(25.8%).
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Appendix G
Phase II: Questions for Secondary Interviews

1. How has the history of transfer student services evolved at this institution?
2. When was the transfer student office, for which your worked, created?
3. Did a transfer student office exist at the university prior to your service as
articulation officer?
4. In your role as articulation officer, did you manage a staff that assisted with
transfer student relations?
5. What were the roles and responsibilities associated with your position
[articulation officer]?
6. How did the institutions of Florida's State University System address issues of
compliance with the statewide articulation agreement on their campuses?
7. How was transfer student advocacy addressed with respect to compliance with the
statewide articulation agreement at this institution?
8. What unique support services were offered for community college transfer
students on your campus?
9. Did you encounter or hear of instances when community college transfer students
were treated unfairly?
10. Have transfer student services changed since your previous employment as
articulation officer at this institution?
11. How has the mission of the institution changed?
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